
Station Air Date Aired Time Aired Length Aired House # Aired Ad-ID

WUTH-TV 01/01/20

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 6:09:05 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 6:09:35 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 6:10:06 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 6:10:36 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 6:40:10 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 6:40:40 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 6:51:52 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 6:52:22 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 7:25:44 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 7:26:15 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 7:38:11 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 7:38:41 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 7:39:11 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 7:39:41 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 8:09:48 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 8:10:18 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 8:24:58 AM :15 B905433 CWHUDY15SH

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 8:39:46 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 8:40:16 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 8:49:03 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 9:18:05 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 9:29:25 AM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 9:42:33 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 10:00:46 AM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 10:19:45 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 10:31:07 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 10:40:54 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 10:41:25 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 10:49:57 AM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 11:13:04 AM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 11:50:09 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 11:50:39 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 12:06:26 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H



WUTH-TV 01/01/20 12:06:56 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 12:19:27 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 12:34:08 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 12:34:38 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 12:56:02 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 1:11:19 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 1:11:49 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 1:21:13 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 1:21:43 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 1:32:59 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 1:43:23 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 1:43:53 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 2:17:35 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 2:18:05 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 2:38:09 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 2:39:09 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 2:55:14 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 2:55:44 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 3:08:53 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 3:09:23 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 3:24:50 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 3:42:01 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 3:42:31 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 4:21:23 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 4:21:53 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 4:37:30 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 4:52:12 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 5:05:57 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 5:14:52 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 5:15:22 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 5:23:33 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 5:36:23 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 5:48:49 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 5:49:19 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081



WUTH-TV 01/01/20 6:21:20 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 6:21:51 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 6:22:21 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 6:35:50 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 6:50:15 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 6:50:45 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 7:06:57 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 7:21:15 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 7:21:45 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 7:22:15 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 7:38:05 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 7:56:19 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 8:12:09 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 8:54:18 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 9:08:12 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 9:21:46 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 9:33:41 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 9:58:16 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 10:11:14 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 10:11:44 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 10:23:25 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 10:36:09 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 10:48:04 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 11:15:25 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 11:15:55 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 11:22:08 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 11:42:43 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 11:43:14 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 11:55:49 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 11:56:19 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 12:22:54 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 12:40:47 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 12:54:06 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 1:00:04 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 1:24:42 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 1:25:13 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish



WUTH-TV 01/01/20 1:49:03 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 1:49:33 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 2:00:04 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 2:22:58 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 2:40:40 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 2:51:52 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 2:52:22 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 3:00:04 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 3:00:34 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 5:17:08 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 5:24:43 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 5:28:09 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 5:40:52 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 5:41:23 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/01/20 5:49:53 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/02/20

WUTH-TV 01/02/20

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 6:11:01 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 6:12:01 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 6:12:32 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 6:38:33 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 6:39:03 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 6:52:23 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 6:52:53 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 7:26:59 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 7:27:29 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 7:36:47 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 7:37:17 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 7:37:47 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 7:38:17 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 7:54:37 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 7:55:07 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 8:09:18 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 8:45:03 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30



WUTH-TV 01/02/20 8:45:33 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 8:54:34 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 8:55:04 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 9:14:07 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 9:14:37 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 9:26:58 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 9:48:27 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 10:01:03 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 10:15:27 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 10:15:57 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 10:26:27 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 10:43:15 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 10:53:53 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 11:09:06 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 11:18:57 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 11:34:21 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 11:52:13 AM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 12:11:57 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 12:24:37 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 12:38:41 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 12:55:02 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 1:09:58 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 1:21:55 PM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 1:41:30 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 1:51:42 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 2:13:30 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 2:14:15 PM :15 B905534 ZPLW0185000H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 2:23:50 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 2:36:22 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 2:48:22 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 3:19:18 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 3:19:48 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 3:34:15 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 3:45:40 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 3:55:42 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 4:11:16 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish



WUTH-TV 01/02/20 4:11:46 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 4:29:39 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 4:41:10 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 4:41:40 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 4:53:28 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 4:53:58 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 5:13:23 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 5:26:36 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 5:36:19 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 5:49:04 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 6:16:13 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 6:16:43 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 6:32:54 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 6:45:09 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 6:53:49 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 7:17:47 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 7:18:17 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 7:30:43 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 7:44:08 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 8:23:07 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 8:23:37 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 8:44:29 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 8:45:29 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 9:04:25 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 9:21:26 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 9:21:56 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 9:37:17 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 9:49:38 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 9:50:38 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 10:15:47 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 10:26:52 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 10:42:45 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 10:54:12 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 11:12:06 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 11:12:36 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 11:22:02 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60



WUTH-TV 01/02/20 11:41:09 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 11:41:39 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 11:58:04 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 12:23:31 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 12:24:01 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 12:39:54 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 12:54:47 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 1:00:04 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 1:20:23 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 1:20:54 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 1:44:48 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 1:54:34 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 2:00:04 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 2:23:43 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 2:39:03 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 2:52:23 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 3:00:04 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 3:00:34 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 5:18:13 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 5:25:13 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 5:25:43 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 5:29:25 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 5:40:52 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/02/20 5:49:53 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 6:08:08 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 6:08:38 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 6:09:09 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 6:09:39 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 6:38:34 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 6:39:04 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 6:48:46 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 6:49:17 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 7:29:19 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 7:29:49 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30



WUTH-TV 01/03/20 7:38:42 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 7:39:12 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 7:39:42 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 7:40:12 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 7:54:12 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 7:54:42 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 8:12:57 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 8:13:28 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 8:39:01 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 8:52:07 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 8:52:37 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 9:17:37 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 9:18:08 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 9:32:24 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 9:55:21 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 9:55:51 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 10:16:06 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 10:16:36 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 10:26:13 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 10:26:43 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 10:37:06 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 10:49:40 AM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 11:12:31 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 11:25:51 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 11:43:01 AM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 11:55:32 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 12:10:35 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 12:20:17 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 12:30:13 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 12:46:23 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 1:11:44 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 1:12:14 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 1:41:11 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 1:41:41 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 1:51:37 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H



WUTH-TV 01/03/20 1:52:07 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 2:15:07 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 2:15:37 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 2:26:03 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 2:37:02 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 2:49:36 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 2:50:06 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 3:17:07 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 3:43:21 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 3:55:37 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 3:56:07 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 4:14:30 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 4:15:00 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 4:30:09 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 4:40:22 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 4:40:52 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 4:52:58 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 5:11:51 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 5:12:21 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 5:26:33 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 5:39:20 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 5:39:50 PM :15 B905559 CNFT0077000H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 5:52:32 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 6:14:06 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 6:14:36 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 6:27:27 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 6:40:10 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 6:51:52 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 6:52:22 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 7:12:51 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 7:13:21 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 7:26:04 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 7:39:36 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 8:19:40 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081



WUTH-TV 01/03/20 8:20:10 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 8:31:22 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 8:43:32 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 8:57:31 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 8:58:01 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 9:09:35 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 9:10:05 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 9:25:38 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 9:39:00 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 9:53:22 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 9:53:52 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 10:14:52 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 10:25:51 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 10:40:43 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 10:41:14 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 10:54:11 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 11:10:28 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 11:10:58 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 11:24:12 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 11:40:33 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 11:41:03 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 11:57:36 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 11:58:06 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 12:10:12 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 12:41:12 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 12:53:47 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 12:54:17 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 1:12:28 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 1:12:58 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 1:21:49 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 1:38:46 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 1:52:23 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 2:09:09 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 2:23:15 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 2:39:04 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30



WUTH-TV 01/03/20 2:39:34 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 2:48:46 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 5:16:38 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 5:24:19 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 5:24:49 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 5:28:30 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 5:40:53 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/03/20 5:49:53 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 6:28:54 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 6:29:24 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 6:58:54 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 6:59:24 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 7:28:54 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 7:29:24 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 7:58:55 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 7:59:25 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 8:08:36 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 8:09:06 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 8:36:35 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 8:37:05 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 8:50:41 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 9:14:16 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 9:23:53 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 9:43:38 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 9:52:26 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 10:12:05 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 10:22:17 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 10:41:09 AM :30 B905630 WUTHFCCChildrenAnnounce19

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 10:41:39 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 10:51:55 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 10:52:25 AM :15 B905532 ZPLW0189000H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 11:28:54 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 11:58:54 AM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 12:28:55 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 12:29:25 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish



WUTH-TV 01/04/20 12:58:54 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 1:16:52 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 1:17:22 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 1:32:01 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 1:47:31 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 2:00:45 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 2:01:15 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 2:15:02 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 2:26:56 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 2:27:26 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 2:39:11 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 2:39:41 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 2:54:29 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 2:54:59 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 3:08:14 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 3:21:11 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 3:21:42 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 3:46:01 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 3:46:31 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 3:58:33 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 4:13:38 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 4:14:08 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 4:25:30 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 4:26:00 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 4:40:34 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 4:54:05 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 5:07:50 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 5:08:21 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 5:21:17 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 5:36:11 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 5:51:39 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 6:20:15 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 6:20:45 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 6:34:29 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 6:34:59 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 6:46:32 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H



WUTH-TV 01/04/20 6:57:37 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 7:09:33 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 7:10:03 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 7:24:55 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 7:37:56 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 7:49:34 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 8:19:49 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 8:20:19 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 8:38:43 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 8:54:21 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 9:08:35 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 9:23:48 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 9:24:18 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 9:35:58 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 9:36:28 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 10:01:24 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 10:01:54 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 10:13:54 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 10:25:35 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 10:37:22 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 10:47:30 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 11:24:51 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 11:50:56 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 11:51:26 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 12:05:22 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 12:17:28 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 12:17:58 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 12:30:57 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 12:50:23 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 12:51:23 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 1:16:16 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 1:16:46 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 1:28:33 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 1:43:38 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 1:54:50 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 2:10:34 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30



WUTH-TV 01/04/20 2:23:50 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 2:24:20 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 2:38:11 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 2:38:41 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 2:51:07 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 3:06:11 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 3:21:09 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 3:40:44 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 3:41:15 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 3:52:57 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 3:53:27 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 5:37:02 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 5:37:32 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 5:38:32 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 5:52:46 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 5:53:16 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/04/20 5:54:16 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 6:28:54 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 6:29:24 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 6:58:54 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 6:59:24 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 7:12:49 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 7:13:19 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 7:13:49 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 7:21:34 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 7:22:04 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 7:22:34 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 7:23:04 AM :20 B905057 EL AUTOBUS FZAA 1142

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 7:29:55 AM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 7:40:06 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 7:40:36 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 7:55:31 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 8:14:48 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 8:20:32 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081



WUTH-TV 01/05/20 8:21:02 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 8:43:28 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 8:49:59 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 8:50:29 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 8:51:29 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 9:18:36 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 9:19:07 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 9:25:33 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 9:26:03 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 9:47:24 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 9:53:50 AM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 9:54:50 AM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 10:18:49 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 10:19:19 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 10:25:23 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 10:47:23 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 10:54:14 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 10:54:44 AM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 10:55:43 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 11:28:54 AM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 11:58:54 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 11:59:24 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 12:28:55 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 12:58:54 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 1:24:51 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 1:25:21 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 1:50:56 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 1:51:26 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 2:04:52 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 2:17:28 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 2:17:58 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 2:30:57 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 2:31:27 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 2:50:22 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 2:51:22 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 3:17:37 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H



WUTH-TV 01/05/20 3:35:11 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 3:35:41 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 3:36:11 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 3:50:59 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 4:08:59 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 4:09:29 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 4:28:42 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 4:46:53 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 4:47:52 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 5:20:50 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 5:21:20 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 5:34:56 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 5:35:27 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 6:02:27 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 6:02:57 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 6:14:19 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 6:14:50 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 6:27:02 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 6:40:34 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 6:51:15 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 6:51:45 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 7:19:19 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 7:19:49 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 7:37:16 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 7:52:06 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 8:05:07 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 8:16:49 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 8:17:18 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 8:29:29 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 8:39:33 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 8:50:56 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 9:16:30 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 9:17:16 PM :15 B905433 CWHUDY15SH

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 9:34:38 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025



WUTH-TV 01/05/20 9:49:43 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 10:03:36 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 10:13:23 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 10:13:53 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 10:24:39 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 10:37:52 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 10:49:39 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 10:50:09 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 11:19:39 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 11:20:09 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 11:33:15 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 11:47:40 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 11:48:10 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 11:59:20 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 12:13:57 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 12:26:22 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 12:26:52 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 12:39:30 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 12:52:26 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 1:06:32 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 1:19:07 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 1:19:38 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 1:43:41 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 1:52:22 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 2:19:20 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 2:19:50 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 2:37:16 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 2:52:06 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 3:04:37 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 3:16:48 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 3:17:18 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 3:29:30 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 3:30:00 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 3:39:33 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 3:50:56 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H



WUTH-TV 01/05/20 3:51:26 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 5:36:31 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 5:37:02 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 5:37:32 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 5:49:00 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/05/20 5:50:00 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/06/20

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 6:11:51 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 6:12:21 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 6:12:51 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 6:13:22 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 6:25:41 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 6:40:29 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 6:53:30 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 6:54:00 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 7:26:08 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 7:26:38 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 7:35:16 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 7:35:46 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 7:36:16 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 7:36:46 AM :15 B905433 CWHUDY15SH

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 7:51:07 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 8:12:22 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 8:12:52 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 8:42:06 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 8:42:36 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 8:54:28 AM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 9:15:13 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 9:15:43 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 9:28:07 AM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 9:38:16 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 9:52:23 AM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 10:04:37 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 10:05:07 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 10:20:18 AM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025



WUTH-TV 01/06/20 10:36:18 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 10:47:23 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 10:47:53 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 11:15:41 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 11:26:26 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 11:38:05 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 11:52:16 AM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 12:10:28 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 12:21:21 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 12:36:34 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 12:50:14 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 1:09:22 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 1:09:52 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 1:25:51 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 1:41:15 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 1:51:46 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 2:17:56 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 2:18:26 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 2:30:18 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 2:30:49 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 2:45:30 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 2:57:27 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 2:57:57 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 3:07:32 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 3:08:02 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 3:22:14 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 3:36:08 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 3:47:58 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 4:10:16 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 4:10:46 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 4:24:48 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 4:41:33 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 4:54:57 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 4:55:27 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 5:16:23 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H



WUTH-TV 01/06/20 5:16:53 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 5:29:58 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 5:41:53 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 5:42:23 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 5:53:17 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 6:14:28 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 6:14:58 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 6:41:24 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 6:52:33 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 7:16:25 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 7:16:55 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 7:30:39 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 7:41:34 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 7:53:32 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 8:15:57 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 8:28:09 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 8:28:39 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 8:40:26 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 8:54:06 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 8:54:36 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 9:14:36 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 9:26:53 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 9:27:23 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 9:57:32 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 10:14:56 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 10:15:26 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 10:26:31 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 10:46:44 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 10:47:14 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 10:57:24 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 11:06:31 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 11:19:12 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 11:19:42 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 11:40:32 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 11:41:02 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 11:52:20 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025



WUTH-TV 01/06/20 12:05:09 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 12:05:39 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 12:40:16 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 12:54:18 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 12:54:48 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 1:11:52 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 1:12:22 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 1:22:25 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 1:41:51 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 1:54:28 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 1:54:58 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 2:12:52 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 2:24:41 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 2:40:29 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 2:53:30 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 2:54:00 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 5:18:00 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 5:18:30 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 5:24:52 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 5:27:57 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 5:40:53 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 5:41:23 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 5:49:53 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/06/20 5:50:23 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 6:09:27 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 6:09:58 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 6:10:28 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 6:10:58 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 6:39:56 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 6:40:26 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 6:53:22 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 6:53:52 AM :15 B905601 CNDT0115000H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 7:24:36 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H



WUTH-TV 01/07/20 7:25:07 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 7:35:24 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 7:35:54 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 7:36:24 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 7:52:43 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 7:53:13 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 8:16:26 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 8:16:56 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 8:25:55 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 8:44:40 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 8:55:15 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 8:55:45 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 9:11:10 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 9:11:40 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 9:27:14 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 9:27:44 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 9:39:04 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 9:51:20 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 10:03:27 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 10:03:57 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 10:22:26 AM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 10:34:29 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 10:50:46 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 10:51:16 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 11:11:39 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 11:26:36 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 11:27:07 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 11:38:26 AM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 11:54:34 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 11:55:04 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 12:08:14 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 12:18:38 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 12:29:39 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 12:47:54 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 1:05:39 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071



WUTH-TV 01/07/20 1:06:09 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 1:21:16 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 1:37:55 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 1:38:25 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 1:52:12 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 1:52:42 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 2:20:47 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 2:21:17 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 2:32:02 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 2:43:17 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 2:58:15 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 2:58:45 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 3:12:38 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 3:13:09 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 3:28:40 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 3:39:19 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 3:48:12 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 3:48:42 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 4:11:22 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 4:24:22 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 4:42:05 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 4:54:46 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 4:55:16 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 5:13:40 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 5:14:10 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 5:40:32 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 5:50:28 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 6:14:06 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 6:14:36 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 6:28:46 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 6:40:16 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 6:51:07 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 6:51:37 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 7:16:34 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 7:17:04 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish



WUTH-TV 01/07/20 7:29:27 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 7:40:34 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 7:53:02 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 8:15:55 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 8:28:18 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 8:41:53 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 8:54:38 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 9:14:38 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 9:15:08 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 9:26:32 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 9:52:18 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 9:57:34 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 10:16:12 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 10:16:42 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 10:26:45 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 10:46:08 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 10:46:38 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 10:58:10 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 11:08:11 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 11:21:13 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 11:40:24 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 11:40:54 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 11:51:25 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 11:51:55 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 12:02:46 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 12:03:16 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 12:18:20 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 12:41:22 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 12:54:22 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 1:15:56 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 1:16:26 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 1:25:54 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 1:44:25 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 1:55:15 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 2:10:27 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish



WUTH-TV 01/07/20 2:25:11 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 2:40:26 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 2:53:07 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 5:16:13 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 5:24:43 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 5:25:13 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 5:28:43 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 5:40:51 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 5:41:22 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 5:49:52 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/07/20 5:50:22 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/08/20

WUTH-TV 01/08/20

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 6:11:02 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 6:12:02 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 6:12:32 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 6:24:13 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 6:39:18 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 6:39:48 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 6:50:58 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 6:51:28 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 7:26:58 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 7:27:29 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 7:36:17 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 7:36:47 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 7:37:17 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 7:37:47 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 7:52:43 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 7:53:13 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 8:09:54 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 8:10:24 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 8:21:32 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 8:43:22 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 8:55:21 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30



WUTH-TV 01/08/20 8:55:51 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 9:18:42 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 9:33:03 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 9:44:13 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 9:54:09 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 10:09:18 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 10:09:48 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 10:24:28 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 10:38:03 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 10:48:17 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 11:12:55 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 11:23:01 AM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 11:33:14 AM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 11:46:42 AM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 12:17:22 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 12:26:13 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 12:26:43 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 12:37:36 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 12:51:03 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 12:51:33 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 1:14:28 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 1:14:58 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 1:26:07 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 1:38:37 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 1:49:53 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 1:50:23 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 2:14:08 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 2:14:38 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 2:25:14 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 2:25:45 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 2:37:35 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 2:51:40 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 3:03:07 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 3:03:37 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 3:20:56 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071



WUTH-TV 01/08/20 3:30:35 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 3:44:34 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 4:10:40 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 4:11:10 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 4:25:06 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 4:40:08 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 4:54:34 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 5:14:26 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 5:14:56 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 5:27:41 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 5:42:06 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 5:52:33 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 6:12:56 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 6:13:26 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 6:31:48 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 6:43:27 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 6:43:57 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 6:54:13 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 6:54:43 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 7:14:31 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 7:15:01 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 7:25:59 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 7:26:29 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 7:43:42 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 7:53:42 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 8:16:14 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 8:28:30 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 8:41:05 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 8:54:00 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 9:13:45 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 9:14:15 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 9:26:00 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 9:52:36 PM :15 B905621 ForestsEssentialToLife15

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 9:57:38 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 10:13:37 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 10:14:07 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30



WUTH-TV 01/08/20 10:27:01 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 10:43:56 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 10:44:26 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 10:54:35 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 11:06:03 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 11:19:28 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 11:19:58 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 11:39:21 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 11:39:51 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 11:51:39 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 12:06:38 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 12:07:08 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 12:17:35 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 12:41:10 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 12:54:36 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 1:09:24 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 1:09:54 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 1:21:31 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 1:43:07 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 1:55:21 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 2:12:02 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 2:23:13 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 2:39:48 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 2:40:18 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 2:50:58 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 5:18:02 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 5:24:42 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 5:27:43 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 5:40:54 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/08/20 5:49:54 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/09/20

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 6:10:27 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 6:10:57 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 6:11:27 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 6:11:57 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 6:23:12 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H



WUTH-TV 01/09/20 6:40:58 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 6:41:28 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 6:52:21 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 7:27:59 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 7:28:29 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 7:36:24 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 7:36:54 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 7:37:24 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 7:37:54 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 7:53:19 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 7:53:49 AM :15 B905534 ZPLW0185000H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 8:09:34 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 8:10:04 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 8:22:31 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 8:39:46 AM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 8:49:03 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 9:15:11 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 9:32:39 AM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 9:45:21 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 10:00:17 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 10:14:07 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 10:14:37 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 10:26:28 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 10:41:27 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 10:50:26 AM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 11:14:38 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 11:27:14 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 11:27:44 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 11:40:37 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 11:52:41 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 11:53:11 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 12:10:13 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 12:19:08 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 12:19:38 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 12:30:44 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 12:47:53 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H



WUTH-TV 01/09/20 1:08:25 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 1:40:32 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 1:41:02 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 1:53:25 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 2:13:17 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 2:13:47 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 2:32:11 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 2:32:41 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 2:44:34 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 2:59:48 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 3:09:18 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 3:09:48 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 3:21:09 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 3:21:39 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 3:34:16 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 3:45:40 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 4:10:01 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 4:10:31 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 4:24:04 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 4:40:32 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 4:54:30 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 5:12:21 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 5:39:04 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 5:51:16 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 6:12:21 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 6:25:23 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 6:39:40 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 6:52:07 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 7:17:19 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 7:33:06 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 7:42:38 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 7:43:08 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 7:53:50 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 8:15:56 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 8:28:01 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H



WUTH-TV 01/09/20 8:28:31 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 8:40:39 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 8:41:09 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 8:52:57 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 9:13:17 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 9:13:47 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 9:25:57 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 9:26:28 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 9:52:21 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 9:57:38 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 9:58:08 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 10:14:36 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 10:26:27 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 10:48:21 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 10:48:51 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 11:06:33 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 11:07:03 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 11:15:01 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 11:22:30 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 11:44:31 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 11:45:01 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 11:57:31 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 12:08:52 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 12:21:04 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 12:40:01 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 12:53:34 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 1:09:04 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 1:09:34 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 1:22:30 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 1:39:31 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 1:49:03 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 1:49:33 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 2:11:27 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 2:22:12 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 2:41:28 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60



WUTH-TV 01/09/20 2:51:51 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 5:17:51 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 5:18:21 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 5:24:22 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 5:24:52 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 5:27:53 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 5:40:53 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 5:41:23 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/09/20 5:49:53 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/10/20

WUTH-TV 01/10/20

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 6:09:37 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 6:10:37 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 6:11:08 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 6:22:08 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 6:39:40 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 6:40:10 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 6:53:29 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 6:53:59 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 7:28:44 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 7:29:14 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 7:39:22 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 7:39:52 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 7:40:22 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 7:40:52 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 7:53:37 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 7:54:07 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 8:09:18 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 8:09:48 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 8:20:49 AM :15 B905433 CWHUDY15SH

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 8:45:03 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 8:54:34 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 8:55:04 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 9:17:20 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 9:17:50 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 



WUTH-TV 01/10/20 9:36:04 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 9:59:46 AM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 10:13:22 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 10:25:45 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 10:42:57 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 10:52:31 AM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 11:16:52 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 11:28:25 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 11:40:41 AM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 11:52:54 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 11:53:24 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 12:10:57 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 12:23:35 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 12:33:33 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 12:47:14 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 1:09:53 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 1:10:23 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 1:23:02 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 1:39:43 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 1:49:02 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 1:49:32 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 2:17:36 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 2:18:06 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 2:33:21 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 2:43:09 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 3:01:09 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 3:01:39 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 3:16:57 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 3:17:28 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 3:26:56 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 3:39:34 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 3:49:31 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 3:50:01 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 4:11:42 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 4:12:12 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30



WUTH-TV 01/10/20 4:25:49 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 4:41:14 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 4:41:44 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 4:54:46 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 5:13:26 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 5:13:56 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 5:28:03 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 5:40:39 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 5:54:45 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 6:14:42 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 6:15:12 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 6:29:33 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 6:42:06 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 6:51:48 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 7:13:13 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 7:13:44 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 7:24:10 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 7:38:42 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 7:53:56 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 8:15:58 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 8:28:46 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 8:40:21 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 8:53:43 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 9:14:43 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 9:15:14 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 9:27:34 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 9:28:04 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 9:52:33 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 9:58:09 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 10:14:48 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 10:15:18 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 10:25:28 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 10:46:34 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 10:47:04 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 10:56:07 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 11:08:44 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30



WUTH-TV 01/10/20 11:20:24 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 11:39:26 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 11:39:56 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 11:50:05 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 12:03:28 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 12:41:42 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 12:42:12 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 12:55:19 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 12:55:49 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 1:08:48 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 1:09:18 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 1:20:33 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 1:44:48 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 1:45:18 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 1:54:34 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 2:10:37 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 2:21:08 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 2:40:10 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 2:53:29 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 5:17:28 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 5:25:09 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 5:25:39 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 5:28:20 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 5:40:57 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/10/20 5:49:58 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 6:28:54 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 6:29:24 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 6:58:55 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 6:59:25 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 7:28:54 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 7:29:24 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 7:58:55 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 7:59:25 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 8:08:22 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 8:23:11 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 8:37:14 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H



WUTH-TV 01/11/20 8:37:44 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 8:54:25 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 9:12:17 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 9:24:46 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 9:40:48 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 9:41:19 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 9:52:12 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 9:52:42 AM :15 B905621 ForestsEssentialToLife15

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 10:11:36 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 10:23:08 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 10:39:46 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 10:50:46 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 11:28:54 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 11:29:24 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 11:58:54 AM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 12:28:55 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 12:58:54 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 1:12:06 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 1:12:36 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 1:24:48 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 1:44:47 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 1:45:17 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 1:57:20 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 2:10:08 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 2:22:36 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 2:34:38 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 2:45:51 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 2:58:54 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 2:59:24 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 3:08:29 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 3:36:13 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 3:36:43 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 4:23:59 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 4:24:29 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 4:41:54 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 4:42:24 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 



WUTH-TV 01/11/20 4:42:54 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 4:58:32 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 4:59:02 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 5:16:53 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 5:17:23 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 5:32:56 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 5:33:26 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 5:49:45 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 5:50:45 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 6:17:39 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 6:18:10 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 6:29:04 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 6:43:28 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 6:57:00 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 7:10:03 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 7:10:33 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 7:25:05 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 7:35:44 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 7:46:49 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 8:24:26 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 8:24:56 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 8:41:16 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 8:52:48 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 8:53:48 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 9:09:44 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 9:10:14 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 9:23:12 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 9:41:58 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 9:42:28 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 9:58:42 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 9:59:12 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 10:16:58 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 10:32:30 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 10:45:09 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 11:20:24 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 11:20:54 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H



WUTH-TV 01/11/20 11:36:35 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 11:37:06 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 11:49:57 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 12:03:28 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 12:03:58 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 12:15:21 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 12:25:32 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 12:26:03 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 12:41:39 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 12:51:13 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 1:02:54 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 1:13:04 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 1:53:14 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 1:53:44 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 2:12:24 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 2:12:54 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 2:28:27 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 2:46:23 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 2:46:53 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 2:47:23 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 3:02:56 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 3:03:26 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 3:20:25 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 3:20:55 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 3:39:34 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 3:51:17 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 3:51:47 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 5:35:11 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 5:35:41 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 5:36:11 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 5:48:11 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 5:49:11 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/11/20 5:49:41 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 6:00:24 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 6:00:54 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H



WUTH-TV 01/12/20 6:01:24 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 6:28:54 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 6:29:24 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 6:58:55 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 6:59:25 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 7:13:36 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 7:14:06 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 7:14:36 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 7:22:08 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 7:22:38 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 7:23:08 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 7:23:38 AM :20 B905620 ForestsEssentialToLife20

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 7:29:54 AM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 7:38:56 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 7:39:26 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 7:52:25 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 8:17:31 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 8:18:02 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 8:23:57 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 8:44:00 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 8:50:21 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 8:51:21 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 8:51:51 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 9:18:03 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 9:18:33 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 9:25:54 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 9:46:29 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 9:54:39 AM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 9:55:38 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 10:18:49 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 10:19:19 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 10:25:19 AM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 10:48:32 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 10:54:55 AM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 10:55:56 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 11:28:54 AM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60



WUTH-TV 01/12/20 11:58:54 AM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 12:28:54 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 12:58:54 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 12:59:24 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 1:16:25 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 1:25:45 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 1:44:40 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 1:45:11 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 1:55:15 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 1:55:45 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 2:17:39 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 2:18:09 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 2:29:04 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 2:29:34 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 2:43:28 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 2:57:00 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 3:10:03 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 3:10:33 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 3:25:06 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 3:25:36 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 3:35:44 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 3:46:49 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 4:17:56 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 4:18:26 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 4:32:28 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 4:32:58 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 4:48:37 PM :15 B905621 ForestsEssentialToLife15

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 5:01:45 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 5:13:30 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 5:14:00 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 5:26:18 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 5:38:34 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 5:50:24 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 6:18:40 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 6:19:10 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026



WUTH-TV 01/12/20 6:41:35 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 6:42:05 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 7:06:24 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 7:06:54 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 7:20:57 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 7:21:27 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 7:35:09 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 7:47:58 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 7:48:28 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 8:27:35 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 8:28:05 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 8:41:26 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 8:41:56 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 8:54:34 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 9:04:57 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 9:17:40 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 9:18:11 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 9:28:46 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 9:53:08 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 9:53:38 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 10:07:50 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 10:08:20 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 10:22:12 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 10:36:00 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 10:47:18 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 11:24:18 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 11:37:52 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 11:51:31 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 11:52:01 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 12:17:58 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 12:28:16 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 12:41:19 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 12:53:25 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 12:53:55 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 1:06:05 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 1:17:14 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H



WUTH-TV 01/12/20 1:39:10 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 1:39:40 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 1:49:10 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 1:49:40 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 2:00:04 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 2:41:36 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 2:42:06 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 3:06:24 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 3:06:54 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 3:20:57 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 3:35:09 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 3:35:39 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 3:47:58 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 4:00:04 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 4:01:04 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 5:52:46 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 5:53:16 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 5:53:46 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/12/20 5:59:54 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/13/20

WUTH-TV 01/13/20

WUTH-TV 01/13/20

WUTH-TV 01/13/20

WUTH-TV 01/13/20

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 6:25:57 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 6:26:27 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 6:26:57 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 6:27:27 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 6:53:18 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 6:53:48 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 7:00:04 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 7:00:34 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 7:38:56 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 7:39:26 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 7:54:28 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish



WUTH-TV 01/13/20 7:54:58 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 7:55:28 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 7:55:58 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 8:00:04 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 8:00:34 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 8:22:46 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 8:23:16 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 8:40:43 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 8:55:46 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 8:56:17 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 9:00:04 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 9:31:36 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 9:32:06 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 9:43:11 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 9:43:41 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 9:53:25 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 10:06:31 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 10:20:29 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 10:36:07 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 10:52:04 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 11:09:56 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 11:22:52 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 11:23:23 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 11:34:12 AM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 11:47:51 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 12:09:02 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 12:20:01 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 12:20:31 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 12:33:28 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 12:48:55 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 1:12:58 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 1:13:28 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 1:23:07 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 1:41:35 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 1:51:40 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 1:52:10 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30



WUTH-TV 01/13/20 2:17:45 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 2:18:15 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 2:35:00 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 2:45:58 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 2:56:14 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 2:56:44 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 3:06:05 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 3:21:19 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 3:21:49 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 3:36:10 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 3:47:28 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 4:11:09 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 4:11:39 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 4:24:53 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 4:40:23 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 4:40:53 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 4:54:28 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 5:14:42 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 5:15:12 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 5:27:55 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 5:37:23 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 5:50:59 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 5:51:29 PM :15 B905433 CWHUDY15SH

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 6:18:37 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 6:19:07 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 6:30:29 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 6:42:41 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 6:52:15 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 7:16:29 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 7:16:59 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 7:29:42 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 7:39:12 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 7:50:06 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 8:16:03 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 8:28:00 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 8:40:46 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H



WUTH-TV 01/13/20 8:53:26 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 9:14:06 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 9:14:36 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 9:26:46 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 9:52:17 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 9:57:33 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 10:15:21 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 10:26:27 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 10:47:22 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 10:47:52 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 11:01:21 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 11:13:35 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 11:22:39 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 11:42:09 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 11:52:13 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 11:52:43 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 12:01:33 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 12:02:03 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 12:15:06 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 12:41:39 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 12:54:53 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 1:10:16 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 1:10:46 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 1:22:45 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 1:40:28 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 1:40:58 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 1:55:47 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 2:12:58 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 2:22:07 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 2:41:20 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 2:41:50 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 2:51:40 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 5:17:21 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 5:23:22 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 5:27:06 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H



WUTH-TV 01/13/20 5:40:21 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/13/20 5:51:42 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20

WUTH-TV 01/14/20

WUTH-TV 01/14/20

WUTH-TV 01/14/20

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 6:09:21 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 6:10:21 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 6:10:51 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 6:40:44 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 6:41:14 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 6:52:36 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 6:53:06 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 7:24:17 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 7:24:47 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 7:33:11 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 7:33:41 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 7:34:11 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 7:34:41 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 7:47:10 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 7:47:40 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 8:13:12 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 8:24:22 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 8:46:23 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 8:46:53 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 8:54:39 AM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 9:18:31 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 9:19:02 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 9:31:18 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 9:31:48 AM :15 B905532 ZPLW0189000H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 9:52:46 AM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 10:03:21 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 10:18:25 AM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 10:37:31 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026



WUTH-TV 01/14/20 10:50:34 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 11:11:41 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 11:28:03 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 11:28:34 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 11:40:10 AM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 11:51:37 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 12:09:49 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 12:22:16 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 12:22:46 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 12:34:23 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 12:49:39 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 1:10:13 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 1:10:43 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 1:39:04 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 1:49:59 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 2:12:37 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 2:13:07 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 2:27:06 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 2:27:36 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 2:41:31 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 2:59:16 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 3:10:39 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 3:11:10 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 3:23:33 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 3:35:51 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 3:46:17 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 4:09:56 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 4:10:26 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 4:24:30 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 4:42:11 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 4:54:07 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 5:14:16 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 5:29:05 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 5:39:37 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026



WUTH-TV 01/14/20 5:40:07 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 5:51:54 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 6:15:47 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 6:16:17 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 6:41:22 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 6:51:05 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 7:15:00 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 7:15:30 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 7:26:40 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 7:27:10 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 7:41:02 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 7:52:39 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 8:16:02 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 8:28:40 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 8:41:59 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 9:15:32 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 9:16:02 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 9:27:55 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 9:28:26 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 9:52:18 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 9:57:35 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 9:58:05 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 10:15:43 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 10:45:29 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 10:45:59 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 10:58:06 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 11:10:41 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 11:22:41 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 11:23:11 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 11:43:20 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 11:43:50 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 12:02:42 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 12:14:13 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 12:24:40 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 12:39:56 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H



WUTH-TV 01/14/20 12:54:00 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 1:12:42 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 1:13:12 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 1:24:21 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 1:46:08 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 1:54:39 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 2:10:13 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 2:19:54 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 2:38:49 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 2:39:19 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 2:49:29 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 2:49:59 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 5:16:28 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 5:24:16 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 5:28:27 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 5:40:52 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/14/20 5:51:44 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/15/20

WUTH-TV 01/15/20

WUTH-TV 01/15/20

WUTH-TV 01/15/20

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 6:10:30 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 6:11:00 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 6:11:30 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 6:12:01 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 6:23:22 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 6:39:15 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 6:49:46 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 7:25:50 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 7:26:20 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 7:36:40 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 7:37:10 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 7:37:40 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 7:38:10 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 7:52:36 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071



WUTH-TV 01/15/20 7:53:06 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 8:09:54 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 8:22:59 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 8:44:39 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 8:55:03 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 9:15:38 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 9:29:40 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 9:30:10 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 9:44:36 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 9:55:50 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 10:15:21 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 10:15:51 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 10:28:52 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 10:29:22 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 10:41:45 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 10:53:47 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 11:11:26 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 11:22:56 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 11:32:34 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 11:49:21 AM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 12:11:06 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 12:21:43 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 12:32:32 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 12:48:24 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 1:14:31 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 1:15:01 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 1:26:21 PM :15 B905534 ZPLW0185000H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 1:42:19 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 1:52:24 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 1:52:54 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 2:17:33 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 2:18:03 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 2:33:16 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 2:47:36 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 2:59:50 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H



WUTH-TV 01/15/20 3:11:48 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 3:24:44 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 3:49:47 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 3:50:17 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 4:11:14 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 4:25:11 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 4:40:11 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 4:54:11 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 4:54:41 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 5:12:49 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 5:39:35 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 5:50:21 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 6:16:20 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 6:16:50 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 6:30:10 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 6:41:27 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 6:41:57 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 6:51:54 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 7:15:17 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 7:27:31 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 7:41:27 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 7:41:57 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 8:16:56 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 8:29:10 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 8:42:49 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 8:55:44 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 9:14:32 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 9:27:05 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 9:52:18 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 9:57:34 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 9:58:04 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 10:14:32 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 10:15:02 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 10:26:30 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30



WUTH-TV 01/15/20 10:46:09 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 10:46:39 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 10:57:03 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 11:11:40 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 11:23:03 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 11:42:36 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 11:43:07 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 12:00:43 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 12:12:42 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 12:41:14 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 12:55:11 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 1:09:25 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 1:09:55 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 1:22:58 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 1:43:54 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 1:55:03 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 1:55:33 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 2:14:31 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 2:25:06 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 2:25:36 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 2:42:04 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 2:52:24 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 2:52:54 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 5:24:43 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 5:28:19 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 5:40:01 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/15/20 5:51:42 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20

WUTH-TV 01/16/20

WUTH-TV 01/16/20

WUTH-TV 01/16/20

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 6:08:31 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 6:09:31 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H



WUTH-TV 01/16/20 6:10:02 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 6:39:19 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 6:39:49 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 6:52:36 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 7:26:10 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 7:26:40 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 7:37:45 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 7:38:15 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 7:38:45 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 7:39:15 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 7:52:45 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 7:53:15 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 8:16:03 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 8:16:33 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 8:25:24 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 8:43:27 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 8:53:13 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 8:53:43 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 9:16:47 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 9:17:17 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 9:29:43 AM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 10:14:40 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 10:29:27 AM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 10:40:24 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 10:53:02 AM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 11:17:24 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 11:31:22 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 11:40:58 AM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 11:53:35 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 12:13:07 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 12:27:01 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 12:41:32 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 12:42:02 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 12:56:09 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 1:08:36 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30



WUTH-TV 01/16/20 1:42:37 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 1:51:26 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 2:13:31 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 2:14:01 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 2:24:19 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 2:24:49 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 2:54:07 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 3:13:22 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 3:13:53 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 3:22:55 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 3:49:12 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 4:11:15 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 4:11:45 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 4:39:30 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 4:54:07 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 5:14:23 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 5:27:03 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 5:38:16 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 5:38:46 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 5:49:13 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 6:14:40 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 6:15:11 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 6:40:57 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 6:50:03 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 7:16:39 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 7:17:09 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 7:38:33 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 7:48:12 PM :15 B905601 CNDT0115000H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 8:17:00 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 8:30:02 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 8:41:48 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 8:55:24 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 8:55:54 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 9:14:47 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish



WUTH-TV 01/16/20 9:15:17 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 9:27:27 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 9:58:07 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 10:15:08 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 10:41:47 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 10:42:18 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 10:53:23 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 10:53:53 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 11:20:50 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 11:44:18 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 11:44:48 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 12:01:19 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 12:12:01 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 12:12:31 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 12:22:57 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 12:41:45 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 12:53:58 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 1:15:33 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 1:16:03 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 1:42:42 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 1:53:13 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 2:08:36 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 2:21:16 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 2:21:46 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 2:42:22 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 2:51:56 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 5:23:24 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 5:27:07 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 5:40:17 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 5:51:09 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/16/20 5:51:39 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/17/20

WUTH-TV 01/17/20

WUTH-TV 01/17/20

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 6:10:01 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H



WUTH-TV 01/17/20 6:11:01 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 6:11:32 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 6:24:12 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 6:41:38 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 6:52:34 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 7:27:24 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 7:27:54 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 7:36:42 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 7:37:12 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 7:37:42 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 7:38:12 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 7:50:11 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 7:50:41 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 8:09:27 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 8:41:37 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 8:42:07 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 8:51:54 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 8:52:25 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 9:18:00 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 9:18:46 AM :15 B905433 CWHUDY15SH

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 9:31:26 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 9:54:23 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 10:17:15 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 10:28:30 AM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 10:51:07 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 11:12:27 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 11:25:58 AM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 11:39:43 AM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 11:50:29 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 12:16:19 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 12:28:57 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 12:39:51 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 12:40:21 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 12:53:06 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 1:10:39 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30



WUTH-TV 01/17/20 1:22:24 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 1:38:01 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 1:47:53 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 2:18:25 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 2:30:29 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 2:57:45 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 3:14:20 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 3:14:50 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 3:28:09 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 3:28:39 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 3:37:48 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 3:47:18 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 4:10:57 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 4:24:42 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 4:55:58 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 5:11:40 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 5:49:56 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 6:15:39 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 6:16:09 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 6:28:45 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 6:54:22 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 7:16:52 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 7:17:22 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 7:27:42 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 7:41:08 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 7:53:05 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 8:17:31 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 8:42:00 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 9:16:13 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 9:16:43 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 9:27:59 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 9:52:20 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 9:57:36 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 10:14:14 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 10:25:28 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 10:44:20 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H



WUTH-TV 01/17/20 10:59:51 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 11:20:14 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 11:20:44 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 11:45:10 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 11:45:40 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 12:03:16 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 12:03:47 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 12:13:56 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 12:14:26 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 12:24:51 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 12:40:57 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 12:41:27 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 12:54:42 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 1:08:57 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 1:09:27 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 1:19:50 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 1:41:52 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 1:51:55 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 1:52:25 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 2:10:39 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 2:21:24 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 2:37:16 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 2:47:23 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 5:24:54 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 5:25:24 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 5:28:55 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/17/20 5:51:19 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 6:28:54 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 6:29:24 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 6:58:54 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 6:59:24 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 7:29:24 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 7:58:55 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 7:59:25 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H



WUTH-TV 01/18/20 8:19:10 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 8:19:40 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 8:25:35 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 8:26:04 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 8:43:24 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 8:50:39 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 8:51:09 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 9:18:23 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 9:26:18 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 9:54:28 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 9:54:58 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 9:55:28 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 9:55:58 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 10:17:09 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 10:26:03 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 10:55:08 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 10:56:08 AM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 11:28:54 AM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 11:58:54 AM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 12:28:55 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 12:29:25 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 12:59:24 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 1:17:38 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 1:32:52 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 1:33:22 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 1:54:48 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 2:13:42 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 2:44:47 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 2:57:46 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 2:58:16 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 3:10:56 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 3:23:01 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 3:35:42 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 3:49:46 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 4:02:36 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 4:18:39 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH



WUTH-TV 01/18/20 4:47:11 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 4:47:41 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 5:04:52 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 5:20:08 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 5:43:23 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 5:43:53 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 5:55:10 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 6:08:02 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 6:20:19 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 6:43:33 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 6:44:03 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 6:56:33 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 7:20:27 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 7:20:57 PM :15 B905621 ForestsEssentialToLife15

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 7:32:28 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 7:48:08 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 7:58:38 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 8:07:23 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 8:07:53 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 8:43:19 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 9:12:00 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 9:25:42 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 9:49:53 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 10:04:29 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 10:18:03 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 10:48:59 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 11:16:40 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 11:17:10 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 11:35:08 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 11:49:43 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 12:03:36 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 12:13:23 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 12:13:53 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 12:24:40 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH



WUTH-TV 01/18/20 12:25:10 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 12:37:52 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 12:49:39 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 1:13:49 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 1:14:19 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 1:26:02 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 1:38:51 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 1:50:32 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 2:18:08 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 2:18:38 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 2:28:23 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 2:37:28 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 2:49:41 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 3:09:04 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 3:09:34 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 3:19:13 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 3:40:57 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 3:52:48 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 5:40:02 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 5:40:33 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 5:41:33 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 5:51:50 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/18/20 5:52:50 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/19/20

WUTH-TV 01/19/20

WUTH-TV 01/19/20

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 6:28:54 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 6:29:24 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 6:58:55 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 6:59:24 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 7:13:19 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 7:13:49 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 7:14:19 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 7:22:34 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 7:23:04 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026



WUTH-TV 01/19/20 7:23:35 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 7:24:05 AM :20 B905055 EL PAN FZAA 1139

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 7:29:55 AM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 7:41:56 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 7:51:27 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 8:29:24 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 8:58:54 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 8:59:24 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 9:12:24 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 9:12:54 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 9:20:23 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 9:21:23 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 10:19:21 AM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 10:20:21 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 10:20:51 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 10:25:09 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 10:25:39 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 10:26:09 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 10:31:01 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 11:28:29 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 12:59:24 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 1:00:34 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 1:10:45 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 1:11:15 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 1:56:33 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 2:11:30 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 2:26:12 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 2:50:24 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 3:04:29 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 3:33:46 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 4:19:49 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 4:38:43 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 5:09:05 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 5:23:48 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 5:36:27 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 6:01:54 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 



WUTH-TV 01/19/20 6:13:54 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 6:14:24 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 6:25:35 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 6:37:21 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 6:48:00 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 7:17:20 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 7:39:09 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 8:08:53 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 8:24:50 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 8:42:01 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 8:43:02 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 9:19:46 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 9:20:31 PM :15 B905621 ForestsEssentialToLife15

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 9:35:56 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 9:52:08 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 10:07:40 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 10:27:06 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 10:44:33 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 10:45:03 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 11:17:05 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 11:35:41 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 11:36:12 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 12:01:34 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 12:13:12 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 12:13:42 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 12:24:36 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 12:39:06 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 12:51:16 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 1:10:32 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 1:11:02 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 1:23:34 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 1:40:42 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 1:51:57 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 2:17:20 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H



WUTH-TV 01/19/20 2:17:51 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 2:38:39 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 2:39:09 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 2:55:14 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 3:08:53 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 3:09:23 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 3:24:50 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 3:42:02 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 3:43:02 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 5:40:29 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 5:40:59 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 5:41:29 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 5:51:45 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 5:52:44 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/19/20 5:53:14 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/20/20

WUTH-TV 01/20/20

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 6:09:56 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 6:10:26 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 6:10:56 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 6:11:27 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 6:26:32 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 6:40:23 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 6:51:54 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 7:23:50 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 7:31:37 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 7:32:07 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 7:32:37 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 7:33:07 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 7:52:02 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 8:13:26 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 8:47:53 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 8:48:23 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 8:56:28 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 9:20:05 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H



WUTH-TV 01/20/20 9:20:35 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 9:32:54 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 9:33:24 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 9:45:22 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 9:56:30 AM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 10:18:17 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 10:29:47 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 10:30:17 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 10:52:39 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 11:11:29 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 11:22:19 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 12:10:21 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 12:22:01 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 12:34:36 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 12:49:14 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 1:09:27 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 1:41:19 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 1:41:49 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 1:51:22 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 2:20:32 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 2:21:02 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 2:37:45 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 2:54:57 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 3:04:18 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 3:18:23 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 3:27:53 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 3:36:24 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 3:47:16 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 4:13:00 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 4:40:01 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 4:40:32 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 4:54:49 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 5:13:57 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 5:27:07 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 5:42:20 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H



WUTH-TV 01/20/20 5:54:19 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 6:19:08 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 6:19:38 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 6:43:48 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 6:54:26 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 7:16:34 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 7:17:20 PM :15 B905601 CNDT0115000H

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 7:38:11 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 8:16:27 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 8:41:09 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 8:41:39 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 8:54:40 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 9:14:45 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 9:27:48 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 9:52:06 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 10:14:17 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 10:45:26 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 10:58:55 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 11:13:19 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 11:23:44 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 11:41:11 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 11:41:41 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 12:00:10 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 12:14:58 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 12:43:00 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 12:54:55 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 12:55:25 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 1:12:56 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 1:23:20 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 1:47:38 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 1:56:28 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 2:10:56 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 2:25:32 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 2:26:02 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 2:40:23 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 2:51:24 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H



WUTH-TV 01/20/20 5:18:28 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 5:25:39 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 5:29:32 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 5:41:01 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 5:50:37 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/20/20 5:51:07 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 6:09:16 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 6:09:46 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 6:10:16 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 6:10:47 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 6:38:31 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 6:39:01 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 6:51:42 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 6:52:12 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 7:24:31 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 7:25:01 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 7:34:48 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 7:35:18 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 7:35:48 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 7:47:10 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 7:47:40 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 8:12:31 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 8:13:01 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 8:24:00 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 8:40:45 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 8:41:15 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 8:52:46 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 9:14:53 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 9:15:23 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 9:29:12 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 9:40:02 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 9:52:11 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 10:14:16 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 10:27:57 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 10:42:18 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H



WUTH-TV 01/21/20 10:51:19 AM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 11:07:55 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 11:19:03 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 11:29:25 AM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 12:08:56 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 12:21:14 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 12:35:58 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 1:10:49 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 1:11:19 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 1:23:25 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 1:50:07 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 1:50:37 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 2:15:45 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 2:16:15 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 2:31:33 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 2:40:41 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 2:56:04 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 3:07:09 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 3:07:40 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 3:23:26 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 3:37:58 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 3:48:15 PM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 4:11:16 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 4:25:13 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 4:39:52 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 4:54:54 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 5:15:54 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 5:41:04 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 5:52:20 PM :15 B905534 ZPLW0185000H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 6:14:42 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 6:28:21 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 6:41:34 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 6:50:33 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 7:16:57 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish



WUTH-TV 01/21/20 7:17:28 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 7:30:11 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 7:40:04 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 7:52:00 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 8:16:22 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 8:30:12 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 8:43:46 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 9:14:14 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 9:26:22 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 9:52:18 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 9:58:04 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 10:14:41 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 10:26:34 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 10:45:37 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 10:59:32 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 11:00:02 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 11:09:12 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 11:19:22 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 11:46:10 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 11:46:40 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 12:12:36 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 12:23:23 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 12:41:46 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 12:54:43 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 1:12:01 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 1:12:31 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 1:24:00 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 1:40:30 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 1:41:00 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 1:52:46 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 2:10:16 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 2:22:25 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 2:39:01 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 2:51:42 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 5:17:48 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 5:26:09 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60



WUTH-TV 01/21/20 5:30:14 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 5:30:44 XM 1:00 B905600 CNDT0114000H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 5:42:38 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 5:43:08 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 5:51:43 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/21/20 5:52:13 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 6:11:09 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 6:12:09 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 6:12:39 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 6:43:49 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 6:44:19 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 6:54:01 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 7:25:50 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 7:26:20 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 7:37:26 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 7:37:56 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 7:38:26 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 7:38:56 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 7:52:11 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 7:52:41 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 8:12:00 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 8:39:47 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 8:51:21 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 9:20:31 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 9:21:02 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 9:36:31 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 9:47:00 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 10:14:54 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 10:15:24 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 10:26:59 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 10:27:29 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 10:39:01 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 10:51:06 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 11:11:51 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H



WUTH-TV 01/22/20 11:53:49 AM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 12:09:47 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 12:21:39 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 12:31:30 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 12:46:40 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 1:09:00 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 1:40:27 PM :15 B905532 ZPLW0189000H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 1:50:52 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 2:16:13 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 2:16:43 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 2:28:21 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 2:28:51 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 2:56:31 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 2:57:01 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 3:12:35 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 3:13:05 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 3:35:47 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 3:46:54 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 3:47:24 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 4:11:31 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 4:12:01 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 4:25:05 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 4:41:56 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 4:54:08 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 4:54:38 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 5:16:34 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 5:17:04 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 5:51:08 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 6:15:09 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 6:28:39 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 6:40:11 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 6:48:26 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 7:12:45 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 7:13:15 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 7:27:45 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H



WUTH-TV 01/22/20 7:40:31 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 7:41:01 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 8:16:23 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 8:29:21 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 8:29:51 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 8:41:32 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 8:55:14 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 9:14:52 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 9:29:23 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 9:57:41 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 10:45:53 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 10:46:23 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 11:00:27 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 11:13:24 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 11:23:12 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 11:42:00 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 11:42:30 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 11:56:54 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 11:57:24 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 12:20:40 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 12:41:31 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 12:54:35 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 1:00:34 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 1:23:37 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 1:24:08 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 1:39:32 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 1:51:21 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 1:51:51 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 2:00:04 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 2:00:34 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 2:23:43 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 2:44:19 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 2:53:30 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 3:00:04 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 5:19:36 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 5:20:06 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish



WUTH-TV 01/22/20 5:26:12 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 5:30:28 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 5:31:28 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 5:42:35 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 5:43:05 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/22/20 5:51:40 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 6:10:07 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 6:11:07 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 6:11:38 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 6:51:16 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 6:51:46 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 7:21:58 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 7:34:36 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 7:35:06 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 7:35:36 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 7:36:06 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 7:50:59 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 7:51:29 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 8:13:46 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 8:24:27 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 8:42:40 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 8:51:35 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 8:52:05 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 9:16:32 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 9:17:03 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 9:34:52 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 9:47:41 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 10:00:54 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 10:17:21 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 10:17:51 AM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 10:26:47 AM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 10:37:57 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 10:51:26 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 11:12:09 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 11:21:07 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 11:48:08 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH



WUTH-TV 01/23/20 12:11:01 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 12:20:21 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 12:33:01 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 12:46:23 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 1:09:28 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 1:21:05 PM :15 B905621 ForestsEssentialToLife15

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 1:39:57 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 1:40:27 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 1:52:35 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 2:17:18 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 2:32:20 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 2:43:10 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 2:56:11 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 3:12:10 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 3:23:38 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 3:48:44 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 4:11:14 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 4:11:44 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 4:24:56 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 4:40:47 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 4:54:06 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 5:14:07 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 5:14:37 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 5:26:08 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 5:48:08 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 6:16:55 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 6:17:25 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 6:40:52 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 6:50:29 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 7:15:53 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 7:26:41 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 7:37:44 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 7:51:16 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 8:17:17 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026



WUTH-TV 01/23/20 8:29:24 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 8:42:23 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 8:53:54 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 9:13:52 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 9:29:04 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 9:52:24 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 9:57:56 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 10:13:52 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 10:26:13 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 10:46:00 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 10:46:30 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 11:00:06 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 11:20:07 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 11:43:34 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 11:44:04 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 11:58:32 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 11:59:02 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 12:22:37 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 12:41:15 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 12:54:26 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 1:00:04 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 1:00:34 XM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 1:24:27 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 1:24:57 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 1:41:55 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 1:51:35 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 1:52:05 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 2:00:04 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 2:25:17 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 2:42:11 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 2:42:41 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 2:51:16 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 3:00:04 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 3:00:34 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 5:17:48 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 5:24:08 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H



WUTH-TV 01/23/20 5:24:38 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 5:28:42 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 5:29:42 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 5:42:40 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 5:43:10 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/23/20 5:51:45 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/24/20

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 6:06:36 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 6:07:06 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 6:07:36 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 6:08:07 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 6:20:52 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 6:39:41 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 6:49:28 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 6:49:58 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 7:24:33 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 7:25:03 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 7:34:04 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 7:34:34 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 7:35:04 AM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 7:50:41 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 7:51:11 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 8:11:12 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 8:22:36 AM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 8:44:29 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 8:53:13 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 8:53:43 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 9:14:40 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 9:26:02 AM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 9:53:40 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 10:16:06 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 10:16:36 AM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 10:27:27 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 10:50:27 AM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60



WUTH-TV 01/24/20 11:10:11 AM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 11:20:16 AM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 11:32:45 AM :15 B905532 ZPLW0189000H

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 11:46:19 AM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 12:10:41 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 12:22:15 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 12:22:45 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 12:34:20 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 12:34:50 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 12:48:49 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 1:09:39 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 1:10:09 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 1:40:59 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 2:13:06 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 2:13:36 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 2:23:33 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 3:23:22 PM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 3:24:22 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 3:24:53 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 3:28:53 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 3:29:23 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 3:29:53 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 3:34:46 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 4:28:28 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 4:39:58 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 4:40:28 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 4:54:21 PM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 5:11:19 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 5:23:39 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 5:38:02 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 6:12:41 PM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 6:38:44 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 6:39:14 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 6:49:45 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish



WUTH-TV 01/24/20 6:50:15 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 7:16:57 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 7:30:26 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 7:42:43 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 8:16:42 PM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 8:54:06 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 9:14:47 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 9:15:17 PM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 9:27:15 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 9:57:51 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 10:15:25 PM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 10:26:21 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 10:47:06 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 10:47:36 PM :30 B905571 ZJWB-C071

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 10:59:39 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 11:09:37 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 11:19:34 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 11:20:04 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 11:45:23 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 12:01:48 XM 1:00 B905572 ZJWB-C072

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 12:14:04 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 12:25:02 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 12:39:54 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 12:40:24 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 12:54:47 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 1:10:42 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 1:11:12 XM :30 B905573 ZJWB-C026

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 1:22:35 XM :30 B905570 ZJWB-D081

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 1:43:44 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 1:53:13 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 2:07:36 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 2:19:52 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 2:39:41 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 2:49:28 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 5:18:13 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 5:18:43 XM :30 B905531 ZPLW0188000H



WUTH-TV 01/24/20 5:27:38 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 5:30:14 XM :30 B905533 ZPLW0184000H 

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 5:30:44 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 5:31:14 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 5:42:15 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 5:42:45 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/24/20 5:51:20 XM 1:00 B905574 ZJWB-C025

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 6:28:54 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 6:29:24 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 6:58:55 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 6:59:25 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 7:28:54 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 7:29:24 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 7:59:25 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 8:07:02 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 8:24:55 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 8:36:47 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 8:53:18 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 9:12:18 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 9:22:16 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 9:41:53 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 9:42:23 AM :15 B905559 CNFT0077000H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 9:52:03 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 10:13:26 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 10:22:22 AM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 10:43:49 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 10:52:42 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 10:53:12 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 11:28:54 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 11:58:54 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 12:29:25 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 12:58:54 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 1:13:25 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 1:13:55 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 1:42:30 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 2:18:10 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 2:33:02 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000



WUTH-TV 01/25/20 2:33:33 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 2:49:28 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 2:49:58 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 3:06:35 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 3:24:41 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 3:41:46 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 3:42:16 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 3:42:46 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 4:24:18 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 4:37:52 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 4:51:31 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 5:02:41 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 5:17:13 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 5:41:49 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 5:53:45 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 6:06:09 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 6:17:44 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 6:52:37 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 7:15:05 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 7:33:40 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 7:50:56 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 7:51:56 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 8:07:33 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 8:08:03 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 8:20:18 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 8:51:41 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 8:52:11 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 9:05:45 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 9:06:15 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 9:22:04 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 9:22:34 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 9:38:14 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 9:38:45 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 9:55:02 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 10:09:43 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 10:10:13 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 10:26:54 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H



WUTH-TV 01/25/20 10:45:56 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 10:46:26 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 11:19:49 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 11:38:13 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 11:38:43 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 11:54:21 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 12:09:35 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 12:23:48 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 12:24:18 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 12:35:58 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 12:36:28 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 12:49:53 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 1:01:54 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 1:13:54 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 1:14:25 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 1:25:05 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 1:37:22 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 1:48:00 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 2:23:08 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 2:23:38 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 2:44:35 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 2:45:34 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 3:03:45 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 3:04:15 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 3:21:26 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 3:21:56 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 3:37:32 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 3:49:39 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 3:50:09 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 3:50:39 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 5:37:40 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 5:38:10 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 5:39:10 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 5:51:18 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 5:52:17 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/25/20 5:52:47 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H



WUTH-TV 01/26/20

WUTH-TV 01/26/20

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 6:28:54 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 6:29:24 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 6:58:55 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 6:59:24 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 7:14:38 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 7:15:08 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 7:15:38 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 7:25:39 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 7:26:09 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 7:26:39 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 7:27:10 AM :20 B905057 EL AUTOBUS FZAA 1142

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 7:29:55 AM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 7:40:06 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 7:40:36 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 7:51:56 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 8:12:33 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 8:13:04 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 8:21:20 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 8:43:48 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 8:49:21 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 8:50:21 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 8:50:51 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 9:18:17 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 9:18:47 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 9:25:59 AM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 9:46:30 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 9:54:58 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 9:55:27 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 10:17:20 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 10:25:31 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 10:26:02 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 10:48:45 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 10:54:47 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 10:55:18 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 10:55:48 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H



WUTH-TV 01/26/20 10:56:18 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 11:28:54 AM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 11:59:24 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 12:29:25 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 12:58:54 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 1:17:53 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 1:26:58 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 1:50:44 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 1:51:15 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 2:04:15 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 2:16:57 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 2:28:02 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 2:39:33 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 2:40:03 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 2:54:25 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 3:08:06 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 3:19:44 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 3:54:41 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 3:55:11 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 4:11:16 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 4:23:28 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 4:52:41 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 4:53:12 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 5:11:52 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 5:28:27 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 5:28:57 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 5:46:13 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 5:46:43 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 6:02:25 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 6:15:49 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 6:46:02 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 6:46:32 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 6:57:40 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 6:58:11 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 7:09:19 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 7:21:28 PM :15 B905433 CWHUDY15SH

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 7:35:02 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 7:50:06 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H



WUTH-TV 01/26/20 8:05:15 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 8:17:35 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 8:48:58 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 9:05:30 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 9:21:41 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 9:22:11 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 9:36:07 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 9:52:48 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 10:08:49 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 10:09:19 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 10:24:12 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 10:38:25 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 11:20:14 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 11:34:59 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 11:46:32 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 11:58:07 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 12:24:26 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 12:24:56 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 12:37:56 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 12:38:26 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 12:49:04 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 1:00:04 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 1:22:10 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 1:22:40 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 1:41:50 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 1:52:17 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 2:27:56 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 2:28:26 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 2:38:54 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 2:51:03 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 3:04:32 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 3:20:05 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 3:20:35 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 3:35:05 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 3:35:35 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 3:47:25 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 4:00:04 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 4:00:35 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H



WUTH-TV 01/26/20 5:52:25 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 5:52:55 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 5:53:55 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/26/20 5:59:54 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20

WUTH-TV 01/27/20

WUTH-TV 01/27/20

WUTH-TV 01/27/20

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 6:23:46 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 6:24:46 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 6:25:16 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 6:53:19 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 7:00:34 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 7:40:01 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 7:53:55 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 7:54:25 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 7:54:55 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 8:00:04 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 8:00:34 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 8:24:21 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 8:24:51 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 8:40:49 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 8:51:55 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 8:52:26 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 9:00:04 AM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 9:26:53 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 9:27:23 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 9:38:40 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 9:51:39 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 10:09:57 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 10:24:05 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 10:35:38 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 11:00:04 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 11:00:34 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 11:26:40 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 11:40:49 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 11:41:19 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 11:51:14 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish



WUTH-TV 01/27/20 12:09:11 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 12:20:22 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 12:32:34 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 12:33:04 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 12:44:24 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 1:09:28 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 1:09:58 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 1:26:40 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 1:41:52 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 1:52:36 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 2:15:21 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 2:26:45 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 2:27:15 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 2:55:32 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 3:09:34 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 3:10:04 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 3:20:02 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 3:20:32 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 3:38:38 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 3:49:58 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 4:10:58 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 4:40:43 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 4:54:13 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 4:54:43 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 5:17:27 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 5:17:57 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 5:33:53 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 5:43:47 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 5:44:17 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 5:54:13 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 6:18:59 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 6:19:29 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 6:32:38 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 6:42:59 PM :15 B905621 ForestsEssentialToLife15



WUTH-TV 01/27/20 6:51:32 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 7:14:44 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 7:27:32 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 7:52:13 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 8:17:10 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 8:30:40 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 8:42:00 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 8:54:26 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 9:15:33 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 9:27:32 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 9:53:01 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 9:57:17 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 9:57:47 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 10:16:06 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 10:25:53 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 10:47:56 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 10:59:28 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 10:59:58 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 11:08:34 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 11:20:57 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 11:43:38 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 11:44:08 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 12:00:36 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 12:11:49 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 12:40:58 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 12:54:11 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 12:54:41 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 1:12:30 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 1:13:00 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 1:24:20 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 1:40:34 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 1:51:56 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 2:11:42 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 2:22:46 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 2:23:16 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 2:38:45 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 2:39:15 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 2:52:49 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60



WUTH-TV 01/27/20 5:17:18 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 5:24:50 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 5:28:48 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 5:40:20 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 5:50:50 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/27/20 5:51:21 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20

WUTH-TV 01/28/20

WUTH-TV 01/28/20

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 6:06:58 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 6:07:59 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 6:08:29 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 6:39:23 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 6:39:53 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 7:27:31 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 7:28:01 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 7:37:14 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 7:37:44 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 7:38:14 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 7:53:54 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 8:10:26 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 8:10:56 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 8:22:32 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 8:39:59 AM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 8:52:08 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 9:18:46 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 9:19:17 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 9:32:19 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 9:32:49 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 9:54:00 AM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 10:12:49 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 10:25:30 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 10:35:44 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 10:50:42 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 11:15:08 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 11:27:21 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000



WUTH-TV 01/28/20 11:27:51 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 11:42:56 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 11:43:26 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 11:55:42 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 12:08:33 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 12:17:26 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 12:29:35 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 12:44:55 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 1:10:11 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 1:10:41 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 1:40:09 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 1:40:39 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 1:52:21 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 2:18:13 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 2:18:43 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 2:33:08 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 2:57:21 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 3:09:58 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 3:22:52 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 3:49:21 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 3:49:51 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 4:11:11 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 4:11:41 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 4:40:25 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 4:53:47 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 4:54:17 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 5:13:24 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 5:13:54 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 5:25:18 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 5:38:38 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 5:49:14 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 5:49:44 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 6:19:29 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 6:31:01 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 6:40:12 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30



WUTH-TV 01/28/20 6:49:31 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 6:50:01 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 7:16:32 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 7:30:03 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 7:39:49 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 8:16:33 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 8:28:41 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 8:41:55 PM :15 B905621 ForestsEssentialToLife15

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 8:54:24 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 8:54:54 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 9:15:32 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 9:27:29 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 9:58:08 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 10:14:47 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 10:45:40 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 10:46:10 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 11:00:12 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 11:15:04 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 11:24:18 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 11:44:21 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 11:59:04 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 12:13:18 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 12:41:12 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 12:54:17 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 1:09:56 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 1:10:26 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 1:22:32 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 1:39:44 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 1:40:14 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 1:52:08 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 2:07:59 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 2:19:08 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 2:39:53 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 2:40:23 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 2:51:26 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 5:16:06 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 5:22:51 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 5:23:21 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 5:28:15 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30



WUTH-TV 01/28/20 5:40:19 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 5:50:50 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/28/20 5:51:20 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20

WUTH-TV 01/29/20

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 6:07:00 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 6:07:30 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 6:08:01 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 6:08:31 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 6:23:44 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 6:37:29 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 6:48:32 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 7:27:15 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 7:27:45 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 7:36:00 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 7:36:30 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 7:37:30 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 7:53:53 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 8:13:25 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 8:24:29 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 8:42:21 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 8:51:55 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 9:18:21 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 9:18:52 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 9:29:47 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 9:30:17 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 9:53:05 AM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 10:03:58 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 10:20:54 AM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 10:32:06 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 10:47:28 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 11:09:39 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 11:20:26 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 11:20:57 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 11:37:29 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 11:50:49 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 12:10:09 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH



WUTH-TV 01/29/20 12:23:15 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 12:36:30 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 12:53:03 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 1:08:53 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 1:09:24 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 1:40:06 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 1:52:23 PM :15 B905433 CWHUDY15SH

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 2:15:28 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 2:15:58 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 2:30:34 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 2:31:04 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 2:53:10 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 2:53:40 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 3:07:28 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 3:07:58 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 3:22:16 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 3:36:26 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 3:47:14 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 4:09:36 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 4:24:36 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 4:39:26 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 4:54:21 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 5:17:06 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 5:17:36 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 5:53:31 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 6:12:59 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 6:13:29 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 6:26:04 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 6:38:32 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 6:52:55 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 7:18:43 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 7:29:51 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 7:41:16 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 7:53:10 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 8:15:51 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 8:28:36 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H



WUTH-TV 01/29/20 8:40:57 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 8:41:27 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 8:53:57 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 9:13:44 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 9:27:09 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 9:52:20 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 9:58:28 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 10:16:26 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 10:26:03 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 10:47:01 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 10:47:31 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 11:00:27 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 11:13:01 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 11:23:44 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 11:42:54 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 11:43:24 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 11:59:36 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 12:14:02 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 12:23:41 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 12:39:36 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 12:40:07 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 12:54:06 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 1:24:29 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 1:24:59 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 1:42:06 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 1:51:55 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 2:00:04 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 2:22:44 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 2:37:29 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 2:37:59 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 2:48:01 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 2:48:31 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 3:00:04 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 5:18:54 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 5:24:25 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 5:24:55 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H



WUTH-TV 01/29/20 5:28:40 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 5:40:19 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 5:40:49 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 5:50:50 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/29/20 5:51:20 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20

WUTH-TV 01/30/20

WUTH-TV 01/30/20

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 6:07:19 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 6:07:49 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 6:08:20 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 6:08:50 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 6:24:49 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 6:38:51 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 6:52:34 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 6:53:04 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 7:26:48 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 7:33:52 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 7:34:22 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 7:34:52 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 7:35:22 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 7:52:42 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 7:53:12 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 8:11:06 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 8:41:13 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 8:55:47 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 9:11:45 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 9:12:15 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 9:37:32 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 9:54:10 AM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 10:12:56 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 10:13:26 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 10:25:18 AM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 10:37:40 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 10:48:37 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H



WUTH-TV 01/30/20 11:14:41 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 11:24:27 AM :15 B905433 CWHUDY15SH

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 11:36:34 AM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 11:51:30 AM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 12:11:53 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 12:26:25 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 12:26:55 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 12:54:12 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 1:09:15 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 1:37:39 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 1:50:47 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 1:51:17 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 2:14:06 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 2:14:36 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 2:24:44 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 2:39:56 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 2:52:04 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 3:05:10 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 3:18:46 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 3:34:12 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 3:47:45 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 4:10:16 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 4:10:46 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 4:24:48 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 4:41:33 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 4:54:57 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 4:55:27 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 5:15:50 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 5:16:20 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 5:42:49 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 5:52:55 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 5:53:25 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 6:12:41 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 6:38:08 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 6:48:10 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 7:15:01 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H



WUTH-TV 01/30/20 7:15:32 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 7:28:10 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 7:38:26 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 7:38:56 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 8:16:12 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 8:29:57 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 8:41:15 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 8:41:45 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 9:14:24 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 9:28:15 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 9:58:08 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 10:14:39 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 10:26:08 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 10:49:25 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 10:49:55 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 11:01:54 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 11:12:18 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 11:23:38 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 11:44:53 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 11:45:24 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 12:01:50 XM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 12:02:20 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 12:12:13 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 12:22:03 XM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 12:40:47 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 12:54:18 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 1:10:36 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 1:11:06 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 1:23:30 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 1:40:58 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 1:55:47 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 2:08:20 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 2:23:49 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 2:24:19 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 2:38:51 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30



WUTH-TV 01/30/20 2:39:21 XM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 2:52:34 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 2:53:04 XM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 5:17:23 XM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 5:23:14 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 5:28:29 XM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 5:28:59 XM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 5:40:50 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/30/20 5:50:50 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20

WUTH-TV 01/31/20

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 6:07:46 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 6:08:47 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 6:09:17 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 6:39:26 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 6:39:56 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 6:52:04 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 6:52:35 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 7:26:25 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 7:26:55 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 7:36:57 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 7:37:27 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 7:37:57 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 7:53:22 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 7:53:52 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 8:14:10 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 8:14:40 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 8:25:33 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 8:41:37 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 8:42:07 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 8:51:55 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 8:52:25 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 9:14:58 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H



WUTH-TV 01/31/20 9:26:52 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 9:27:22 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 9:44:21 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 10:14:32 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 10:15:02 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 10:25:11 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 10:49:38 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 11:17:19 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 11:28:32 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 11:41:58 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 11:42:28 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 11:53:15 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 12:14:14 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 12:24:10 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 12:24:40 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 12:39:04 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 12:53:00 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 1:09:46 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 1:23:48 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 1:38:36 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 1:52:10 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 2:20:51 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 2:21:21 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 2:34:09 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 3:01:39 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 3:12:21 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 3:22:48 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 3:32:11 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 3:50:04 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 4:11:22 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 4:11:52 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 4:24:22 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 4:42:05 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019



WUTH-TV 01/31/20 4:54:46 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 5:14:11 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 5:14:41 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 5:51:48 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 6:17:26 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 6:17:56 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 6:41:01 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 6:50:59 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 7:12:42 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 7:29:18 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 7:29:48 PM :15 B905433 CWHUDY15SH

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 7:43:43 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 8:16:27 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 8:30:58 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 8:42:39 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 8:54:10 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 9:15:59 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 9:16:29 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 9:28:07 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 9:58:05 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 10:15:35 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 10:47:27 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 10:47:57 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 11:02:52 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 11:12:30 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 11:20:55 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 11:43:44 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 11:44:14 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 11:54:37 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 12:21:11 XM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 12:41:22 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 12:41:52 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 12:53:52 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 1:13:40 XM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 1:14:10 XM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H



WUTH-TV 01/31/20 1:25:33 XM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 1:41:22 XM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 1:41:52 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 1:51:55 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 2:08:47 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 2:23:15 XM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 2:23:45 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 2:39:56 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 2:40:26 XM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 2:52:04 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 2:52:34 XM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 5:17:47 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 5:28:43 XM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 5:40:25 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 5:40:55 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 01/31/20 5:50:55 XM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 6:28:54 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 6:29:24 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 6:58:55 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 6:59:24 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 7:29:24 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 7:58:55 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 7:59:25 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 8:28:54 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 8:29:25 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 8:59:25 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 9:14:40 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 9:22:41 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 9:23:11 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 9:23:41 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 10:18:27 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 10:18:57 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 10:19:27 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 10:23:38 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H



WUTH-TV 02/01/20 10:24:08 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 10:24:38 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 10:29:23 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 11:28:56 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 11:29:26 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 11:41:30 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 11:54:13 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 11:54:43 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 12:28:54 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 12:29:25 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 12:58:54 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 1:12:59 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 1:13:29 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 1:53:03 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 1:53:33 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 2:11:12 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 2:12:28 PM :15 B905433 CWHUDY15SH

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 2:33:26 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 2:49:03 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 3:17:56 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 3:18:26 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 3:29:28 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 3:42:00 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 3:52:54 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 4:53:09 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 4:53:39 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 4:57:17 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 4:58:16 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 5:56:39 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 5:57:09 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 6:15:53 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 6:16:23 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 6:29:26 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 6:29:57 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 6:42:59 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H



WUTH-TV 02/01/20 6:54:28 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 6:54:58 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 7:07:47 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 7:20:10 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 7:20:40 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 7:35:33 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 7:36:03 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 7:50:00 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 8:15:41 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 8:47:55 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 8:48:25 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 9:00:20 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 9:00:50 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 9:11:48 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 9:22:35 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 9:23:05 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 9:37:39 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 9:51:17 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 10:04:33 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 10:05:03 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 10:18:35 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 10:33:44 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 10:47:07 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 11:21:59 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 11:22:29 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 11:44:37 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 12:03:48 XM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 12:04:48 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 12:18:13 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 12:18:43 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 12:46:52 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 12:47:23 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 1:05:41 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 1:20:54 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H



WUTH-TV 02/01/20 1:38:29 XM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 1:38:59 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 1:58:42 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 1:59:13 XM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 2:17:33 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 2:18:03 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 2:39:44 XM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 2:40:14 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 2:51:38 XM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 3:10:21 XM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 3:10:51 XM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 3:22:38 XM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 3:38:47 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 3:50:16 XM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 3:50:46 XM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 5:36:53 XM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 5:37:23 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 5:38:23 XM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 5:50:50 XM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 5:51:20 XM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 5:51:50 XM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/01/20 5:52:20 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 6:28:54 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 6:29:24 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 6:58:54 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 6:59:24 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 7:11:58 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 7:12:28 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 7:12:58 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 7:13:28 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 7:22:34 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 7:23:04 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 7:23:34 AM :20 B905055 EL PAN FZAA 1139

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 7:29:55 AM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID



WUTH-TV 02/02/20 7:40:43 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 7:41:14 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 8:15:01 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 8:15:31 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 8:22:20 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 8:22:50 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 8:42:37 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 8:53:16 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 8:53:46 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 8:54:17 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 8:54:47 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 9:16:44 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 9:17:15 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 9:25:20 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 9:25:50 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 9:47:31 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 9:53:47 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 9:54:17 AM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 9:55:17 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 10:18:52 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 10:19:22 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 10:25:31 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 10:49:05 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 10:54:46 AM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 10:55:47 AM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 11:28:54 AM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 11:59:24 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 12:28:55 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 12:29:25 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 12:58:54 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 1:18:10 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 1:30:00 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 1:41:48 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 1:51:50 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H



WUTH-TV 02/02/20 2:07:39 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 2:21:17 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 2:34:53 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 2:35:23 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 2:48:55 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 3:03:43 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 3:17:17 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 3:50:09 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 3:50:39 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 4:06:56 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 4:19:27 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 4:19:57 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 4:34:38 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 4:45:06 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 4:56:03 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 5:11:19 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 5:11:49 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 5:21:13 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 5:21:43 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 5:32:59 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 5:43:54 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 6:18:10 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 6:18:40 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 6:31:41 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 6:32:11 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 6:45:25 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 6:45:55 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 6:57:21 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 7:09:48 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 7:23:22 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 7:37:30 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 7:48:44 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 7:49:14 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 8:02:27 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish



WUTH-TV 02/02/20 8:18:27 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 8:48:29 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 8:49:00 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 9:01:56 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 9:16:19 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 9:30:04 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 9:44:19 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 9:56:00 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 9:56:30 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 10:07:37 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 10:08:07 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 10:21:21 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 10:35:14 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 10:47:17 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 11:20:24 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 11:20:54 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 11:36:36 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 11:49:27 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 12:03:43 XM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 12:04:13 XM :15 B905667 CNHB0201000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 12:15:21 XM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 12:25:32 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 12:41:39 XM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 12:51:13 XM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 12:51:43 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 1:02:54 XM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 1:13:04 XM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 1:13:34 XM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 1:41:14 XM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 1:53:27 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 1:53:57 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 2:17:57 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 2:18:27 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 2:32:28 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000



WUTH-TV 02/02/20 2:32:58 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 2:48:22 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 3:01:45 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 3:02:15 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 3:13:30 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 3:14:00 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 3:26:18 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 3:26:49 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 3:38:34 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 3:50:24 XM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 3:50:54 XM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 5:37:07 XM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 5:37:37 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 5:38:07 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 5:38:37 XM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 5:51:27 XM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 5:52:27 XM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/02/20 5:52:57 XM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20

WUTH-TV 02/03/20

WUTH-TV 02/03/20

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 6:11:42 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 6:12:43 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 6:13:13 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 6:23:42 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 6:41:25 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 6:52:07 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 7:25:04 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 7:35:54 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 7:36:24 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 7:36:54 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 7:37:24 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 7:54:38 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H



WUTH-TV 02/03/20 8:14:28 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 8:14:58 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 8:25:52 AM :15 B905676 VYSL003900H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 8:43:19 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 8:43:49 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 8:52:44 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 8:53:14 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 9:17:48 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 9:18:18 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 9:31:19 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 9:31:49 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 10:01:10 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 10:01:40 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 10:16:49 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 10:17:19 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 10:28:08 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 10:28:38 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 10:38:42 AM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 10:49:00 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 11:10:35 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 11:23:58 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 11:34:51 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 11:35:21 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 11:46:10 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 11:46:40 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 12:16:39 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 12:29:55 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 12:41:49 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 12:42:19 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 12:54:06 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 1:08:20 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 1:21:27 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 1:42:11 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 1:51:38 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60



WUTH-TV 02/03/20 2:15:36 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 2:16:06 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 2:32:27 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 3:02:07 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 3:13:14 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 3:13:44 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 3:24:19 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 3:24:49 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 3:48:36 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 4:10:08 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 4:25:04 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 4:42:13 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 4:55:19 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 5:12:51 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 5:13:21 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 5:26:44 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 5:42:12 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 5:52:09 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 5:52:39 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 6:16:17 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 6:16:47 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 6:28:59 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 6:41:26 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 6:50:23 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 7:18:21 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 7:18:51 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 7:31:00 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 7:40:01 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 7:40:31 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 7:53:40 PM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 8:16:44 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 8:30:34 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 8:44:58 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 8:58:14 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H



WUTH-TV 02/03/20 9:17:05 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 9:29:16 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 9:52:16 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 9:57:35 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 10:15:07 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 10:26:01 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 10:44:04 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 10:44:34 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 10:53:59 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 11:04:41 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 11:15:33 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 11:42:09 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 11:42:39 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 12:04:45 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 12:15:08 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 12:26:18 XM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 12:40:09 XM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 12:54:34 XM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 12:55:04 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 1:13:58 XM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 1:14:28 XM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 1:25:36 XM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 1:43:04 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 1:52:44 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 1:53:14 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 2:12:43 XM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 2:22:42 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 2:41:25 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 2:41:55 XM :30 B905579 CNFI0340000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 2:51:36 XM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 5:17:43 XM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 5:25:19 XM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 5:27:54 XM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 5:40:58 XM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H



WUTH-TV 02/03/20 5:41:28 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/03/20 5:49:03 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20

WUTH-TV 02/04/20

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 6:09:23 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 6:09:53 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 6:10:23 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 6:10:54 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 6:41:50 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 6:51:39 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 6:52:10 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 7:24:38 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 7:25:08 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 7:36:15 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 7:36:45 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 7:37:15 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 7:37:45 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 7:53:11 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 7:53:41 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 8:13:30 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 8:14:00 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 8:24:46 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 8:43:56 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 8:44:26 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 8:54:22 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 8:54:52 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 9:18:12 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 9:18:43 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 9:34:53 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 9:46:11 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 9:59:22 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 9:59:52 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 10:14:20 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H



WUTH-TV 02/04/20 10:14:50 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 10:28:46 AM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 10:41:27 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 10:52:16 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 11:10:07 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 11:22:23 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 11:36:00 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 11:51:31 AM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 12:07:48 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 12:17:26 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 12:31:09 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 12:31:39 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 12:45:50 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 1:11:07 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 1:11:37 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 1:26:29 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 1:42:13 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 1:51:42 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 2:19:23 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 2:19:53 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 2:33:50 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 2:46:29 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 2:57:51 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 3:07:44 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 3:08:14 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 3:17:55 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 3:18:25 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 3:32:13 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 3:47:20 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 3:47:50 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 4:10:01 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 4:10:31 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 4:24:04 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 4:40:24 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H



WUTH-TV 02/04/20 4:40:54 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 4:54:58 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 5:12:07 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 5:25:42 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 5:41:29 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 5:52:10 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 5:52:40 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 6:18:07 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 6:18:37 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 6:42:40 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 6:51:34 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 7:16:19 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 7:30:10 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 7:41:35 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 8:15:55 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 8:30:12 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 8:42:50 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 8:56:32 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 9:15:21 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 9:16:06 PM :15 B905433 CWHUDY15SH

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 9:28:10 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 9:57:46 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 10:15:12 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 10:26:17 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 10:47:35 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 10:48:05 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 10:58:12 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 11:21:53 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 11:44:26 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 11:44:56 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 11:59:54 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 12:13:18 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 12:24:10 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 12:40:02 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 12:53:34 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H



WUTH-TV 02/04/20 12:54:04 XM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 1:13:00 XM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 1:13:30 XM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 1:24:46 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 1:43:41 XM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 1:54:22 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 2:10:23 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 2:22:18 XM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 2:22:48 XM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 2:41:50 XM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 2:42:20 XM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 2:51:39 XM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 2:52:09 XM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 5:19:23 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 5:25:52 XM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 5:28:07 XM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 5:40:59 XM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 5:49:04 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/04/20 5:49:34 XM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20

WUTH-TV 02/05/20

WUTH-TV 02/05/20

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 6:07:02 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 6:08:18 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 6:08:48 AM :15 B905713 CMNB3688219

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 6:23:15 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 6:41:42 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 6:42:12 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 6:51:13 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 6:51:43 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 7:26:16 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 7:26:46 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 7:36:38 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 7:37:08 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30



WUTH-TV 02/05/20 7:37:38 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 7:38:08 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 7:52:18 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 7:52:48 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 8:12:57 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 8:43:02 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 8:43:32 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 8:56:05 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 8:56:35 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 9:13:20 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 9:32:09 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 9:44:33 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 10:01:30 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 10:02:00 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 10:16:47 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 10:17:17 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 10:27:06 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 10:27:36 AM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 10:48:41 AM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 10:49:11 AM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 11:16:33 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 11:29:33 AM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 11:41:32 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 11:52:34 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 12:15:47 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 12:27:37 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 12:40:25 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 12:50:06 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 12:50:36 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 1:08:58 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 1:09:28 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 1:19:00 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H



WUTH-TV 02/05/20 1:39:37 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 1:50:45 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 2:18:59 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 2:19:29 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 2:33:01 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 2:46:30 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 2:58:46 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 3:12:34 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 3:13:04 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 3:27:02 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 3:36:14 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 3:48:12 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 4:11:14 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 4:41:10 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 4:54:23 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 5:15:22 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 5:15:52 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 5:40:58 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 5:41:28 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 5:53:47 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 6:20:08 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 6:20:38 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 6:32:11 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 6:40:56 PM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 6:49:51 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 7:13:03 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 7:26:01 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 7:38:15 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 7:38:45 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 7:49:43 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 8:16:02 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 8:30:23 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 8:42:30 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 8:55:04 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H



WUTH-TV 02/05/20 9:15:15 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 9:28:34 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 9:52:18 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 9:57:35 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 10:16:40 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 10:26:39 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 10:46:00 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 10:46:30 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 10:57:05 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 10:57:35 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 11:07:56 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 11:20:20 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 11:20:50 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 11:44:55 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 11:45:26 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 12:01:11 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 12:09:53 XM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 12:10:23 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 12:22:11 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 12:41:14 XM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 12:41:45 XM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 12:54:46 XM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 12:55:16 XM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 1:12:27 XM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 1:12:57 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 1:24:28 XM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 1:42:47 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 1:43:17 XM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 1:56:05 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 2:08:03 XM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 2:22:15 XM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 2:42:12 XM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 2:51:13 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 5:17:01 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H



WUTH-TV 02/05/20 5:28:24 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 5:41:08 XM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 02/05/20 5:49:33 XM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20

WUTH-TV 02/06/20

WUTH-TV 02/06/20

WUTH-TV 02/06/20

WUTH-TV 02/06/20

WUTH-TV 02/06/20

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 6:08:18 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 6:08:49 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 6:09:19 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 6:09:49 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 6:24:48 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 6:38:10 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 6:38:40 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 6:53:46 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 7:23:12 AM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 7:23:42 AM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 7:33:55 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 7:34:25 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 7:34:55 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 7:35:25 AM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 7:54:45 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 7:55:15 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 8:12:24 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 8:12:54 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 8:24:51 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 8:40:51 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 8:51:49 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 8:52:20 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 9:16:02 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 9:16:33 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 9:34:33 AM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H



WUTH-TV 02/06/20 9:35:03 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 9:48:18 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 10:02:24 AM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 10:13:22 AM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 10:14:07 AM :15 B905708 EIFSPASOM15H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 10:25:42 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 10:26:12 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 10:40:47 AM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 10:52:12 AM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 11:09:34 AM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 11:20:08 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 11:29:56 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 11:45:49 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 11:46:19 AM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 12:08:23 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 12:20:06 PM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 12:32:36 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 12:43:55 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 12:44:25 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 1:11:16 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 1:11:46 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 1:23:07 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 1:41:10 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 1:50:16 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 1:50:46 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 2:16:18 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 2:34:30 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 2:43:35 PM :30 B905616 Al Anon Samantha Span 30

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 2:53:19 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 2:53:49 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 3:03:13 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 3:03:43 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 3:17:38 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 3:29:37 PM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30



WUTH-TV 02/06/20 3:47:05 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 4:10:31 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 4:25:00 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 4:39:56 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 4:54:30 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 5:14:10 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 5:27:47 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 5:39:44 PM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 5:50:24 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 6:18:42 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 6:19:12 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 6:39:02 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 6:49:00 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 7:13:23 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 7:24:30 PM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 7:37:48 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 7:50:14 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 8:15:55 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 8:28:27 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 8:28:57 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 8:42:17 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 8:42:47 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 8:57:43 PM 1:00 B905615 Al Anon Samantha Span 60

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 9:16:22 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 9:28:41 PM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 9:52:37 PM :30 B905617 Join The Fight Spanish

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 10:14:43 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 10:45:04 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 10:45:34 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 10:57:45 PM :30 B905610 Fish & Protect Spanish

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 11:08:37 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 11:19:27 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 11:19:57 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H



WUTH-TV 02/06/20 11:45:37 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 11:59:24 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 11:59:54 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 12:09:33 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 12:22:21 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 12:41:02 XM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 12:54:30 XM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 12:55:00 XM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 1:11:54 XM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 1:12:24 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 1:24:51 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 1:40:06 XM 1:00 B905614 Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 1:51:50 XM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 1:52:20 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 2:09:19 XM :30 B905613 Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 2:23:48 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 2:24:18 XM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 2:38:40 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 2:53:16 XM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/06/20 2:53:46 XM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20

WUTH-TV 02/07/20

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 6:06:57 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 6:07:58 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 6:08:28 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 6:52:16 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 6:52:46 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 7:23:55 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 7:24:26 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 7:35:10 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 7:35:40 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 7:36:10 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 7:36:40 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 7:53:24 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H



WUTH-TV 02/07/20 7:53:54 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 8:12:11 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 8:12:41 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 8:24:54 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 8:41:55 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 8:42:25 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 8:50:16 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 8:50:46 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 9:12:15 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 9:12:46 AM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 9:26:22 AM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 9:26:52 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 9:40:04 AM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 9:53:02 AM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 9:53:32 AM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 10:03:42 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 10:04:12 AM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 10:19:21 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 10:35:39 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 10:50:48 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 11:07:57 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 11:20:05 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 11:31:23 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 11:31:53 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 11:46:14 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 11:46:44 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 12:10:22 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 12:25:03 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 12:25:33 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 12:35:44 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 12:49:42 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 1:10:54 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 1:11:39 PM :15 B905674 CNFE0166000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 1:23:26 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H



WUTH-TV 02/07/20 1:39:27 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 1:50:46 PM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 2:15:08 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 2:15:38 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 2:28:22 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 2:28:52 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 2:39:37 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 2:57:52 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 3:08:19 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 3:08:50 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 3:23:16 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 3:35:32 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 3:46:28 PM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 4:10:40 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 4:11:10 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 4:25:06 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 4:54:07 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 5:15:56 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 5:16:26 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 5:29:31 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 5:41:37 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 5:50:52 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 6:13:21 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 6:42:50 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 6:43:20 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 6:52:59 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 7:15:03 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 7:26:50 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 7:41:29 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 7:51:48 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 8:19:18 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 8:31:47 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 8:44:30 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 8:56:00 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 8:56:30 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH



WUTH-TV 02/07/20 9:14:45 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 9:27:41 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 9:56:49 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 10:17:50 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 10:26:56 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 10:44:53 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 10:45:23 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 10:57:33 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 11:11:38 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 11:20:39 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 11:44:30 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 12:00:31 XM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 12:11:23 XM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 12:22:45 XM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 12:40:40 XM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 12:55:06 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 1:11:41 XM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 1:12:11 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 1:24:54 XM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 1:41:40 XM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 1:42:10 XM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 1:50:16 XM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 2:07:58 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 2:22:38 XM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 2:23:08 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 2:38:42 XM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 2:39:12 XM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 2:52:16 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 5:17:13 XM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 5:24:43 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 5:27:56 XM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 5:41:03 XM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 02/07/20 5:49:08 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 6:28:54 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30



WUTH-TV 02/08/20 6:29:25 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 6:58:54 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 6:59:24 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 7:28:54 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 7:29:25 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 7:58:55 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 7:59:25 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 8:05:33 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 8:06:03 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 8:38:35 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 8:52:28 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 8:52:58 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 9:12:24 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 9:23:19 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 9:41:33 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 9:42:03 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 9:53:11 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 9:53:42 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 10:28:54 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 10:29:24 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 10:59:25 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 11:29:24 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 11:58:54 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 11:59:25 AM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 12:14:07 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 12:14:37 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 12:22:43 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 12:23:13 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 1:19:24 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 1:19:54 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 1:20:24 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 1:25:10 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 1:25:40 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 1:26:10 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H



WUTH-TV 02/08/20 1:31:17 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 2:29:34 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 2:30:04 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 2:44:39 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 2:45:09 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 2:56:11 PM :15 B905676 VYSL003900H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 3:14:06 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 3:14:36 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 3:40:52 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 3:50:23 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 4:14:19 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 4:32:31 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 4:47:21 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 5:00:22 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 5:11:33 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 5:12:03 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 5:24:29 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 5:25:00 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 5:34:33 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 5:45:56 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 6:53:56 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 6:54:56 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 6:59:45 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 7:00:15 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 7:05:02 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 8:01:01 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 8:17:52 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 8:30:58 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 8:43:35 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 8:54:58 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 9:07:42 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 9:08:12 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 9:23:05 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 9:23:35 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H



WUTH-TV 02/08/20 9:37:02 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 9:51:25 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 10:24:20 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 10:24:50 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 10:38:18 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 10:38:48 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 11:04:30 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 11:15:44 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 11:16:14 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 11:29:03 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 11:39:54 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 11:52:19 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 12:20:37 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 12:21:07 XM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 12:35:09 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 12:51:03 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 1:04:26 XM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 1:16:12 XM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 1:16:42 XM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 1:28:59 XM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 1:41:15 XM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 1:53:05 XM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 2:20:37 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 2:21:07 XM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 2:35:44 XM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 2:36:14 XM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 2:36:44 XM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 2:49:28 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 3:06:35 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 3:07:05 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 3:24:40 XM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 3:41:46 XM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 3:42:47 XM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 5:37:44 XM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H



WUTH-TV 02/08/20 5:38:15 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 5:38:45 XM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 5:53:49 XM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 02/08/20 5:54:49 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 6:28:54 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 6:29:24 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 6:58:55 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 6:59:24 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 7:14:01 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 7:14:31 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 7:15:01 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 7:22:32 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 7:23:02 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 7:23:32 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 7:24:02 AM :20 B905706 SARM0124000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 7:29:54 AM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 7:39:03 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 7:39:34 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 7:50:16 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 8:15:27 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 8:15:57 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 8:22:50 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 8:23:20 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 8:42:09 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 8:50:29 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 8:50:59 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 8:51:29 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 8:51:59 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 9:17:05 AM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 9:25:34 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 9:26:04 AM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 9:46:59 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 9:53:33 AM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 9:54:03 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H



WUTH-TV 02/09/20 9:54:33 AM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 9:55:03 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 10:17:31 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 10:18:01 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 10:25:32 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 10:47:30 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 10:53:56 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 10:54:56 AM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 11:29:24 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 11:58:54 AM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 12:29:25 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 12:58:54 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 12:59:24 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 1:14:27 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 1:25:37 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 1:48:10 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 1:48:40 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 2:12:05 PM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 2:36:49 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 2:50:27 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 2:51:27 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 3:05:40 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 3:18:38 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 3:45:10 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 3:45:40 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 3:57:46 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 4:11:04 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 4:21:26 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 4:35:00 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 4:35:30 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 5:04:00 PM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 5:18:23 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 5:49:25 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 5:49:55 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 5:50:56 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H



WUTH-TV 02/09/20 6:07:27 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 6:07:57 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 6:08:27 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 6:24:19 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 6:24:49 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 6:42:01 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 7:21:16 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 7:40:39 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 7:41:09 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 7:58:45 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 7:59:15 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 8:14:16 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 8:28:59 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 8:29:29 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 8:45:18 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 8:45:48 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 9:31:13 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 9:31:58 PM :15 B905713 CMNB3688219

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 9:52:16 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 9:52:46 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 10:04:41 PM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 10:20:48 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 10:32:09 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 10:44:38 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 10:45:08 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 11:18:54 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 11:41:36 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 11:42:36 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 12:06:24 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 12:20:57 XM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 12:21:27 XM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 12:35:09 XM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 12:35:40 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 12:47:58 XM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 12:48:58 XM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H



WUTH-TV 02/09/20 1:09:50 XM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 1:10:20 XM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 1:20:12 XM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 1:43:18 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 1:52:42 XM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 1:53:12 XM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 2:30:58 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 2:31:28 XM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 2:52:16 XM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 2:53:17 XM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 3:04:41 XM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 3:20:48 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 3:21:18 XM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 3:31:38 XM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 3:32:08 XM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 3:44:38 XM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 3:45:38 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 5:33:50 XM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 5:34:20 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 5:35:20 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 5:49:58 XM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 5:50:28 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/09/20 5:50:58 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/10/20

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 6:09:36 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 6:10:06 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 6:10:36 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 6:11:06 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 6:37:18 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 6:51:11 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 6:51:41 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 7:21:40 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 7:22:11 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 7:31:41 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H



WUTH-TV 02/10/20 7:32:11 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 7:32:41 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 7:33:11 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 7:51:16 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 7:51:46 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 8:11:11 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 8:11:56 AM :15 B905713 CMNB3688219

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 8:22:49 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 8:39:01 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 8:39:31 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 8:55:08 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 8:55:38 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 9:13:55 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 9:14:26 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 9:25:02 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 9:25:32 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 9:58:04 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 9:58:34 AM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 10:10:49 AM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 10:11:19 AM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 10:27:18 AM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 10:50:45 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 11:16:09 AM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 11:30:45 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 11:31:15 AM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 11:42:20 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 11:53:56 AM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 12:08:48 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 12:20:38 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 12:35:02 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 12:45:08 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 1:11:23 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 1:11:53 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H



WUTH-TV 02/10/20 1:22:56 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 1:41:17 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 2:15:34 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 2:16:04 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 2:29:05 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 2:56:55 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 3:12:42 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 3:23:23 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 3:36:41 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 3:48:45 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 4:11:14 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 4:40:11 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 4:54:11 PM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 5:15:15 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 5:41:11 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 5:51:17 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 6:14:13 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 6:14:43 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 6:27:49 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 6:39:03 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 6:50:33 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 7:16:18 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 7:16:48 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 7:26:39 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 7:27:09 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 7:43:02 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 7:52:12 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 8:16:23 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 8:29:04 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 8:40:50 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 8:41:21 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 8:54:34 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 9:13:54 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 9:14:24 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H



WUTH-TV 02/10/20 9:26:32 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 9:52:08 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 9:58:16 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 10:15:45 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 10:42:35 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 10:55:25 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 11:06:33 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 11:17:19 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 11:45:38 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 11:46:08 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 11:59:45 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 12:09:46 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 12:23:30 XM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 12:41:14 XM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 12:54:41 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 1:10:41 XM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 1:11:11 XM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 1:22:48 XM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 1:38:46 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 1:55:08 XM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 2:10:36 XM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 2:23:08 XM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 2:23:38 XM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 2:37:18 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 2:51:11 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 2:51:41 XM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 5:19:03 XM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 5:19:33 XM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 5:26:24 XM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 5:29:24 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 5:29:54 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 5:42:51 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/10/20 5:49:13 XM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 6:08:41 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H



WUTH-TV 02/11/20 6:09:11 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 6:09:41 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 6:10:11 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 6:24:21 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 6:40:44 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 6:41:14 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 7:26:50 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 7:27:35 AM :15 B905713 CMNB3688219

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 7:34:42 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 7:35:12 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 7:35:42 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 7:36:12 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 7:50:04 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 7:50:34 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 8:09:48 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 8:44:27 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 8:44:57 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 8:55:07 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 8:55:37 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 9:13:38 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 9:14:09 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 9:30:30 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 9:31:00 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 9:45:58 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 10:00:51 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 10:01:21 AM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 10:13:09 AM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 10:13:39 AM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 10:27:45 AM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 11:09:50 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 11:19:47 AM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 11:20:18 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 11:30:43 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 11:31:13 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H



WUTH-TV 02/11/20 11:42:27 AM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 12:09:03 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 12:19:28 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 12:19:58 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 12:31:06 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 12:45:17 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 1:08:52 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 1:09:22 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 1:39:08 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 1:39:38 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 1:51:41 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 2:13:36 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 2:30:50 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 2:40:39 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 2:55:44 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 3:10:50 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 3:20:39 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 3:44:11 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 4:11:15 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 4:24:28 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 4:40:57 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 4:54:51 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 5:13:53 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 5:14:23 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 5:29:49 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 5:40:38 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 5:51:15 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 6:18:14 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 6:18:44 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 6:42:24 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 6:42:54 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 6:50:54 PM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 7:16:42 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 7:32:04 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000



WUTH-TV 02/11/20 7:43:07 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 8:15:59 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 8:28:35 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 8:40:19 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 8:40:49 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 8:53:45 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 9:13:15 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 9:13:45 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 9:26:35 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 9:53:55 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 9:58:20 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 10:16:15 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 10:26:31 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 10:49:06 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 10:49:36 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 11:02:24 PM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 11:21:19 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 11:21:49 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 11:42:51 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 11:43:21 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 11:56:25 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 12:07:04 XM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 12:20:56 XM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 12:41:15 XM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 12:53:58 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 1:09:18 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 1:09:48 XM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 1:24:53 XM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 1:44:12 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 1:55:07 XM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 2:09:41 XM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 2:23:21 XM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 2:23:51 XM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 2:41:14 XM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H



WUTH-TV 02/11/20 2:41:44 XM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 2:52:33 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 5:18:37 XM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 5:26:14 XM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 5:29:27 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 5:29:57 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 5:30:27 XM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 5:41:55 XM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 5:42:25 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 5:48:48 XM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/11/20 5:49:18 XM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20

WUTH-TV 02/12/20

WUTH-TV 02/12/20

WUTH-TV 02/12/20

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 6:08:19 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 6:09:19 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 6:09:50 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 6:52:11 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 7:25:02 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 7:25:33 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 7:36:45 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 7:37:15 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 7:37:45 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 7:38:15 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 7:51:59 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 7:52:29 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 8:09:46 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 8:10:17 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 8:19:33 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 8:42:57 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 8:43:27 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 8:52:00 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H



WUTH-TV 02/12/20 9:13:08 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 9:13:38 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 9:27:32 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 9:40:43 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 9:53:09 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 9:53:39 AM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 10:04:49 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 10:05:19 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 10:20:54 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 10:21:25 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 10:48:46 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 10:49:16 AM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 11:07:26 AM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 11:20:18 AM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 11:20:48 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 11:34:06 AM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 11:34:36 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 11:47:37 AM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 12:10:02 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 12:22:26 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 12:35:51 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 12:47:48 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 1:10:38 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 1:11:08 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 1:37:29 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 1:53:09 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 2:16:26 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 2:16:56 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 2:33:52 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 2:44:20 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 2:57:27 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 3:09:49 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 3:10:19 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 3:24:09 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H



WUTH-TV 02/12/20 3:36:39 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 3:47:23 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 4:10:00 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 4:24:46 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 4:41:08 PM :15 B905701 CNFE0191000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 4:54:57 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 5:13:01 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 5:13:31 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 5:48:40 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 5:49:10 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 6:16:50 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 6:17:20 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 6:29:17 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 6:41:39 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 6:50:31 PM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 7:15:18 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 7:30:24 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 7:42:52 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 7:43:22 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 8:17:21 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 8:29:58 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 8:42:23 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 8:42:53 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 8:55:50 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 8:56:20 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 9:13:59 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 9:14:29 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 9:26:54 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 9:27:24 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 9:58:08 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 10:16:18 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 10:26:54 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 10:48:06 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H



WUTH-TV 02/12/20 10:48:36 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 10:58:26 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 11:07:14 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 11:19:49 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 11:44:41 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 11:45:11 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 12:00:22 XM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 12:12:15 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 12:12:45 XM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 12:22:34 XM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 12:40:01 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 12:40:31 XM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 12:54:46 XM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 1:09:17 XM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 1:09:46 XM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 1:19:32 XM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 1:42:42 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 1:43:12 XM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 1:51:30 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 2:09:20 XM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 5:16:59 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 5:25:25 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 5:30:00 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 5:30:30 XM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 5:31:00 XM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 5:42:45 XM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 5:49:07 XM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/12/20 5:49:37 XM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 6:10:53 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 6:11:23 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 6:11:53 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 6:12:24 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 6:39:02 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H



WUTH-TV 02/13/20 6:39:32 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 6:51:55 AM :15 B905692 CNGA0447000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 7:25:50 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 7:26:20 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 7:35:51 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 7:36:21 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 7:36:51 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 7:37:21 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 7:53:08 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 7:53:38 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 8:09:18 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 8:09:48 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 8:20:34 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 8:45:03 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 8:45:33 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 8:54:34 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 8:55:04 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 9:16:53 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 9:17:24 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 9:32:26 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 9:46:06 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 9:59:00 AM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 9:59:30 AM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 10:26:31 AM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 10:27:01 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 10:41:32 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 11:00:34 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 11:20:08 AM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 11:36:22 AM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 11:47:25 AM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 11:47:55 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 12:00:04 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 12:20:10 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H



WUTH-TV 02/13/20 12:30:34 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 12:48:03 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 1:00:34 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 1:23:48 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 1:24:18 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 1:39:12 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 1:51:41 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 2:00:35 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 2:25:05 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 2:25:35 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 2:37:12 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 2:47:55 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 3:00:50 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 3:20:19 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 3:35:31 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 3:46:18 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 4:00:04 PM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 4:25:36 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 4:26:06 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 4:40:18 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 4:54:41 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 5:00:35 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 5:27:57 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 5:37:33 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 5:51:15 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 6:00:04 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 6:28:50 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 6:29:20 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 6:50:53 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 7:00:34 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 7:30:23 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 7:40:35 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 7:52:11 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 7:52:41 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H



WUTH-TV 02/13/20 8:00:04 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 8:29:25 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 8:43:13 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 8:43:43 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 8:56:33 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 9:17:53 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 9:18:23 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 9:28:28 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 9:53:00 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 10:26:53 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 10:45:12 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 10:55:44 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 10:56:14 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 11:43:26 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 11:43:56 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 11:56:54 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 11:57:24 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 12:25:17 XM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 12:40:16 XM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 12:55:06 XM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 1:00:35 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 1:20:33 XM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 1:54:34 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 2:00:19 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 2:23:40 XM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 2:39:32 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 2:40:02 XM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 2:51:10 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 2:51:40 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 3:00:04 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 5:16:48 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 5:17:18 XM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 5:24:29 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 5:28:11 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000



WUTH-TV 02/13/20 5:30:11 XM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 5:42:50 XM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 5:43:20 XM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/13/20 5:49:13 XM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20

WUTH-TV 02/14/20

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 6:08:41 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 6:09:12 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 6:09:42 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 6:10:12 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 6:39:19 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 6:39:49 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 6:50:55 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 6:51:25 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 7:26:25 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 7:36:30 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 7:37:00 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 7:37:30 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 7:38:00 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 7:54:09 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 8:12:07 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 8:12:37 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 8:42:45 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 8:43:15 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 8:54:12 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 8:54:42 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 9:15:24 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 9:15:54 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 9:31:01 AM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 9:31:31 AM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 10:00:51 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 10:10:08 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 10:20:50 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H



WUTH-TV 02/14/20 10:21:20 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 10:34:28 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 10:47:46 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 10:48:16 AM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 11:09:54 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 11:21:11 AM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 11:21:42 AM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 11:32:08 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 11:46:12 AM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 12:23:00 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 12:36:38 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 1:08:34 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 1:09:04 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 1:39:11 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 1:53:27 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 2:15:18 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 2:15:48 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 2:26:01 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 2:48:31 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 3:03:18 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 3:03:48 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 3:19:19 PM :15 B905686 PSNG0001601H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 3:28:52 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 4:10:55 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 4:39:49 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 4:55:11 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 5:14:08 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 5:33:12 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 5:44:27 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 5:54:07 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 6:21:24 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 6:33:02 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 6:42:31 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 6:51:46 PM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 7:14:20 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H



WUTH-TV 02/14/20 7:26:35 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 7:42:19 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 7:53:25 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 8:17:10 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 8:30:24 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 8:42:39 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 8:56:21 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 8:56:51 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 9:15:45 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 9:16:15 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 9:29:18 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 10:16:26 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 10:42:23 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 10:42:53 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 10:53:22 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 10:53:52 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 11:06:03 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 11:16:58 PM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 11:42:43 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 11:43:14 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 11:57:09 PM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 12:13:48 XM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 12:24:54 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 12:40:55 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 12:41:26 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 12:54:17 XM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 12:54:47 XM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 1:11:37 XM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 1:24:57 XM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 1:42:30 XM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 1:54:12 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 2:09:41 XM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 2:22:54 XM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H



WUTH-TV 02/14/20 2:39:49 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 2:50:55 XM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 2:51:25 XM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 5:16:51 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 5:25:10 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 5:30:16 XM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 5:31:16 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 5:42:51 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 5:43:21 XM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 5:49:13 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/14/20 5:49:43 XM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 6:28:54 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 6:29:25 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 6:58:55 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 6:59:25 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 7:28:54 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 7:29:24 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 7:59:25 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 8:16:46 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 8:22:57 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 8:23:27 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 8:42:31 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 8:52:07 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 8:52:37 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 8:53:07 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 8:53:38 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 9:16:57 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 9:17:27 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 9:26:02 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 9:48:12 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 9:55:34 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 9:56:04 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 9:56:33 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 10:19:31 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H



WUTH-TV 02/15/20 10:20:16 AM :15 B905703 CNFE0167000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 10:26:03 AM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 10:26:34 AM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 10:47:45 AM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 10:55:58 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 10:56:28 AM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 10:56:58 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 11:28:54 AM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 11:29:24 AM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 11:59:24 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 12:29:25 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 12:58:54 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 1:19:40 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 1:20:10 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 1:31:23 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 1:57:31 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 2:09:35 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 2:25:07 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 2:25:37 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 2:39:00 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 2:53:22 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 3:24:52 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 3:25:22 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 3:50:55 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 3:51:55 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 4:04:52 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 4:17:28 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 4:17:58 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 4:31:28 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 4:50:23 PM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 4:51:23 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 5:19:45 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 5:35:26 PM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 5:52:08 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 6:07:40 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H



WUTH-TV 02/15/20 6:27:37 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 6:45:03 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 7:21:58 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 7:33:54 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 7:34:24 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 7:48:25 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 7:58:32 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 8:10:20 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 8:22:03 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 8:22:33 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 8:32:33 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 8:48:03 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 9:16:26 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 9:16:56 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 9:29:58 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 9:42:35 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 9:54:53 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 10:08:23 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 10:21:07 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 10:21:38 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 10:34:49 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 10:47:07 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 11:19:45 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 11:34:56 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 11:35:56 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 11:51:38 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 12:07:40 XM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 12:27:06 XM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 12:44:03 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 12:45:03 XM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 1:19:40 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 1:20:10 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 1:31:22 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H



WUTH-TV 02/15/20 1:31:52 XM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 1:43:32 XM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 1:57:31 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 2:09:35 XM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 2:25:08 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 2:39:00 XM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 2:53:22 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 2:53:52 XM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 3:10:50 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 3:11:20 XM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 3:21:47 XM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 3:40:39 XM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 3:51:10 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 5:36:12 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 5:36:42 XM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 5:37:13 XM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 5:37:43 XM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 5:50:42 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 5:51:12 XM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/15/20 5:51:42 XM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20

WUTH-TV 02/16/20

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 6:28:54 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 6:29:24 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 6:58:54 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 6:59:24 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 7:09:56 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 7:10:26 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 7:10:56 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 7:20:45 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 7:21:15 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 7:21:45 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 7:22:16 AM :20 B905704 SARM0133000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 7:29:54 AM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 7:39:51 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 7:53:18 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H



WUTH-TV 02/16/20 8:29:09 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 8:29:39 AM :15 B905713 CMNB3688219

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 8:58:54 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 8:59:24 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 9:14:42 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 9:15:12 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 9:22:35 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 9:23:05 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 9:23:35 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 10:21:09 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 10:21:39 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 10:22:09 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 10:22:39 AM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 10:26:34 AM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 10:27:05 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 10:27:35 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 10:32:51 AM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 11:28:29 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 11:40:01 AM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 11:54:15 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 12:29:29 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 12:59:28 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 1:09:01 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 1:09:32 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 1:45:07 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 1:58:56 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 2:12:13 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 2:12:43 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 2:25:22 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 2:37:31 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 2:50:39 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 3:05:12 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 3:05:42 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H



WUTH-TV 02/16/20 3:20:09 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 3:46:09 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 4:17:50 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 4:18:20 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 4:30:15 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 4:41:48 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 4:52:05 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 5:07:33 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 5:21:43 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 5:35:03 PM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 5:48:35 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 6:03:38 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 6:16:47 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 6:17:17 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 6:51:50 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 6:52:20 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 7:05:51 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 7:20:15 PM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 7:37:07 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 7:37:37 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 8:08:15 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 8:25:34 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 8:26:34 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 8:42:29 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 9:24:30 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 9:46:12 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 10:04:17 PM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 10:16:25 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 10:48:03 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 11:15:21 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 11:29:06 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 11:29:36 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 11:42:43 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H



WUTH-TV 02/16/20 11:54:12 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 11:54:42 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 12:20:09 XM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 12:35:32 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 12:49:39 XM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 12:50:09 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 1:03:47 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 1:15:50 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 1:41:27 XM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 1:41:57 XM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 1:53:18 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 2:00:04 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 2:45:43 XM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 2:46:13 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 3:04:17 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 3:05:17 XM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 3:16:25 XM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 3:16:55 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 3:34:42 XM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 3:35:12 XM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 3:47:33 XM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 3:48:03 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 4:00:05 XM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 4:01:05 XM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 5:52:03 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 5:52:33 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 5:53:03 XM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 5:53:33 XM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/16/20 5:59:54 XM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 6:21:27 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 6:22:27 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 6:22:57 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 6:51:28 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 7:35:07 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H



WUTH-TV 02/17/20 7:35:37 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 7:53:04 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 7:53:34 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 7:54:04 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 7:54:34 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 8:00:04 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 8:00:34 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 8:22:38 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 8:23:08 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 8:54:34 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 8:55:04 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 9:00:04 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 9:00:34 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 9:25:59 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 9:26:29 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 9:41:23 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 9:41:53 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 9:59:32 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 10:13:41 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 10:26:29 AM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 10:26:59 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 10:38:08 AM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 10:49:00 AM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 11:00:04 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 11:00:34 AM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 11:21:16 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 11:34:31 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 11:35:01 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 11:50:14 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 12:00:04 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 12:27:14 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 12:42:30 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 12:53:40 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 1:00:04 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H



WUTH-TV 02/17/20 1:00:34 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 1:23:59 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 1:24:29 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 1:48:03 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 1:48:33 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 2:00:34 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 2:30:11 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 2:30:41 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 2:41:35 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 2:51:59 PM :15 B905703 CNFE0167000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 3:07:47 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 3:08:17 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 3:19:52 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 3:31:21 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 3:43:42 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 4:00:04 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 4:24:42 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 4:54:08 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 5:00:34 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 5:29:18 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 5:53:38 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 6:00:34 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 6:30:31 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 6:42:52 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 6:52:31 PM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 7:00:34 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 7:30:33 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 7:40:46 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 7:52:46 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 8:28:38 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 8:41:28 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 8:54:05 PM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 9:13:48 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 9:25:32 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H



WUTH-TV 02/17/20 9:52:14 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 9:52:44 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 10:00:19 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 10:25:23 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 10:45:11 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 10:45:41 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 10:57:27 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 11:07:25 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 11:18:19 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 11:45:09 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 11:45:39 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 12:00:37 XM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 12:11:14 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 12:21:59 XM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 12:41:36 XM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 12:42:07 XM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 12:54:27 XM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 1:08:32 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 1:09:02 XM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 1:22:37 XM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 1:45:10 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 1:45:41 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 1:54:34 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 1:55:04 XM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 2:09:14 XM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 2:20:27 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 2:35:19 XM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 2:35:49 XM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 2:50:58 XM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 2:51:28 XM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 5:15:43 XM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 5:23:57 XM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 5:27:47 XM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H



WUTH-TV 02/17/20 5:28:18 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 5:42:50 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 5:49:13 XM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/17/20 5:49:43 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 6:08:03 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 6:08:33 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 6:09:03 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 6:09:33 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 6:23:09 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 6:39:34 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 6:49:57 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 7:26:18 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 7:38:24 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 7:38:54 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 7:39:24 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 7:39:54 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 7:51:04 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 7:51:34 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 8:13:23 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 8:13:53 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 8:40:23 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 8:51:02 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 8:51:32 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 9:12:51 AM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 9:13:22 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 9:47:22 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 9:58:52 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 9:59:22 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 10:12:44 AM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 10:23:04 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 10:48:16 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 10:48:46 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 11:08:52 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 11:19:45 AM :30 B905714 WISH0026H



WUTH-TV 02/18/20 11:20:16 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 11:33:26 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 11:48:57 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 12:13:23 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 12:40:25 PM :15 B905708 EIFSPASOM15H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 12:53:35 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 1:09:18 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 1:23:48 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 1:39:02 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 1:51:22 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 2:15:06 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 2:15:36 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 2:27:57 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 2:37:24 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 2:37:54 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 2:43:56 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 2:49:26 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 3:49:22 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 4:00:39 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 5:22:12 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 5:35:57 PM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 5:45:57 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 5:52:02 PM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 6:16:34 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 6:17:04 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 6:40:59 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 6:52:29 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 7:20:27 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 7:31:21 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 7:42:59 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 7:54:20 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 8:16:02 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 8:42:03 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 8:54:37 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H



WUTH-TV 02/18/20 9:14:00 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 9:26:43 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 9:58:10 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 10:15:50 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 10:47:47 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 10:48:17 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 10:58:41 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 11:08:29 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 11:22:53 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 11:23:23 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 11:49:24 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 11:49:54 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 12:00:06 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 12:00:36 XM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 12:10:13 XM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 12:10:43 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 12:24:02 XM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 12:41:52 XM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 12:54:14 XM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 12:54:44 XM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 1:12:53 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 1:13:23 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 1:25:51 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 1:39:38 XM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 1:51:02 XM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 1:51:32 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 2:09:04 XM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 2:22:09 XM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 2:39:34 XM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 2:40:04 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 2:49:27 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 5:18:59 XM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 5:19:29 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H



WUTH-TV 02/18/20 5:25:00 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 5:29:40 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 5:30:10 XM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 5:42:50 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/18/20 5:49:12 XM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 6:09:29 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 6:10:30 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 6:11:00 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 6:23:47 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 6:40:54 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 6:41:24 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 6:53:49 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 7:24:55 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 7:25:25 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 7:37:02 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 7:37:32 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 7:38:02 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 7:38:32 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 7:50:48 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 7:51:18 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 8:16:26 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 8:16:56 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 8:25:55 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 8:45:10 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 8:55:15 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 8:55:45 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 9:09:37 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 9:25:46 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 9:26:16 AM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 9:46:13 AM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 9:59:22 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 9:59:52 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 10:16:31 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 10:30:42 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000



WUTH-TV 02/19/20 10:51:02 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 10:51:32 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 11:11:10 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 11:22:09 AM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 11:34:56 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 11:48:53 AM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 12:14:33 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 12:26:38 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 12:38:28 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 12:38:58 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 12:49:20 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 1:10:16 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 1:24:09 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 1:40:21 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 1:52:28 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 2:00:05 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 2:00:35 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 2:16:18 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 2:16:48 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 2:27:49 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 2:28:19 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 2:36:50 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 2:43:37 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 2:49:21 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 3:57:00 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 5:20:25 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 5:32:56 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 5:45:08 PM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 5:53:03 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 5:53:33 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 6:16:32 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 6:55:04 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 6:55:34 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 7:19:07 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 7:19:38 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H



WUTH-TV 02/19/20 7:30:54 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 7:39:34 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 8:17:02 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 8:29:45 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 8:30:15 PM :15 B905713 CMNB3688219

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 8:43:08 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 8:56:47 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 9:15:50 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 9:28:32 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 9:58:12 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 10:12:54 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 10:13:25 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 10:47:39 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 10:48:09 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 10:58:24 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 11:09:26 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 11:22:53 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 11:23:23 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 11:47:29 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 11:48:00 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 11:59:38 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 12:12:23 XM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 12:23:36 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 12:39:37 XM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 12:40:07 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 12:53:27 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 1:15:56 XM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 1:16:26 XM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 1:25:54 XM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 1:44:25 XM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 1:44:55 XM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 1:55:15 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 2:10:29 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 2:22:47 XM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H



WUTH-TV 02/19/20 2:41:24 XM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 2:53:19 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 5:16:54 XM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 5:25:19 XM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 5:25:49 XM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 5:29:20 XM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 5:29:50 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 5:41:58 XM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 5:48:50 XM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/19/20 5:49:20 XM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 6:08:01 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 6:08:32 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 6:09:02 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 6:09:32 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 6:41:02 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 6:52:58 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 7:25:49 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 7:36:05 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 7:36:35 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 7:37:05 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 7:37:35 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 7:50:37 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 7:51:07 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 8:09:34 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 8:10:04 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 8:22:31 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 9:13:10 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 9:25:58 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 9:46:59 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 9:55:09 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 9:55:39 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 10:10:11 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 10:24:15 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 10:24:45 AM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H



WUTH-TV 02/20/20 10:41:17 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 11:10:16 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 11:22:16 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 11:33:15 AM :15 B905708 EIFSPASOM15H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 11:45:41 AM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 12:20:20 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 12:20:50 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 12:28:11 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 12:29:11 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 12:35:38 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 12:36:08 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 12:40:52 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 12:46:45 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 12:47:15 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 1:45:31 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 1:53:18 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 1:57:31 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 3:51:58 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 3:57:05 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 3:57:35 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 3:58:35 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 4:55:16 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 4:59:02 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 5:10:04 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 5:10:34 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 5:39:53 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 5:51:32 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 6:14:37 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 6:15:07 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 7:08:46 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 7:22:18 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 7:46:30 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 7:47:00 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 8:14:34 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 8:29:04 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H



WUTH-TV 02/20/20 8:55:55 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 9:07:32 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 9:21:46 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 10:15:16 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 10:47:18 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 11:02:23 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 11:23:53 PM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 11:45:36 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 11:56:17 PM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 12:07:23 XM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 12:07:53 XM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 12:21:43 XM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 12:40:42 XM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 12:54:15 XM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 12:54:45 XM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 1:09:04 XM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 1:09:34 XM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 1:42:42 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 1:43:12 XM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 1:51:30 XM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 2:09:02 XM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 2:23:11 XM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 2:23:41 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 2:41:02 XM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 2:52:27 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 5:16:33 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 5:24:53 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 5:29:04 XM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 5:29:34 XM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 5:30:04 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 5:41:57 XM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 02/20/20 5:48:49 XM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 6:09:27 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H



WUTH-TV 02/21/20 6:09:57 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 6:10:27 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 6:10:57 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 6:22:06 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 6:38:48 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 6:52:28 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 7:23:55 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 7:34:25 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 7:34:55 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 7:35:25 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 7:35:55 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 7:53:31 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 8:09:47 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 8:10:17 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 8:19:33 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 8:42:06 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 8:42:36 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 8:54:28 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 8:54:58 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 9:12:06 AM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 9:26:29 AM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 9:26:59 AM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 9:38:59 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 9:52:15 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 9:52:45 AM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 10:03:49 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 10:04:19 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 10:16:10 AM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 10:16:40 AM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 10:31:37 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 10:45:29 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 11:09:53 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 11:19:25 AM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 11:32:52 AM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60



WUTH-TV 02/21/20 11:50:27 AM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 12:11:08 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 12:24:30 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 12:25:00 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 12:32:45 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 12:50:22 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 1:10:44 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 1:22:12 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 1:39:33 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 1:49:37 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 1:50:07 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 2:17:15 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 2:28:24 PM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 2:58:23 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 3:14:22 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 3:14:52 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 3:46:48 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 4:10:13 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 4:24:50 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 4:39:47 PM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 4:54:21 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 5:16:10 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 5:42:15 PM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 5:53:04 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 6:23:29 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 6:23:59 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 6:39:31 PM :15 B905667 CNHB0201000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 6:55:36 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 6:56:06 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 7:09:57 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 7:19:01 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 7:30:36 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 7:41:35 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 7:42:05 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H



WUTH-TV 02/21/20 7:54:04 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 8:16:44 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 8:29:48 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 8:43:24 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 9:15:54 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 9:16:24 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 9:28:13 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 9:58:08 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 10:48:34 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 11:01:44 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 11:23:13 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 11:23:43 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 11:47:47 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 11:48:18 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 11:59:39 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 12:14:46 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 12:25:25 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 12:40:13 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 12:40:44 XM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 12:54:50 XM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 1:09:17 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 1:09:47 XM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 1:19:22 XM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 1:41:51 XM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 1:54:58 XM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 2:10:27 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 2:21:36 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 2:38:48 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 2:51:58 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 5:16:41 XM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 5:17:11 XM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 5:23:31 XM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 5:29:04 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 5:30:04 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H



WUTH-TV 02/21/20 5:41:57 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 5:42:27 XM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 5:48:49 XM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/21/20 5:49:19 XM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 6:28:54 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 6:29:24 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 6:58:55 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 6:59:24 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 7:29:24 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 7:58:55 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 7:59:25 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 8:08:32 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 8:23:43 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 8:37:52 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 8:38:22 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 8:53:07 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 8:53:37 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 9:13:26 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 9:23:23 AM :15 B905696 CMNB3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 9:42:47 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 9:43:17 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 9:52:16 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 9:52:46 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 10:10:19 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 10:22:17 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 10:39:10 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 10:39:41 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 10:49:10 AM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 10:49:40 AM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 11:28:54 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 11:29:24 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 11:59:24 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 12:28:55 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 12:29:25 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH



WUTH-TV 02/22/20 12:58:54 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 12:59:24 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 1:16:25 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 1:16:55 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 1:44:40 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 1:45:11 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 1:55:15 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 2:17:54 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 2:32:21 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 2:44:25 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 2:56:06 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 2:56:36 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 3:08:33 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 3:21:37 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 3:35:30 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 3:46:44 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 4:00:26 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 4:17:07 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 4:49:14 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 5:05:14 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 5:21:41 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 5:36:22 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 5:52:03 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 6:08:49 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 6:09:19 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 6:23:42 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 6:38:25 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 7:15:05 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 7:15:35 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 7:27:45 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 7:39:10 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 7:50:59 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 8:04:38 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 8:32:09 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 8:45:29 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H



WUTH-TV 02/22/20 9:15:56 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 9:27:31 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 9:28:01 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 9:38:08 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 9:51:37 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 9:52:07 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 10:20:21 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 10:20:51 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 10:30:18 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 10:41:31 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 10:52:21 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 11:18:43 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 11:19:13 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 11:19:43 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 11:35:15 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 11:35:45 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 11:51:56 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 12:06:12 XM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 12:06:42 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 12:22:03 XM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 12:22:33 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 12:38:39 XM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 12:53:27 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 1:08:35 XM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 1:45:35 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 1:46:05 XM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 1:57:30 XM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 1:58:00 XM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 2:09:05 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 2:20:54 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 2:34:38 XM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 2:35:09 XM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 2:47:36 XM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 3:02:19 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30



WUTH-TV 02/22/20 3:15:39 XM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 3:40:44 XM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 3:41:14 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 3:52:57 XM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 3:53:27 XM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 5:36:02 XM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 5:36:32 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 5:37:02 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 5:53:27 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 5:53:57 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/22/20 5:54:57 XM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 6:29:24 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 6:58:55 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 6:59:25 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 7:11:37 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 7:12:07 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 7:12:37 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 7:13:07 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 7:20:44 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 7:21:14 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 7:21:45 AM :20 B905620 ForestsEssentialToLife20

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 7:29:54 AM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 7:40:55 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 7:50:10 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 8:16:51 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 8:17:21 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 8:22:13 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 8:22:43 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 8:43:36 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 8:49:51 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 8:50:21 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 8:50:51 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 8:51:21 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 9:19:09 AM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H



WUTH-TV 02/23/20 9:19:39 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 9:26:06 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 9:26:36 AM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 9:47:21 AM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 9:54:40 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 9:55:10 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 9:55:40 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 9:56:09 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 10:19:28 AM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 10:25:40 AM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 10:26:11 AM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 10:47:47 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 10:54:12 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 10:55:13 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 11:29:24 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 11:59:24 AM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 12:29:40 PM :15 B905696 CMNB3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 12:58:54 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 12:59:24 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 1:21:05 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 1:35:42 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 1:47:53 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 2:02:57 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 2:14:05 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 2:14:35 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 2:26:47 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 2:40:20 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 2:51:15 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 3:21:59 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 3:33:54 PM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 3:59:02 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 4:10:19 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 4:22:34 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 4:48:03 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H



WUTH-TV 02/23/20 5:21:39 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 5:35:37 PM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 6:13:03 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 6:13:33 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 6:26:23 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 6:49:08 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 7:21:53 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 7:52:12 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 8:06:27 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 8:14:37 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 8:23:33 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 8:36:23 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 8:49:19 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 9:15:57 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 9:16:28 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 9:29:59 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 9:47:01 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 10:00:38 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 10:01:08 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 10:12:48 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 10:24:34 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 10:38:02 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 10:50:11 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 11:18:10 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 11:18:40 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 11:33:33 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 11:34:03 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 11:49:28 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 11:49:58 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 12:06:35 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 12:07:05 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 12:24:40 XM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 12:41:47 XM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 12:42:47 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30



WUTH-TV 02/23/20 1:12:57 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 1:22:51 XM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 1:41:21 XM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 1:41:51 XM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 1:53:08 XM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 1:53:38 XM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 2:15:57 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 2:16:28 XM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 2:29:29 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 2:47:01 XM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 3:00:38 XM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 3:12:18 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 3:12:48 XM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 3:24:34 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 3:38:02 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 3:50:11 XM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 3:50:41 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 5:36:56 XM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 5:37:27 XM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 5:38:27 XM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 5:51:24 XM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 5:52:24 XM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/23/20 5:52:54 XM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20

WUTH-TV 02/24/20

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 6:07:41 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 6:08:41 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 6:09:12 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 6:40:00 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 6:40:30 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 6:52:21 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 7:24:59 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 7:25:29 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 7:36:31 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 7:37:01 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H



WUTH-TV 02/24/20 7:37:31 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 7:38:01 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 7:51:02 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 7:51:32 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 8:12:31 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 8:24:15 AM :15 B905692 CNGA0447000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 8:44:39 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 8:55:03 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 8:55:33 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 9:16:57 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 9:17:28 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 9:31:34 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 9:48:16 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 10:01:05 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 10:01:35 AM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 10:15:40 AM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 10:27:24 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 10:27:54 AM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 10:52:44 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 11:13:58 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 11:24:49 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 11:34:42 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 11:49:58 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 11:50:28 AM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 12:11:32 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 12:20:19 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 12:29:23 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 12:29:53 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 12:48:44 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 12:49:14 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 1:11:26 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 1:38:38 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 1:53:57 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 2:16:13 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H



WUTH-TV 02/24/20 2:16:43 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 2:28:21 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 2:57:01 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 3:12:35 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 3:22:12 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 3:35:47 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 3:46:54 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 4:09:21 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 4:41:35 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 4:54:52 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 5:15:12 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 5:15:42 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 5:42:26 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 6:21:46 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 6:22:16 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 6:37:57 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 6:55:49 PM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 7:09:16 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 7:22:36 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 7:23:07 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 7:34:56 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 7:43:58 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 7:54:11 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 8:17:07 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 8:29:58 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 8:56:00 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 8:56:30 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 9:15:54 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 9:29:33 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 9:57:54 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 10:45:53 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 10:59:01 PM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 11:09:21 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30



WUTH-TV 02/24/20 11:20:24 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 11:44:28 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 11:44:59 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 11:55:27 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 12:06:10 XM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 12:20:50 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 12:39:22 XM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 12:39:52 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 12:54:24 XM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 12:54:54 XM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 1:12:01 XM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 1:12:31 XM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 1:23:59 XM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 1:43:54 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 1:55:03 XM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 1:55:33 XM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 2:08:42 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 2:23:02 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 2:40:30 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 2:51:51 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 2:52:21 XM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 5:17:45 XM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 5:18:15 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 5:25:15 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 5:28:38 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 5:39:51 XM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/24/20 5:49:32 XM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20

WUTH-TV 02/25/20

WUTH-TV 02/25/20

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 6:10:01 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 6:10:31 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 6:11:02 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 6:11:32 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 6:40:39 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H



WUTH-TV 02/25/20 6:41:09 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 6:53:14 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 6:53:44 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 7:25:34 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 7:26:04 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 7:36:20 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 7:36:50 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 7:51:38 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 7:52:08 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 8:13:26 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 8:13:56 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 8:23:21 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 8:43:27 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 8:53:13 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 8:53:43 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 9:13:53 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 9:14:24 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 9:30:19 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 9:30:49 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 9:46:05 AM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 10:16:29 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 10:28:39 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 10:51:29 AM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 10:51:59 AM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 11:08:32 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 11:17:52 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 11:18:22 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 11:33:51 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 11:49:19 AM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 12:10:21 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 12:22:01 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 12:22:31 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H



WUTH-TV 02/25/20 12:34:06 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 12:48:44 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 1:10:57 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 1:38:25 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 1:51:36 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 2:15:17 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 2:15:47 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 2:16:17 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 2:26:34 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 2:27:04 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 2:37:33 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 2:38:03 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 2:44:07 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 2:49:28 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 3:50:31 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 4:01:46 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 5:17:37 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 5:29:00 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 5:29:30 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 5:38:11 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 5:48:55 PM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 6:39:45 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 6:40:15 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 7:08:20 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 7:20:45 PM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 7:32:36 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 7:43:19 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 7:54:47 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 8:28:27 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 8:42:12 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 8:55:42 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 8:56:12 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 9:17:33 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 9:29:10 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 9:57:47 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H



WUTH-TV 02/25/20 10:00:34 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 10:26:53 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 11:00:51 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 11:11:15 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 11:21:02 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 11:22:58 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 11:41:57 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 11:42:42 PM :15 B905681 CNDT0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 11:52:55 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 11:53:25 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 12:05:48 XM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 12:21:05 XM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 12:41:05 XM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 12:41:35 XM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 12:54:52 XM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 1:12:56 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 1:13:26 XM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 1:23:20 XM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 1:42:42 XM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 1:53:13 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 1:53:43 XM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 2:11:01 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 2:23:32 XM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 2:41:09 XM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 2:41:39 XM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 2:53:14 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 2:53:44 XM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 5:25:16 XM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 5:28:12 XM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 5:38:43 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 5:48:53 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/25/20 5:49:23 XM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20



WUTH-TV 02/26/20

WUTH-TV 02/26/20

WUTH-TV 02/26/20

WUTH-TV 02/26/20

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 6:10:23 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 6:10:53 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 6:11:23 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 6:11:53 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 6:22:56 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 6:50:37 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 7:25:12 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 7:25:42 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 7:34:56 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 7:35:26 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 7:35:56 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 7:36:26 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 7:54:54 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 8:09:27 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 8:19:50 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 8:41:37 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 8:42:07 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 8:52:25 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 9:16:04 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 9:16:34 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 9:42:53 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 10:02:21 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 10:13:31 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 10:26:59 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 10:27:29 AM :15 B905701 CNFE0191000H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 10:50:39 AM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 11:12:23 AM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 11:23:30 AM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 11:24:01 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H



WUTH-TV 02/26/20 11:48:20 AM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 12:12:23 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 12:24:54 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 12:25:24 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 12:50:29 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 1:10:15 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 1:10:45 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 1:23:24 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 1:41:36 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 1:51:30 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 1:52:00 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 2:16:12 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 2:16:42 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 2:28:09 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 2:37:14 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 2:37:44 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 2:43:58 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 2:49:26 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 2:49:56 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 3:49:53 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 5:00:10 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 5:28:46 PM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 5:39:37 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 5:50:22 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 6:00:04 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 6:22:49 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 6:46:41 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 6:57:02 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 7:11:40 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 7:19:44 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 7:20:15 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 7:30:37 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 7:40:30 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 8:16:07 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 8:29:59 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H



WUTH-TV 02/26/20 8:55:48 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 9:15:40 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 10:17:06 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 10:46:22 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 10:46:52 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 10:58:53 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 11:11:00 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 11:21:09 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 11:43:26 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 11:54:42 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 11:55:12 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 12:20:43 XM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 12:39:31 XM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 12:53:37 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 1:00:04 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 1:00:35 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 1:19:50 XM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 1:20:20 XM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 1:41:22 XM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 1:51:55 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 1:52:25 XM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 2:00:04 XM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 2:00:34 XM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 2:21:56 XM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 2:40:32 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 2:50:07 XM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 5:23:34 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 5:27:45 XM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/26/20 5:39:13 XM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20



WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20



WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 11:33:08 AM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 12:46:49 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 3:51:55 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 3:52:26 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 3:57:05 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 3:58:05 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 4:54:54 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 4:55:24 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 4:58:58 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 5:09:58 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 5:10:28 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 5:24:05 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 5:44:39 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 5:55:33 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H



WUTH-TV 02/27/20 6:22:12 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 6:22:42 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 6:55:02 PM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 7:06:24 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 7:17:01 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 7:28:41 PM :15 B905676 VYSL003900H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 7:42:28 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 7:54:31 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 8:15:37 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 8:29:07 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 8:40:48 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 9:13:45 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 9:25:57 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 9:57:55 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 10:14:11 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 10:47:55 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 10:58:43 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 10:59:13 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 11:11:30 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 11:20:07 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 11:20:37 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 11:45:52 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 11:46:22 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 12:00:06 XM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 12:14:07 XM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 12:23:38 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 12:41:38 XM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 12:55:28 XM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 12:55:59 XM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 1:15:33 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 1:16:03 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 1:25:23 XM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 1:47:38 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 1:56:28 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H



WUTH-TV 02/27/20 2:09:55 XM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 2:20:08 XM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 2:20:38 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 2:42:02 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 2:54:10 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 5:24:34 XM :20 B905230 CMNC3610114

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 5:24:54 XM :20 B905704 SARM0133000H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 5:25:14 XM :15 B905674 CNFE0166000H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 5:28:34 XM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 5:54:52 XM :15 B905703 CNFE0167000H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 5:58:12 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/27/20 5:59:51 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 02/28/20

WUTH-TV 02/28/20

WUTH-TV 02/28/20

WUTH-TV 02/28/20

WUTH-TV 02/28/20

WUTH-TV 02/28/20

WUTH-TV 02/28/20

WUTH-TV 02/28/20

WUTH-TV 02/28/20

WUTH-TV 02/28/20

WUTH-TV 02/28/20

WUTH-TV 02/28/20

WUTH-TV 02/28/20

WUTH-TV 02/28/20

WUTH-TV 02/28/20

WUTH-TV 02/28/20

WUTH-TV 02/28/20

WUTH-TV 02/28/20

WUTH-TV 02/28/20

WUTH-TV 02/28/20

WUTH-TV 02/28/20

WUTH-TV 02/28/20

WUTH-TV 02/28/20

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 5:11:42 AM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H



WUTH-TV 02/28/20 5:12:42 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 5:13:12 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 5:21:29 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 5:22:29 AM :15 B905692 CNGA0447000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 5:22:44 AM :20 B905230 CMNC3610114

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 5:23:04 AM :20 B905620 ForestsEssentialToLife20

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 5:25:34 AM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 5:26:34 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 5:27:04 AM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 5:41:43 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 5:42:13 AM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 5:43:13 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 5:51:30 AM :15 B905703 CNFE0167000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 5:51:45 AM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 5:52:15 AM :20 B905706 SARM0124000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 5:54:45 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 5:55:15 AM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 5:55:45 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 5:56:15 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 5:56:45 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 5:57:15 AM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 6:10:50 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 6:11:20 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 6:11:50 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 6:12:20 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 6:21:14 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 6:52:43 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 7:25:09 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 7:35:54 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 7:36:25 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 7:36:55 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 7:37:25 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 7:51:51 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 7:52:21 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 8:09:54 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 8:10:24 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000



WUTH-TV 02/28/20 8:22:58 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 8:40:45 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 8:41:15 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 8:52:45 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 9:12:24 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 9:27:05 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 9:27:35 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 9:40:00 AM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 10:04:21 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 10:04:51 AM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 10:16:24 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 10:16:54 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 10:48:26 AM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 10:48:56 AM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 11:09:59 AM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 11:22:02 AM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 11:34:36 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 11:47:29 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 11:47:59 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 12:11:49 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 12:25:10 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 12:25:40 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 12:37:49 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 12:51:36 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 1:16:35 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 1:17:05 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 1:41:38 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 1:53:34 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 1:54:04 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 2:17:18 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 2:17:48 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 2:31:50 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 2:43:10 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 2:56:41 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H



WUTH-TV 02/28/20 3:12:09 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 3:23:38 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 3:34:22 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 3:48:14 PM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 4:11:56 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 4:40:47 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 5:15:59 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 5:29:58 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 5:43:34 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 5:52:47 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 6:22:41 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 6:41:14 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 6:56:12 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 7:11:44 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 7:22:25 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 7:22:55 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 7:32:08 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 7:32:38 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 7:41:22 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 7:54:40 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 8:15:48 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 8:28:08 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 8:28:38 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 8:41:03 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 8:54:34 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 8:55:04 PM :15 B905713 CMNB3688219

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 9:14:31 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 9:15:01 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 9:27:43 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 9:52:25 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 9:57:45 PM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 2:11:50 XM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 2:20:14 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 2:20:44 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H



WUTH-TV 02/28/20 2:38:24 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 2:52:13 XM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/28/20 2:52:43 XM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 5:35:30 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 5:36:00 AM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 5:37:00 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 5:51:20 AM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 5:52:20 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 5:52:50 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 6:28:54 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 6:29:24 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 6:58:54 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 6:59:24 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 7:28:54 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 7:29:24 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 7:58:54 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 7:59:24 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 8:28:54 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 8:29:24 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 8:59:09 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 8:59:39 AM :15 B905670 CMNC3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 9:11:23 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 9:22:26 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 9:22:56 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 9:23:26 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 10:18:45 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 10:19:15 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 10:19:45 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 10:23:35 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 10:24:05 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 10:24:35 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 10:29:25 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 11:38:13 AM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H



WUTH-TV 02/29/20 11:38:43 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 11:49:36 AM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 11:50:05 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 11:54:49 AM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 11:55:19 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 1:11:37 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 1:12:07 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 1:47:55 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 1:48:25 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 2:00:19 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 2:12:02 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 2:12:32 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 2:37:33 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 2:51:13 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 3:04:43 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 3:18:45 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 3:33:43 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 3:47:36 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 4:16:16 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 4:16:46 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 4:28:43 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 4:43:37 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 4:54:49 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 5:10:34 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 5:38:10 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 5:51:36 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 6:06:11 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 6:21:49 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 6:53:44 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 6:54:44 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 7:16:12 PM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 7:34:12 PM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 7:45:55 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 7:46:55 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H



WUTH-TV 02/29/20 8:05:12 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 8:48:04 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 8:48:34 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 9:03:04 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 9:15:37 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 9:29:18 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 9:41:24 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 9:54:51 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 10:09:05 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 10:09:35 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 10:21:34 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 10:22:04 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 10:35:55 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 10:49:08 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 10:49:38 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 11:16:44 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 11:29:50 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 11:44:33 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 11:45:03 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 11:58:04 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 12:13:44 XM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 12:25:24 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 12:37:51 XM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 12:38:21 XM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 12:51:16 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 12:51:46 XM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 1:05:03 XM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 1:16:56 XM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 1:51:56 XM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 1:52:26 XM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 2:05:29 XM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 2:21:48 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 2:22:48 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H



WUTH-TV 02/29/20 2:38:29 XM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 2:38:59 XM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 2:54:32 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 3:09:43 XM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 3:10:13 XM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 3:25:54 XM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 3:26:54 XM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 02/29/20 3:45:56 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 5:35:03 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 5:35:33 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 5:36:04 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 5:36:34 AM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 5:50:55 AM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 5:51:55 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 5:52:25 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 6:28:54 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 6:29:24 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 6:58:54 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 6:59:24 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 7:12:06 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 7:12:36 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 7:19:43 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 7:20:13 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 7:20:43 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 7:29:03 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 7:29:33 AM :27 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 7:41:18 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 7:41:48 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 8:12:10 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 8:12:40 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 8:22:13 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 8:52:56 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 8:53:26 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H



WUTH-TV 03/01/20 8:53:56 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 8:54:26 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 9:17:35 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 9:18:05 AM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 9:25:56 AM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 9:26:26 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 9:53:50 AM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 9:54:20 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 9:54:50 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 10:18:06 AM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 10:18:36 AM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 10:24:58 AM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 10:25:28 AM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 10:47:14 AM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 10:55:00 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 10:55:30 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 11:29:24 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 11:59:09 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 11:59:39 AM :15 B905670 CMNC3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 12:28:54 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 12:58:54 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 1:20:40 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 1:37:31 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 1:38:31 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 1:53:38 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 1:54:08 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 2:12:31 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 2:51:41 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 3:05:45 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 3:22:34 PM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 3:38:44 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 3:55:32 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 4:10:12 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H



WUTH-TV 03/01/20 4:27:09 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 4:44:56 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 4:45:56 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 5:23:22 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 5:23:52 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 5:45:04 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 6:03:45 PM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 6:21:26 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 6:37:32 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 6:49:38 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 6:50:38 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 7:16:57 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 7:32:03 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 7:32:33 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 7:33:03 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 8:06:14 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 8:24:22 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 8:42:47 PM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 8:43:47 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 9:15:07 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 9:15:37 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 9:30:31 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 9:43:52 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 9:44:22 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 9:59:28 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 10:13:52 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 10:32:20 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 10:45:01 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 10:45:31 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 11:21:59 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 11:22:29 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 11:43:06 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 11:43:36 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 11:44:06 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 12:03:47 XM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219



WUTH-TV 03/01/20 12:04:17 XM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 12:18:13 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 12:49:25 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 12:50:25 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 12:50:55 XM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 1:07:26 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 1:07:56 XM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 1:24:48 XM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 1:42:01 XM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 1:42:31 XM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 2:23:07 XM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 2:23:37 XM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 2:44:34 XM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 2:45:04 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 2:45:34 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 3:03:45 XM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 3:21:26 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 3:21:56 XM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 3:37:32 XM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 3:49:38 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 3:50:08 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/01/20 3:50:39 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/02/20

WUTH-TV 03/02/20

WUTH-TV 03/02/20

WUTH-TV 03/02/20

WUTH-TV 03/02/20

WUTH-TV 03/02/20

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 6:10:19 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 6:10:49 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 6:11:19 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 6:11:49 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 6:24:55 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 6:38:16 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 6:38:46 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H



WUTH-TV 03/02/20 6:52:34 AM :15 B905701 CNFE0191000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 7:25:15 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 7:35:41 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 7:36:12 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 7:36:42 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 7:52:21 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 8:13:11 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 8:13:41 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 8:24:21 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 8:40:43 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 8:41:13 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 8:55:46 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 8:56:16 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 9:16:40 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 9:17:10 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 9:33:47 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 9:46:31 AM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 10:00:56 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 10:15:58 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 10:16:28 AM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 10:27:55 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 10:28:25 AM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 10:51:20 AM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 10:51:50 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 11:15:45 AM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 11:29:18 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 11:39:03 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 11:39:34 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 11:53:32 AM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 11:54:02 AM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 12:14:51 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 12:28:32 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 12:41:45 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H



WUTH-TV 03/02/20 12:49:00 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 1:13:57 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 1:14:27 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 1:40:42 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 1:50:55 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 2:13:30 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 2:14:00 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 2:24:19 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 2:38:18 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 2:54:06 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 3:13:22 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 3:13:53 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 3:22:55 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 3:38:29 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 3:48:42 PM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 4:12:05 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 4:12:35 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 4:25:36 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 4:42:08 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 4:54:38 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 5:14:52 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 5:41:09 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 5:52:05 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 5:52:35 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 6:23:52 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 6:24:22 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 6:41:02 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 6:55:52 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 7:06:57 PM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 7:17:20 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 7:17:50 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 7:28:31 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 7:29:01 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 7:42:11 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H



WUTH-TV 03/02/20 7:42:41 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 7:53:14 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 8:16:34 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 8:30:28 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 8:42:42 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 8:43:12 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 8:57:11 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 9:16:06 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 9:16:36 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 9:28:32 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 9:52:28 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 9:58:19 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 10:44:25 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 10:54:53 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 11:05:50 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 11:16:00 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 11:16:30 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 11:47:13 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 11:47:43 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 12:00:52 XM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 12:12:35 XM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 12:24:02 XM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 12:42:05 XM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 12:55:05 XM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 1:12:41 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 1:13:11 XM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 1:24:21 XM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 1:40:28 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 1:55:46 XM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 2:11:19 XM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 2:23:54 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 2:24:24 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 2:38:45 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 2:51:49 XM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H



WUTH-TV 03/02/20 2:52:19 XM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 5:10:10 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 5:10:40 XM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 5:11:10 XM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 5:11:40 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 5:21:45 XM :20 B905230 CMNC3610114

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 5:22:05 XM :15 B905667 CNHB0201000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 5:22:20 XM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 5:25:26 XM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 5:25:56 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 5:26:26 XM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 5:27:26 XM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 5:29:50 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 5:40:10 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 5:41:10 XM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 5:41:41 XM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 5:51:46 XM :20 B905706 SARM0124000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 5:52:06 XM :15 B905703 CNFE0167000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 5:52:21 XM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 5:55:27 XM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 5:56:27 XM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 5:56:57 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 5:57:27 XM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/02/20 5:59:51 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 03/03/20

WUTH-TV 03/03/20

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 6:11:01 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 6:11:31 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 6:12:01 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 6:12:32 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 6:38:33 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 6:39:03 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 6:52:23 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 6:52:53 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 7:25:53 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 7:26:23 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H



WUTH-TV 03/03/20 7:36:58 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 7:37:28 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 7:37:58 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 7:52:31 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 7:53:01 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 8:14:09 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 8:14:39 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 8:25:32 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 8:46:23 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 8:46:53 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 8:54:38 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 8:55:08 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 9:15:20 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 9:15:50 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 9:32:17 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 9:32:47 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 10:00:50 AM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 10:14:10 AM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 10:14:40 AM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 10:25:29 AM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 10:25:59 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 10:39:37 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 10:51:44 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 11:14:40 AM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 11:26:01 AM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 11:26:31 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 11:38:04 AM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 11:50:29 AM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 12:16:12 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 12:28:46 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 12:42:17 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 12:53:34 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H



WUTH-TV 03/03/20 1:12:29 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 1:24:32 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 1:41:06 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 1:51:18 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 2:18:25 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 2:30:28 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 2:48:01 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 2:57:45 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 2:58:15 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 3:14:19 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 3:14:49 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 3:28:08 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 3:47:18 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 4:11:03 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 4:25:20 PM :15 B905696 CMNB3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 4:43:00 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 4:54:55 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 5:16:19 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 5:16:49 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 5:43:18 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 5:43:48 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 5:53:53 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 6:18:07 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 6:18:37 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 6:39:02 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 6:55:25 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 6:55:55 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 7:07:23 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 7:07:53 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 7:19:33 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 7:20:03 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 7:31:51 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 7:32:21 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 7:43:21 PM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 8:16:02 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H



WUTH-TV 03/03/20 8:30:33 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 8:31:03 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 8:44:22 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 8:44:52 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 8:59:13 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 9:17:51 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 9:52:49 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 9:58:16 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 10:14:46 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 10:27:39 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 10:47:36 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 10:58:33 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 11:08:28 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 11:18:21 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 11:18:51 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 11:47:15 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 11:47:45 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 11:59:46 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 12:11:19 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 12:11:48 XM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 12:41:03 XM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 12:54:34 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 12:55:04 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 1:13:39 XM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 1:14:09 XM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 1:25:32 XM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 1:46:08 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 1:54:38 XM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 1:55:08 XM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 2:12:01 XM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 2:23:42 XM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 2:24:12 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 2:39:02 XM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H



WUTH-TV 03/03/20 2:52:22 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 5:13:15 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 5:14:15 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 5:22:10 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 5:23:10 XM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 5:23:40 XM :15 B905433 CWHUDY15SH

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 5:23:55 XM :20 B905704 SARM0133000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 5:24:15 XM :20 B905706 SARM0124000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 5:26:18 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 5:26:48 XM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 5:27:48 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 5:28:48 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 5:43:15 XM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 5:44:16 XM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 5:44:46 XM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 5:52:11 XM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 5:52:41 XM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 5:53:41 XM :20 B905051 EL COHETE FZAA 1134

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 5:54:01 XM :15 B905703 CNFE0167000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 5:54:16 XM :20 B905706 SARM0124000H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 5:56:19 XM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 5:57:19 XM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 5:58:19 XM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/03/20 5:58:49 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 03/04/20

WUTH-TV 03/04/20

WUTH-TV 03/04/20

WUTH-TV 03/04/20

WUTH-TV 03/04/20

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 6:07:00 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 6:07:30 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 6:08:00 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 6:08:30 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 6:23:44 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 6:36:59 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 6:48:01 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H



WUTH-TV 03/04/20 6:48:31 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 7:25:48 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 7:26:18 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 7:34:51 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 7:35:21 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 7:35:51 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 7:36:21 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 7:50:08 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 8:11:11 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 8:11:41 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 8:22:35 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 8:41:05 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 8:41:35 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 8:52:59 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 8:53:29 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 9:13:26 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 9:13:56 AM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 9:31:08 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 9:31:38 AM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 10:00:56 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 10:01:26 AM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 10:14:21 AM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 10:14:51 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 10:26:02 AM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 10:26:32 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 10:48:52 AM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 10:49:22 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 11:09:39 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 11:20:20 AM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 11:20:50 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 11:30:35 AM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 11:45:53 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 11:46:23 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 12:16:32 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30



WUTH-TV 03/04/20 12:30:42 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 12:42:29 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 1:11:13 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 1:23:17 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 1:39:57 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 1:50:17 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 2:20:32 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 2:21:02 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 2:37:44 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 2:54:56 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 3:04:18 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 3:04:48 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 3:18:22 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 3:18:52 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 3:28:07 PM :15 B905676 VYSL003900H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 3:36:23 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 3:47:16 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 4:10:36 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 4:11:06 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 4:24:36 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 4:41:27 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 4:54:42 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 5:13:17 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 5:13:47 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 5:26:34 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 5:38:13 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 5:50:22 PM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 6:23:21 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 6:40:42 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 6:50:50 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 6:54:19 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 7:09:55 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 7:19:40 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H



WUTH-TV 03/04/20 7:33:35 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 7:34:06 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 7:44:46 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 8:00:04 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 8:17:51 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 8:31:57 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 8:43:17 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 8:43:47 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 8:56:27 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 8:56:57 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 9:15:43 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 9:28:06 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 9:53:08 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 10:00:34 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 10:16:01 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 10:47:19 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 10:47:49 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 11:02:21 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 11:11:47 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 11:22:50 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 11:47:41 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 11:48:11 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 12:01:01 XM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 12:15:12 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 12:15:42 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 12:25:13 XM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 12:40:36 XM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 12:54:05 XM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 1:10:41 XM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 1:11:11 XM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 1:22:35 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 1:40:50 XM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 1:52:59 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH



WUTH-TV 03/04/20 2:08:00 XM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 2:22:43 XM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 2:37:28 XM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 2:37:58 XM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 2:48:01 XM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 2:48:31 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 5:12:37 XM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 5:13:37 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 5:14:08 XM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 5:23:01 XM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 5:24:01 XM :15 B905433 CWHUDY15SH

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 5:24:16 XM :20 B905057 EL AUTOBUS FZAA 1142

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 5:24:36 XM :20 B905230 CMNC3610114

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 5:24:56 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 5:27:55 XM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 5:28:25 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 5:29:25 XM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 5:29:55 XM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 5:30:25 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 5:44:02 XM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 5:44:32 XM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 5:45:02 XM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 5:53:55 XM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 5:54:26 XM :20 B905706 SARM0124000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 5:54:46 XM :15 B905708 EIFSPASOM15H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 5:55:01 XM :20 B905055 EL PAN FZAA 1139

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 5:57:49 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 5:58:19 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/04/20 5:59:19 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 03/05/20

WUTH-TV 03/05/20

WUTH-TV 03/05/20

WUTH-TV 03/05/20

WUTH-TV 03/05/20

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 6:09:16 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 6:09:46 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 6:10:16 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH



WUTH-TV 03/05/20 6:37:52 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 6:38:22 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 6:50:22 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 7:23:39 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 7:24:09 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 7:35:02 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 7:35:32 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 7:36:02 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 7:52:05 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 7:52:35 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 8:12:21 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 8:12:51 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 8:42:59 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 8:43:29 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 8:53:50 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 8:54:20 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 9:14:39 AM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 9:32:30 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 9:33:00 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 9:46:47 AM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 10:00:28 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 10:00:58 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 10:11:42 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 10:12:12 AM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 10:23:11 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 10:23:41 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 10:38:55 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 10:51:14 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 11:16:25 AM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 11:27:21 AM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 11:39:29 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 11:52:02 AM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 11:52:32 AM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H



WUTH-TV 03/05/20 12:16:51 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 12:40:40 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 12:53:24 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 1:10:28 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 1:10:58 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 1:21:31 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 1:40:00 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 1:53:39 PM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 2:15:47 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 2:16:17 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 2:31:34 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 2:40:40 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 2:56:34 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 3:07:09 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 3:07:39 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 3:22:55 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 3:48:45 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 4:10:24 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 4:25:14 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 4:41:31 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 4:54:35 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 5:12:51 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 5:13:36 PM :15 B905670 CMNC3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 5:43:08 PM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 5:53:04 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 5:53:34 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 6:20:21 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 6:20:51 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 6:39:01 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 6:51:30 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 7:10:05 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 7:21:52 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 7:22:23 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 7:32:18 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H



WUTH-TV 03/05/20 7:41:58 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 7:42:28 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 8:17:11 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 8:29:36 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 8:30:06 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 8:42:23 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 8:54:57 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 9:15:08 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 9:27:38 PM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 9:58:31 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 10:15:36 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 10:16:06 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 10:26:06 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 10:48:59 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 11:01:04 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 11:01:34 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 11:11:57 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 11:21:36 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 11:45:02 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 11:45:32 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 11:58:56 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 11:59:26 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 12:11:38 XM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 12:23:37 XM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 12:40:24 XM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 12:54:43 XM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 12:55:13 XM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 1:11:51 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 1:12:21 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 1:22:24 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 1:42:44 XM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 1:53:50 XM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 1:54:20 XM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H



WUTH-TV 03/05/20 2:10:16 XM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 2:24:03 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 2:24:33 XM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 2:38:21 XM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 2:49:52 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 2:50:22 XM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 5:13:00 XM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 5:14:00 XM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 5:23:01 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 5:23:31 XM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 5:24:01 XM :20 B905051 EL COHETE FZAA 1134

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 5:24:21 XM :20 B905620 ForestsEssentialToLife20

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 5:24:41 XM :15 B905667 CNHB0201000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 5:27:06 XM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 5:27:36 XM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 5:28:06 XM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 5:28:36 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 5:42:54 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 5:43:54 XM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 5:52:55 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 5:53:25 XM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 5:53:55 XM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 5:54:25 XM :15 B905433 CWHUDY15SH

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 5:54:40 XM :20 B905230 CMNC3610114

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 5:55:00 XM :20 B905051 EL COHETE FZAA 1134

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 5:57:30 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 5:58:30 XM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/05/20 5:59:00 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 03/06/20

WUTH-TV 03/06/20

WUTH-TV 03/06/20

WUTH-TV 03/06/20

WUTH-TV 03/06/20

WUTH-TV 03/06/20

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 6:09:52 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 6:10:22 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H



WUTH-TV 03/06/20 6:10:52 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 6:24:53 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 6:39:34 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 6:53:03 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 7:26:31 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 7:27:02 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 7:36:42 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 7:37:12 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 7:37:42 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 7:53:17 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 7:53:47 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 8:09:59 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 8:22:53 AM :15 B905559 CNFT0077000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 8:40:25 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 8:52:01 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 8:52:31 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 9:18:18 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 9:37:47 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 9:51:03 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 10:02:38 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 10:15:20 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 10:29:31 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 10:30:01 AM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 10:41:55 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 10:53:20 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 11:14:34 AM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 11:26:25 AM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 11:26:55 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 11:36:48 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 11:48:38 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 12:28:01 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 12:28:31 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 12:40:18 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H



WUTH-TV 03/06/20 12:52:53 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 1:13:51 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 1:14:21 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 1:24:50 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 1:42:47 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 1:43:18 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 2:17:35 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 2:33:18 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 2:47:35 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 2:59:50 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 3:11:47 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 3:12:17 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 3:24:43 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 3:37:20 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 3:49:47 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 4:11:19 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 4:11:49 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 4:25:20 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 4:41:16 PM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 4:54:43 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 4:55:13 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 5:13:29 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 5:30:22 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 5:44:22 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 5:54:13 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 6:23:00 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 6:23:30 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 6:37:34 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 6:52:13 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 6:52:43 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 7:08:47 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 7:18:05 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 7:28:17 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H



WUTH-TV 03/06/20 7:28:47 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 7:40:51 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 7:50:52 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 8:15:49 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 8:30:24 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 8:43:23 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 8:55:38 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 9:15:23 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 9:27:36 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 9:52:48 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 9:58:01 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 9:58:31 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 10:14:14 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 10:25:58 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 10:42:55 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 10:43:25 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 10:54:40 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 11:04:24 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 11:14:07 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 11:14:37 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 11:44:21 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 11:44:51 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 11:58:52 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 12:14:41 XM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 12:15:10 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 12:41:19 XM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 12:55:20 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 1:09:29 XM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 1:09:59 XM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 1:22:37 XM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 1:40:10 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 1:52:01 XM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 2:10:22 XM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 2:23:52 XM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H



WUTH-TV 03/06/20 2:39:33 XM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 2:52:33 XM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 5:11:16 XM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 5:11:46 XM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 5:21:07 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 5:21:37 XM :15 B905666 CNCS0279000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 5:21:52 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 5:22:22 XM :15 B905708 EIFSPASOM15H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 5:22:37 XM :15 B905686 PSNG0001601H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 5:22:52 XM :20 B905057 EL AUTOBUS FZAA 1142

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 5:23:12 XM :20 B905620 ForestsEssentialToLife20

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 5:26:06 XM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 5:26:36 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 5:39:41 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 5:40:11 XM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 5:40:41 XM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 5:41:11 XM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 5:50:32 XM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 5:51:02 XM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 5:51:32 XM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 5:52:02 XM :15 B905686 PSNG0001601H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 5:52:17 XM :20 B905704 SARM0133000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 5:52:37 XM :20 B905051 EL COHETE FZAA 1134

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 5:55:31 XM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 5:56:01 XM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 5:56:31 XM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/06/20 5:57:02 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 6:00:24 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 6:58:54 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 6:59:24 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 7:28:54 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 7:29:24 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 7:58:54 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 7:59:24 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 8:11:34 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H



WUTH-TV 03/07/20 8:12:04 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 8:22:41 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 8:41:24 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 8:51:01 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 8:51:31 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 8:52:01 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 9:18:47 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 9:19:17 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 9:25:44 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 9:26:14 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 9:47:32 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 9:55:21 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 9:55:51 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 9:56:21 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 10:18:07 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 10:18:37 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 10:24:53 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 10:49:03 AM :15 B905696 CMNB3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 10:55:17 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 10:55:47 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 10:56:17 AM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 11:28:54 AM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 11:58:54 AM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 11:59:24 AM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 12:28:54 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 12:29:24 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 12:58:54 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 1:14:09 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 1:14:39 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 1:43:29 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 1:54:20 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 2:17:41 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 2:18:11 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 2:28:02 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60



WUTH-TV 03/07/20 2:41:48 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 2:55:00 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 3:06:34 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 3:21:16 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 3:31:18 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 3:42:10 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 4:09:50 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 4:33:20 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 4:34:20 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 4:54:46 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 5:07:36 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 5:08:06 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 5:23:20 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 5:39:20 PM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 5:40:20 PM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 7:00:46 PM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 7:01:46 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 7:02:16 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 7:05:26 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 7:05:56 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 7:14:20 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 7:59:43 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 8:04:35 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 8:24:49 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 8:25:49 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 8:40:10 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 8:58:15 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 8:58:45 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 9:22:20 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 9:39:38 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 9:40:08 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 9:40:38 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 10:04:36 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 10:05:06 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H



WUTH-TV 03/07/20 10:25:32 PM 1:00 B905406 CNGO0179000

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 10:38:41 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 10:50:19 PM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 11:02:19 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 11:02:49 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 11:14:17 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 11:28:15 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 11:41:35 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 12:04:33 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 12:05:03 XM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 12:19:30 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 12:32:45 XM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 12:45:34 XM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 12:58:04 XM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 12:58:34 XM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 1:10:13 XM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 1:10:43 XM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 1:24:38 XM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 1:39:04 XM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 1:39:34 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 3:04:32 XM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 3:05:02 XM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 3:15:04 XM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 3:15:34 XM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 3:38:46 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 3:39:16 XM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 3:50:16 XM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 5:33:45 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 5:34:15 XM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 5:35:15 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 5:49:22 XM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 5:50:22 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/07/20 5:59:54 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H
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WUTH-TV 03/08/20

WUTH-TV 03/08/20

WUTH-TV 03/08/20

WUTH-TV 03/08/20

WUTH-TV 03/08/20 6:28:54 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/08/20 6:29:24 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/08/20 6:58:54 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/08/20 6:59:24 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/08/20 7:12:07 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/08/20 7:12:37 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/08/20 7:19:43 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/08/20 7:20:13 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/08/20 7:20:43 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/08/20 7:29:03 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/08/20 7:29:33 AM :26 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/08/20 7:39:57 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/08/20 7:40:27 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/08/20 7:52:52 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/08/20 8:28:54 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/08/20 8:29:24 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/08/20 8:58:54 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/08/20 8:59:24 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/08/20 9:28:54 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/08/20 9:29:24 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/08/20 9:59:24 AM :30 B905407 CNGO0180000

WUTH-TV 03/08/20 10:14:30 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/08/20 10:15:00 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/08/20 10:22:32 AM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/08/20 10:23:02 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H



WUTH-TV 03/08/20 10:23:32 AM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/08/20 11:25:15 AM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/08/20 11:25:45 AM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/08/20 11:26:15 AM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/08/20 11:26:45 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/08/20 11:31:27 AM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/08/20 11:31:57 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/08/20 11:32:27 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/08/20 12:40:59 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/08/20 12:54:15 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/08/20 1:10:25 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/08/20 1:22:31 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/08/20 1:53:14 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/08/20 1:53:44 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 03/09/20

WUTH-TV 03/09/20

WUTH-TV 03/09/20

WUTH-TV 03/09/20

WUTH-TV 03/09/20

WUTH-TV 03/09/20

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 6:12:11 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 6:13:11 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 6:13:41 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 6:40:32 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 6:41:02 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 6:51:45 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 6:52:15 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 7:27:50 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 7:28:21 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 7:38:27 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 7:38:57 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 7:39:27 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 7:54:12 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 7:54:42 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019



WUTH-TV 03/09/20 8:10:49 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 8:22:25 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 8:43:24 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 8:43:54 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 8:53:58 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 8:54:28 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 9:19:29 AM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 9:34:57 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 9:35:27 AM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 9:49:14 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 10:01:31 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 10:02:01 AM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 10:15:05 AM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 10:15:35 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 10:26:22 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 10:26:52 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 10:40:06 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 10:50:50 AM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 11:12:26 AM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 11:25:58 AM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 11:40:12 AM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 11:49:59 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 11:50:29 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 12:14:27 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 12:25:03 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 12:25:33 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 12:37:24 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 12:48:32 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 1:10:21 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 1:10:51 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 1:20:27 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 1:41:09 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H



WUTH-TV 03/09/20 1:53:59 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 2:13:59 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 2:14:44 PM :15 B905696 CMNB3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 2:29:25 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 2:40:50 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 2:53:51 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 2:54:21 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 3:10:05 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 3:10:35 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 3:22:44 PM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 3:33:47 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 3:44:03 PM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 4:11:22 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 4:11:52 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 4:24:22 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 4:40:08 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 4:54:08 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 4:54:38 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 5:15:03 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 5:44:39 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 5:53:36 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 6:23:46 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 6:24:16 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 6:41:15 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 6:56:23 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 7:07:54 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 7:08:24 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 7:20:19 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 7:20:49 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 7:34:09 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 7:45:47 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 7:46:17 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 8:16:00 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 8:29:38 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H



WUTH-TV 03/09/20 8:42:33 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 8:56:05 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 8:56:35 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 9:18:06 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 9:18:36 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 9:31:05 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 9:31:35 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 9:57:49 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 9:58:19 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 10:15:58 PM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 10:26:25 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 10:45:04 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 10:45:34 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 11:01:25 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 11:01:55 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 11:14:30 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 11:24:12 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 11:46:15 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 11:46:45 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 11:57:33 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 12:11:32 XM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 12:41:22 XM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 12:53:51 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 1:10:19 XM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 1:10:49 XM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 1:22:25 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 1:43:09 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 1:53:58 XM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 1:54:28 XM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 2:13:11 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 2:24:34 XM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 2:41:01 XM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 2:41:31 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H



WUTH-TV 03/09/20 2:51:45 XM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 2:52:15 XM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 5:12:35 XM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 5:13:05 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 5:21:10 XM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 5:21:40 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 5:22:40 XM :15 B905676 VYSL003900H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 5:22:55 XM :20 B905706 SARM0124000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 5:25:55 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 5:26:55 XM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 5:27:55 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 5:29:50 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 5:42:35 XM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 5:43:05 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 5:43:36 XM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 5:44:06 XM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 5:52:11 XM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 5:52:41 XM :15 B905664 CNCS0016000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 5:52:56 XM :20 B905230 CMNC3610114

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 5:55:56 XM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 5:56:26 XM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 5:56:56 XM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 5:57:26 XM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 5:57:56 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/09/20 5:58:26 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 03/10/20

WUTH-TV 03/10/20

WUTH-TV 03/10/20

WUTH-TV 03/10/20

WUTH-TV 03/10/20

WUTH-TV 03/10/20

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 6:08:32 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 6:09:02 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 6:09:32 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 6:10:02 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H



WUTH-TV 03/10/20 6:37:02 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 6:37:32 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 6:51:50 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 7:28:47 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 7:29:16 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 7:38:15 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 7:38:45 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 7:39:15 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 7:39:45 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 7:53:23 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 7:53:53 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 8:13:59 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 8:23:42 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 8:43:45 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 8:44:15 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 8:54:26 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 9:15:15 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 9:31:11 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 9:43:42 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 9:55:49 AM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 9:56:19 AM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 10:13:40 AM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 10:14:10 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 10:25:33 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 10:26:03 AM :15 B905670 CMNC3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 10:38:34 AM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 10:50:16 AM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 10:50:46 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 11:11:06 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 11:21:42 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 11:32:31 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 11:47:54 AM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 11:48:24 AM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H



WUTH-TV 03/10/20 12:17:23 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 12:31:22 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 12:41:27 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 12:53:05 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 12:53:35 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 1:10:42 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 1:11:12 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 1:23:42 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 1:40:13 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 1:40:44 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 1:50:46 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 2:15:25 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 2:15:55 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 2:25:16 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 2:45:04 PM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 2:55:28 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 3:15:57 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 3:16:27 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 3:26:42 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 3:27:12 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 3:37:23 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 3:37:53 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 3:44:04 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 3:44:34 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 3:49:50 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 4:48:58 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 4:55:37 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 5:00:09 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 6:15:51 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 6:28:25 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 6:44:30 PM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 6:52:48 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 7:27:18 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 7:27:48 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH



WUTH-TV 03/10/20 7:36:57 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 7:37:27 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 7:52:56 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 7:53:26 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 8:00:04 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 8:17:53 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 8:30:01 PM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 8:43:33 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 8:44:03 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 8:58:14 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 9:16:22 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 9:28:40 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 9:29:10 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 9:57:41 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 10:14:50 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 10:25:58 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 10:46:22 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 10:46:52 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 10:59:17 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 11:20:50 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 11:21:20 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 11:47:06 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 11:47:36 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 11:59:23 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 11:59:53 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 12:11:13 XM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 12:21:30 XM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 12:39:55 XM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 12:53:59 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 1:13:29 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 1:13:59 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 1:23:42 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 1:43:30 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 1:53:56 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60



WUTH-TV 03/10/20 2:09:32 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 2:23:51 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 2:37:31 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 2:38:01 XM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 2:51:20 XM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 2:51:50 XM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 5:11:16 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 5:22:05 XM :15 B905666 CNCS0279000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 5:22:20 XM :15 B905559 CNFT0077000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 5:22:36 XM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 5:23:06 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 5:23:36 XM :15 B905686 PSNG0001601H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 5:23:51 XM :20 B905620 ForestsEssentialToLife20

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 5:26:08 XM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 5:27:09 XM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 5:27:39 XM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 5:28:08 XM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 5:28:39 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 5:41:22 XM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 5:41:53 XM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 5:52:12 XM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 5:52:42 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 5:53:12 XM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 5:53:42 XM :15 B905667 CNHB0201000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 5:53:57 XM :20 B905051 EL COHETE FZAA 1134

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 5:54:17 XM :20 B905620 ForestsEssentialToLife20

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 5:56:35 XM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 5:57:05 XM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 5:58:05 XM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/10/20 5:58:35 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 03/11/20

WUTH-TV 03/11/20

WUTH-TV 03/11/20

WUTH-TV 03/11/20



WUTH-TV 03/11/20

WUTH-TV 03/11/20

WUTH-TV 03/11/20

WUTH-TV 03/11/20

WUTH-TV 03/11/20

WUTH-TV 03/11/20

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 6:09:39 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 6:11:09 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 6:26:01 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 6:41:48 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 6:53:02 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 7:24:50 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 7:25:21 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 7:38:00 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 7:38:30 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 7:39:00 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 7:39:30 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 7:52:24 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 8:12:59 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 8:13:29 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 8:40:17 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 8:51:20 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 8:51:50 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 9:14:25 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 9:14:55 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 9:29:09 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 9:29:39 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 9:42:02 AM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 9:54:53 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 10:07:00 AM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 10:07:30 AM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 10:19:28 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 10:19:58 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 10:35:34 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H



WUTH-TV 03/11/20 10:49:23 AM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 10:49:53 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 11:08:32 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 11:19:21 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 11:19:51 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 11:31:48 AM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 11:45:09 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 12:15:26 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 12:29:26 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 12:40:45 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 12:52:25 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 1:10:28 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 1:11:13 PM :15 B905701 CNFE0191000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 1:21:31 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 1:39:30 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 1:54:09 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 2:12:11 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 2:12:41 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 2:45:08 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 2:55:48 PM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 3:05:15 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 3:05:45 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 3:06:15 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 3:27:47 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 3:36:58 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 3:43:23 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 3:49:23 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 4:48:24 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 4:55:11 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 4:59:27 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 6:56:29 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 7:17:14 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 7:30:06 PM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 7:41:51 PM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H



WUTH-TV 03/11/20 8:17:53 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 8:30:51 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 8:42:37 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 8:43:07 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 8:57:54 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 9:19:10 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 9:19:40 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 9:30:08 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 9:52:38 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 10:16:35 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 10:26:28 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 10:43:53 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 10:44:23 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 10:59:36 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 11:00:06 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 11:11:35 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 11:22:31 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 11:23:01 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 11:47:16 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 11:47:46 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 11:59:45 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 12:12:26 XM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 12:12:55 XM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 12:22:52 XM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 12:42:10 XM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 12:54:06 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 1:12:29 XM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 1:12:59 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 1:24:20 XM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 1:39:32 XM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 1:51:20 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 2:10:39 XM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 2:25:00 XM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 2:25:30 XM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H



WUTH-TV 03/11/20 2:41:47 XM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 2:42:17 XM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 2:52:32 XM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 5:13:25 XM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 5:14:25 XM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 5:14:55 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 5:22:15 XM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 5:23:15 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 5:23:45 XM :15 B905696 CMNB3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 5:24:00 XM :20 B905704 SARM0133000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 5:24:20 XM :20 B905051 EL COHETE FZAA 1134

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 5:27:13 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 5:27:43 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 5:28:13 XM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 5:29:13 XM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 5:29:43 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 5:44:03 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 5:45:03 XM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 5:45:33 XM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 5:53:08 XM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 5:54:08 XM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 5:54:38 XM :15 B905676 VYSL003900H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 5:54:53 XM :20 B905230 CMNC3610114

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 5:55:14 XM :20 B905706 SARM0124000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 5:58:06 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 5:58:36 XM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/11/20 5:59:06 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 03/12/20

WUTH-TV 03/12/20

WUTH-TV 03/12/20

WUTH-TV 03/12/20

WUTH-TV 03/12/20

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 6:09:22 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 6:09:52 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 6:10:22 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 6:10:52 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 6:25:34 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30



WUTH-TV 03/12/20 6:38:53 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 6:49:14 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 6:49:44 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 7:26:45 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 7:34:43 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 7:35:13 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 7:35:43 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 7:36:13 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 7:51:50 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 7:52:20 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 8:12:10 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 8:12:40 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 8:42:29 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 8:53:07 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 8:53:37 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 9:12:18 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 9:21:45 AM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 9:22:15 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 9:43:03 AM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 9:52:44 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 10:12:04 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 10:25:15 AM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 10:40:01 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 10:40:31 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 11:16:00 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 11:28:23 AM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 11:28:53 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 11:40:23 AM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 11:40:53 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 11:55:20 AM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 12:09:57 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 12:30:28 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60



WUTH-TV 03/12/20 1:18:48 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 1:19:18 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 1:27:13 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 1:28:13 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 1:35:29 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 1:40:26 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 1:45:43 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 1:46:13 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 2:45:25 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 2:51:21 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 2:56:17 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 4:50:14 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 4:54:28 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 4:54:58 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 4:55:58 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 5:53:47 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 5:54:17 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 5:58:25 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 5:59:45 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 6:00:15 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 6:33:00 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 6:43:28 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 6:56:34 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 7:08:05 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 7:37:57 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 7:50:25 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 8:16:01 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 8:29:10 PM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 8:41:55 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 8:54:35 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 8:55:05 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 9:14:27 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 9:15:12 PM :15 B905703 CNFE0167000H



WUTH-TV 03/12/20 9:27:12 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 9:57:43 PM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 10:16:09 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 10:25:42 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 10:49:29 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 11:02:14 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 11:02:44 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 11:25:58 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 11:26:28 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 11:38:04 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 11:51:52 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 11:52:22 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 12:08:21 XM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 12:08:51 XM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 12:20:34 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 12:42:04 XM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 12:42:34 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 12:55:15 XM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 1:11:40 XM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 1:12:10 XM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 1:22:04 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 1:41:44 XM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 1:53:07 XM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 1:53:37 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 2:10:22 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 2:24:33 XM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 2:38:52 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 2:49:14 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 2:49:44 XM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 5:12:10 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 5:13:10 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 5:23:20 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 5:24:20 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 5:24:50 XM :20 B905055 EL PAN FZAA 1139

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 5:25:10 XM :20 B905620 ForestsEssentialToLife20

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 5:25:30 XM :15 B905674 CNFE0166000H



WUTH-TV 03/12/20 5:27:55 XM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 5:28:25 XM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 5:29:25 XM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 5:29:55 XM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 5:30:25 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 5:43:48 XM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 5:44:18 XM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 5:53:58 XM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 5:54:28 XM :15 B905433 CWHUDY15SH

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 5:54:43 XM :20 B905055 EL PAN FZAA 1139

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 5:55:03 XM :20 B905706 SARM0124000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 5:57:33 XM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 5:58:04 XM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 5:59:04 XM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/12/20 5:59:34 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 03/13/20

WUTH-TV 03/13/20

WUTH-TV 03/13/20

WUTH-TV 03/13/20

WUTH-TV 03/13/20

WUTH-TV 03/13/20

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 6:08:49 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 6:09:49 AM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 6:10:19 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 6:21:57 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 6:39:23 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 6:52:04 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 6:52:34 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 7:24:55 AM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 7:25:25 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 7:37:50 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 7:38:20 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 7:50:04 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 7:50:34 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 8:12:21 AM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)



WUTH-TV 03/13/20 8:12:51 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 8:22:25 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 8:41:41 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 8:52:06 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 8:52:36 AM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 9:13:26 AM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 9:13:56 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 9:59:34 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 10:00:04 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 10:11:39 AM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 10:28:11 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 10:28:41 AM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 10:39:10 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 10:49:27 AM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 10:49:57 AM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 11:13:07 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 11:26:30 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 11:41:32 AM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 11:42:02 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 11:55:39 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 12:11:11 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 12:34:59 PM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 12:48:40 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 1:10:53 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 1:11:23 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 1:25:29 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 1:40:23 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 1:40:53 PM :15 B905681 CNDT0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 1:54:15 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 2:14:25 PM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 2:24:31 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 2:36:31 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H



WUTH-TV 03/13/20 2:52:30 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 2:53:00 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 3:05:29 PM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 3:17:15 PM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 3:29:57 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 3:45:03 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 4:11:32 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 4:41:44 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 4:54:55 PM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 5:14:07 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 5:14:37 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 5:28:30 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 5:43:20 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 5:43:50 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 5:52:46 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 5:53:16 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 6:14:31 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 6:15:01 PM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 6:27:24 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 6:39:57 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 6:54:57 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 6:55:27 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 7:06:39 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 7:21:52 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 7:34:12 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 8:16:18 PM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 8:41:00 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 8:41:30 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 8:56:08 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 9:15:45 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 9:28:25 PM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 9:53:32 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H



WUTH-TV 03/13/20 9:57:50 PM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 9:58:20 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 10:15:55 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 10:26:17 PM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 10:45:01 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 10:56:38 PM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 11:09:22 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 11:24:22 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 11:36:09 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 11:50:51 PM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 11:51:21 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 12:04:37 XM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 12:05:07 XM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 12:19:36 XM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 12:42:02 XM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 12:54:56 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 1:11:51 XM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 1:12:21 XM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 1:22:24 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 1:40:56 XM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 1:52:05 XM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 1:52:35 XM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 2:09:49 XM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 2:20:56 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 2:39:22 XM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 2:52:04 XM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 5:12:25 XM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 5:13:25 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 5:20:21 XM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 5:20:51 XM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 5:21:52 XM :20 B905055 EL PAN FZAA 1139

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 5:22:12 XM :20 B905230 CMNC3610114

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 5:22:32 XM :15 B905559 CNFT0077000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 5:25:36 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H



WUTH-TV 03/13/20 5:26:06 XM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 5:26:36 XM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 5:27:06 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 5:28:06 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 5:43:49 XM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 5:44:19 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 5:50:45 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 5:51:15 XM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 5:51:45 XM :20 B905230 CMNC3610114

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 5:52:05 XM :20 B905055 EL PAN FZAA 1139

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 5:55:14 XM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 5:55:44 XM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 5:56:14 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 5:56:44 XM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/13/20 5:57:14 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 03/14/20

WUTH-TV 03/14/20

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 6:28:54 AM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 6:29:24 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 6:58:54 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 6:59:24 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 7:29:24 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 7:58:54 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 7:59:24 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 8:07:35 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 8:37:20 AM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 8:51:37 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 8:52:07 AM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 9:15:04 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 9:24:58 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 9:25:28 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 9:45:40 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 9:54:46 AM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 9:55:16 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H



WUTH-TV 03/14/20 10:11:01 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 10:41:12 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 10:51:26 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 10:51:56 AM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 11:28:54 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 11:29:24 AM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 11:58:54 AM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 11:59:24 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 12:28:54 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 12:29:24 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 12:58:54 PM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 12:59:24 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 1:15:02 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 1:27:29 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 1:27:59 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 1:40:07 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 1:51:55 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 1:52:25 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 2:04:38 PM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 2:15:51 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 2:29:13 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 2:29:43 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 2:38:18 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 2:50:20 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 3:05:52 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 4:05:23 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 4:06:23 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 4:26:56 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 4:27:26 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 4:45:28 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 5:00:04 PM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 5:44:29 PM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 5:44:59 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 6:02:11 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30



WUTH-TV 03/14/20 6:02:41 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 6:19:21 PM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 6:20:21 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 6:51:56 PM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 6:52:26 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 7:05:59 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 7:21:49 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 7:22:19 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 7:38:29 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 7:54:32 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 7:55:02 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 8:09:43 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 8:10:13 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 8:26:24 PM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 8:46:26 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 9:15:29 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 9:15:59 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 9:29:14 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 9:42:09 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 9:56:21 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 9:56:51 PM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 10:14:32 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 10:15:02 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 10:24:15 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 10:24:45 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 10:37:55 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 10:52:50 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 10:53:20 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 11:17:34 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 11:18:04 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 11:30:14 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 11:43:27 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019



WUTH-TV 03/14/20 11:56:34 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 12:08:40 XM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 12:09:10 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 12:23:01 XM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 12:37:27 XM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 12:49:12 XM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 1:18:05 XM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 1:18:35 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 1:29:24 XM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 1:29:54 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 1:42:32 XM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 1:43:02 XM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 2:00:46 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 2:01:16 XM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 2:19:45 XM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 2:31:07 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 2:40:54 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 2:49:57 XM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 3:01:51 XM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 3:13:04 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 3:13:34 XM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 3:39:46 XM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 3:53:29 XM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 5:35:09 XM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 5:35:39 XM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 5:36:39 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 5:50:54 XM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 5:51:24 XM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 03/14/20 5:52:24 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 6:28:54 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 6:29:24 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 6:58:54 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 6:59:24 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 7:16:44 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30



WUTH-TV 03/15/20 7:17:14 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 7:17:44 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 7:23:21 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 7:23:51 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 7:29:02 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 7:29:33 AM :27 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 7:39:44 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 7:40:14 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 7:50:17 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 8:15:00 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 8:15:30 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 8:23:30 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 8:24:00 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 8:42:49 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 8:51:29 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 8:51:59 AM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 8:52:29 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 9:18:35 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 9:19:05 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 9:25:55 AM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 9:26:25 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 9:46:58 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 9:54:36 AM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 9:55:06 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 9:56:06 AM :15 B905666 CNCS0279000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 10:18:14 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 10:25:41 AM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 10:26:11 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 10:47:29 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 10:54:38 AM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 10:55:08 AM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 10:55:38 AM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H



WUTH-TV 03/15/20 11:28:54 AM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 11:58:54 AM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 12:28:54 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 12:29:24 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 12:58:54 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 1:10:49 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 1:43:54 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 1:53:58 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 2:13:44 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 2:14:14 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 2:23:42 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 2:47:50 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 2:48:20 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 2:59:24 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 3:12:32 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 3:31:25 PM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 4:01:22 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 4:01:52 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 4:10:34 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 4:11:04 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 4:20:06 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 4:31:51 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 4:44:04 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 5:18:57 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 5:37:40 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 5:38:10 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 5:57:29 PM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 6:13:59 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 6:29:45 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 6:45:02 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 6:45:32 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 6:46:02 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 7:23:10 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 7:23:40 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H



WUTH-TV 03/15/20 7:40:46 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 7:53:54 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 7:54:24 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 8:06:02 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 8:06:32 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 8:30:45 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 8:31:15 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 8:43:14 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 8:43:44 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 8:54:59 PM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 8:55:29 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 9:07:03 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 9:17:53 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 9:45:08 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 9:45:38 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 9:55:32 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 9:56:32 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 10:03:24 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 10:07:11 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 11:06:06 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 11:11:23 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 11:11:53 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 12:23:59 XM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 12:46:50 XM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 12:47:20 XM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 12:48:20 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 1:05:27 XM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 1:05:57 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 1:06:27 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 1:27:31 XM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 1:45:02 XM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 1:45:32 XM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 2:22:11 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 2:22:41 XM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H



WUTH-TV 03/15/20 2:38:17 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 2:38:47 XM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 2:54:14 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 3:09:49 XM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 3:10:19 XM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 3:25:04 XM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 3:40:53 XM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 3:41:23 XM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 5:35:38 XM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 5:36:08 XM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 5:36:38 XM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 5:37:08 XM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 5:51:08 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/15/20 5:52:08 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 03/16/20

WUTH-TV 03/16/20

WUTH-TV 03/16/20

WUTH-TV 03/16/20

WUTH-TV 03/16/20

WUTH-TV 03/16/20

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 6:06:54 AM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 6:07:54 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 6:08:24 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 6:21:14 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 6:39:03 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 6:39:33 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 6:50:20 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 7:25:26 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 7:25:56 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 7:36:25 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 7:36:55 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 7:37:25 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 7:37:55 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 7:50:04 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30



WUTH-TV 03/16/20 7:50:34 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 8:12:23 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 8:24:41 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 8:42:56 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 8:43:26 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 8:53:58 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 8:54:28 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 9:17:15 AM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 9:38:30 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 9:39:01 AM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 9:50:41 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 10:02:37 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 10:11:38 AM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 10:12:08 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 10:22:55 AM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 10:23:25 AM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 10:38:50 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 10:50:30 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 10:51:00 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 11:09:07 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 11:18:53 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 11:29:56 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 11:46:42 AM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 12:15:07 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 12:27:50 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 12:42:56 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 12:43:26 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 12:55:42 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 1:09:02 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 1:09:32 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 1:21:04 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 1:40:45 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 1:51:02 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H



WUTH-TV 03/16/20 2:15:21 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 2:15:51 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 2:27:14 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 2:38:33 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 2:55:02 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 3:09:33 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 3:10:03 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 3:20:01 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 3:38:37 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 3:49:28 PM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 4:12:19 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 4:25:47 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 4:39:51 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 4:40:21 PM :15 B905670 CMNC3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 4:53:26 PM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 5:16:58 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 5:42:27 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 5:50:52 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 6:20:24 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 6:20:54 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 6:34:52 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 6:53:15 PM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 7:03:20 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 7:14:33 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 7:15:03 PM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 7:26:25 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 7:26:55 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 7:37:44 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 8:16:05 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 8:29:57 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 8:42:47 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 8:43:17 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 9:14:44 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H



WUTH-TV 03/16/20 9:27:37 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 9:58:07 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 9:58:37 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 10:14:48 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 10:15:18 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 10:26:49 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 11:04:06 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 11:04:36 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 11:23:40 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 11:32:45 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 11:44:33 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 11:55:54 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 11:56:25 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 12:08:09 XM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 12:08:39 XM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 12:19:11 XM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 12:42:19 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 12:55:47 XM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 1:11:53 XM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 1:12:23 XM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 1:24:40 XM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 1:42:41 XM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 1:53:57 XM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 2:07:54 XM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 2:20:13 XM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 2:39:33 XM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 2:49:50 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 2:50:20 XM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 5:12:45 XM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 5:13:45 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 5:14:15 XM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 5:23:01 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H



WUTH-TV 03/16/20 5:23:31 XM :15 B905559 CNFT0077000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 5:23:46 XM :20 B905230 CMNC3610114

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 5:24:06 XM :20 B905620 ForestsEssentialToLife20

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 5:26:42 XM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 5:27:42 XM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 5:28:12 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 5:42:11 XM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 5:42:41 XM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 5:43:11 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 5:43:41 XM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 5:52:27 XM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 5:52:57 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 5:53:27 XM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 5:53:57 XM :15 B905666 CNCS0279000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 5:54:12 XM :20 B905230 CMNC3610114

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 5:56:48 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 5:57:48 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 5:58:18 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 5:58:48 XM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/16/20 5:59:18 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 03/17/20

WUTH-TV 03/17/20

WUTH-TV 03/17/20

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 6:09:03 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 6:09:33 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 6:10:03 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 6:10:33 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 6:40:10 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 6:40:40 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 6:50:36 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 6:51:06 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 7:25:53 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 7:26:23 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 7:36:39 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 7:37:09 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 7:37:39 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 7:38:09 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H



WUTH-TV 03/17/20 7:51:12 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 8:12:10 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 8:43:29 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 8:43:59 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 8:54:16 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 8:54:46 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 9:13:37 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 9:14:07 AM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 9:31:38 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 9:46:38 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 10:00:11 AM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 10:00:41 AM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 10:13:41 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 10:14:11 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 10:26:34 AM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 10:39:00 AM :15 B905559 CNFT0077000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 10:51:50 AM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 11:09:02 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 11:20:30 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 11:33:28 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 11:49:25 AM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 12:14:37 PM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 12:27:13 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 12:40:37 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 1:09:58 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 1:10:28 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 1:23:18 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 1:41:55 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 1:52:32 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 1:53:02 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 2:13:35 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 2:14:05 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 2:30:49 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 2:40:38 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H



WUTH-TV 03/17/20 2:55:44 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 3:10:49 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 3:11:19 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 3:20:38 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 3:32:00 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 3:44:11 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 4:09:21 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 4:09:51 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 4:24:53 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 4:41:15 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 4:55:12 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 5:15:24 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 5:15:54 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 5:30:42 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 5:43:40 PM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 5:53:54 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 5:54:25 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 6:14:31 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 6:15:01 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 6:39:27 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 6:39:57 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 6:54:57 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 7:06:09 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 7:06:39 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 7:21:52 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 7:34:12 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 7:34:42 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 7:49:26 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 8:16:31 PM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 8:29:19 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 8:43:17 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 8:57:55 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019



WUTH-TV 03/17/20 9:16:10 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 9:29:46 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 9:57:58 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 10:16:12 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 10:27:02 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 10:56:38 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 10:57:09 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 11:09:52 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 11:24:22 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 11:36:09 PM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 11:50:51 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 11:51:22 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 12:04:37 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 12:19:36 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 12:20:06 XM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 12:39:21 XM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 12:54:53 XM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 1:11:40 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 1:12:10 XM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 1:24:43 XM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 1:43:14 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 1:43:44 XM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 1:54:15 XM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 2:10:03 XM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 2:21:39 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 2:40:39 XM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 2:50:36 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 5:10:08 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 5:11:08 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 5:22:59 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 5:23:59 XM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 5:24:29 XM :15 B905674 CNFE0166000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 5:24:44 XM :20 B905230 CMNC3610114

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 5:25:04 XM :20 B905057 EL AUTOBUS FZAA 1142

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 5:27:32 XM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H



WUTH-TV 03/17/20 5:28:32 XM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 5:29:02 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 5:29:32 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 5:40:08 XM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 5:40:38 XM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 5:41:38 XM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 5:52:59 XM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 5:53:29 XM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 5:53:59 XM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 5:54:30 XM :15 B905692 CNGA0447000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 5:54:45 XM :20 B905055 EL PAN FZAA 1139

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 5:55:05 XM :20 B905620 ForestsEssentialToLife20

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 5:57:03 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 5:57:33 XM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 5:58:33 XM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 5:59:03 XM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/17/20 5:59:33 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 03/18/20

WUTH-TV 03/18/20

WUTH-TV 03/18/20

WUTH-TV 03/18/20

WUTH-TV 03/18/20

WUTH-TV 03/18/20

WUTH-TV 03/18/20

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 6:09:12 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 6:09:42 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 6:10:12 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 6:10:42 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 6:20:19 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 6:36:29 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 6:36:59 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 6:53:40 AM :15 B905670 CMNC3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 7:25:32 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 7:37:37 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 7:38:07 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 7:38:37 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H



WUTH-TV 03/18/20 7:52:53 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 7:53:23 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 8:13:56 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 8:14:26 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 8:24:42 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 8:43:50 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 8:53:14 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 9:15:08 AM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 9:32:16 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 9:32:46 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 10:13:06 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 10:13:36 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 10:27:18 AM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 10:27:48 AM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 10:41:18 AM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 10:54:15 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 11:16:18 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 11:28:26 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 11:28:56 AM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 11:40:21 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 11:53:06 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 12:14:40 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 12:24:11 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 12:37:04 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 12:51:30 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 12:52:00 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 1:10:23 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 1:10:53 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 1:39:04 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 1:52:45 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 2:16:26 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 2:16:56 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 2:33:51 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 2:44:20 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H



WUTH-TV 03/18/20 2:57:27 PM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 3:09:48 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 3:10:18 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 3:24:08 PM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 3:36:38 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 3:46:53 PM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 4:10:27 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 4:25:20 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 4:39:41 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 4:54:10 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 4:54:40 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 5:12:36 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 5:13:06 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 5:25:13 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 5:37:16 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 5:49:24 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 5:49:54 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 6:18:59 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 6:19:29 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 6:32:59 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 6:43:26 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 6:56:33 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 7:08:04 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 7:08:34 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 7:22:23 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 7:38:26 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 7:50:24 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 8:16:57 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 8:30:08 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 8:42:56 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 8:43:26 PM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 8:57:04 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H



WUTH-TV 03/18/20 9:16:00 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 9:16:30 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 10:14:57 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 10:15:27 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 10:26:12 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 11:02:14 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 11:13:22 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 11:13:52 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 11:25:58 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 11:38:04 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 11:38:34 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 11:51:53 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 11:52:23 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 12:08:51 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 12:20:34 XM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 12:21:04 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 12:40:57 XM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 12:55:20 XM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 1:13:26 XM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 1:13:56 XM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 1:24:41 XM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 1:43:04 XM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 1:52:43 XM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 2:10:12 XM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 2:19:19 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 2:37:00 XM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 2:52:55 XM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 2:53:25 XM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 5:13:05 XM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 5:14:05 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 5:23:35 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 5:24:05 XM :15 B905670 CMNC3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 5:24:20 XM :20 B905704 SARM0133000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 5:24:40 XM :20 B905057 EL AUTOBUS FZAA 1142



WUTH-TV 03/18/20 5:27:16 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 5:28:16 XM :20 B905057 EL AUTOBUS FZAA 1142

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 5:28:36 XM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 5:29:06 XM :20 B905230 CMNC3610114

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 5:43:06 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 5:44:06 XM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 5:53:36 XM :15 B905667 CNHB0201000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 5:53:51 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 5:54:21 XM :20 B905230 CMNC3610114

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 5:54:41 XM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 5:57:57 XM :20 B905230 CMNC3610114

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 5:58:17 XM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/18/20 5:59:17 XM :20 B905704 SARM0133000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20

WUTH-TV 03/19/20

WUTH-TV 03/19/20

WUTH-TV 03/19/20

WUTH-TV 03/19/20

WUTH-TV 03/19/20

WUTH-TV 03/19/20

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 6:08:45 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 6:09:45 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 6:10:15 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 6:41:57 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 6:53:06 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 6:53:36 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 7:24:14 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 7:35:31 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 7:36:01 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 7:36:31 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 7:52:09 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 8:10:21 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 8:10:51 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 8:22:10 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 8:52:19 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 8:52:49 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H



WUTH-TV 03/19/20 9:18:11 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 9:34:51 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 9:35:21 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 9:48:03 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 10:01:33 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 10:02:03 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 10:15:29 AM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 10:15:59 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 10:27:44 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 10:28:14 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 10:39:02 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 10:50:34 AM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 10:51:04 AM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 11:10:13 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 11:19:07 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 11:31:14 AM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 11:47:53 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 12:11:38 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 12:38:56 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 1:10:05 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 1:10:35 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 1:22:41 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 1:39:54 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 1:40:24 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 1:51:07 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 2:14:47 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 2:15:17 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 2:30:10 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 2:41:34 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 2:51:44 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 2:52:14 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 3:07:46 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H



WUTH-TV 03/19/20 3:08:16 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 3:19:51 PM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 3:31:20 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 3:43:42 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 4:11:42 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 4:12:12 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 4:25:48 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 4:39:37 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 4:40:07 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 4:53:32 PM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 5:13:41 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 5:14:11 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 5:27:49 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 5:37:39 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 5:50:05 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 5:50:35 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 6:20:05 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 6:20:35 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 6:34:35 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 6:45:52 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 6:46:22 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 7:02:10 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 7:11:52 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 7:23:53 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 7:37:54 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 7:51:43 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 8:16:45 PM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 8:30:53 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 8:58:08 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 8:58:38 PM :15 B905674 CNFE0166000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 9:17:44 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 9:31:13 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 9:52:07 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 9:58:05 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H



WUTH-TV 03/19/20 10:15:07 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 11:03:51 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 11:15:48 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 11:31:05 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 11:41:52 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 11:53:22 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 12:07:49 XM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 12:21:53 XM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 12:22:23 XM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 12:41:42 XM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 12:55:48 XM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 1:09:51 XM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 1:10:21 XM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 1:22:09 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 1:40:55 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 1:41:25 XM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 1:52:18 XM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 2:09:46 XM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 2:20:12 XM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 2:41:57 XM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 2:42:28 XM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 2:53:07 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 2:53:37 XM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 5:13:57 XM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 5:14:27 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 5:23:24 XM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 5:23:54 XM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 5:24:24 XM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 5:24:54 XM :15 B905667 CNHB0201000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 5:25:09 XM :20 B905230 CMNC3610114

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 5:26:30 XM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 5:27:30 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 5:28:30 XM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 5:29:00 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID



WUTH-TV 03/19/20 5:43:59 XM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 5:44:30 XM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 5:53:27 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 5:54:27 XM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 5:54:57 XM :15 B905676 VYSL003900H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 5:55:12 XM :20 B905230 CMNC3610114

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 5:56:33 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 5:57:03 XM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 5:57:33 XM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 5:58:33 XM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/19/20 5:59:03 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 03/20/20

WUTH-TV 03/20/20

WUTH-TV 03/20/20

WUTH-TV 03/20/20

WUTH-TV 03/20/20

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 6:08:46 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 6:10:01 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 6:10:31 AM :15 B905686 PSNG0001601H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 6:37:50 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 6:52:10 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 7:24:54 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 7:25:24 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 7:35:03 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 7:35:33 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 7:36:03 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 7:36:33 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 7:51:34 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 7:52:04 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 8:09:01 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 8:09:31 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 8:25:28 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 8:44:27 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 8:44:58 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H



WUTH-TV 03/20/20 8:55:37 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 9:12:52 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 9:13:22 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 9:31:23 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 9:31:53 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 9:59:59 AM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 10:00:29 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 10:12:07 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 10:12:37 AM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 10:26:43 AM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 10:27:13 AM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 10:52:03 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 10:52:33 AM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 11:10:39 AM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 11:20:09 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 11:31:29 AM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 11:31:59 AM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 11:51:17 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 12:10:06 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 12:19:40 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 12:30:21 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 12:47:15 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 1:13:14 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 1:25:08 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 1:52:46 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 2:15:28 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 2:15:58 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 2:30:33 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 2:53:10 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 3:07:27 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 3:07:57 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 3:22:15 PM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 3:46:44 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 4:10:58 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30



WUTH-TV 03/20/20 4:11:28 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 4:24:40 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 4:40:40 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 4:54:35 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 5:15:23 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 5:28:07 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 5:41:08 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 5:50:04 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 6:14:18 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 6:14:48 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 6:27:41 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 6:44:29 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 6:45:00 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 6:57:41 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 7:12:12 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 7:12:42 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 7:27:13 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 7:39:55 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 7:40:25 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 7:52:29 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 8:17:41 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 8:32:29 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 8:44:29 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 8:44:59 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 8:57:38 PM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 9:17:15 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 9:30:19 PM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 9:53:38 PM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 9:58:20 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 10:14:24 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 10:14:54 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 10:56:57 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 10:57:27 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H



WUTH-TV 03/20/20 11:14:55 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 11:27:06 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 11:42:12 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 11:42:42 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 11:56:44 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 12:10:21 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 12:10:51 XM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 12:22:39 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 12:23:09 XM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 12:41:28 XM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 12:54:10 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 1:08:31 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 1:25:27 XM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 1:44:12 XM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 1:55:06 XM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 1:55:36 XM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 2:09:46 XM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 2:22:47 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 2:23:17 XM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 2:37:50 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 2:51:40 XM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 2:52:10 XM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 5:00:00 XM :10 B905008 WUNI REBROADCAST NOTICE

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 5:10:12 XM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 5:11:12 XM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 5:11:42 XM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 5:21:32 XM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 5:22:32 XM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 5:23:02 XM :15 B905670 CMNC3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 5:23:17 XM :20 B905230 CMNC3610114

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 5:23:38 XM :20 B905057 EL AUTOBUS FZAA 1142

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 5:26:40 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 5:27:10 XM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 5:27:40 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID



WUTH-TV 03/20/20 5:30:04 XM :10 B905008 WUNI REBROADCAST NOTICE

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 5:40:16 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 5:40:46 XM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 5:41:17 XM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 5:51:07 XM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 5:51:37 XM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 5:52:07 XM :15 B905708 EIFSPASOM15H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 5:52:22 XM :15 B905664 CNCS0016000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 5:52:37 XM :15 B905676 VYSL003900H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 5:52:52 XM :20 B905706 SARM0124000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 5:53:12 XM :20 B905230 CMNC3610114

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 5:56:15 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 5:57:15 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/20/20 5:57:45 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 6:28:54 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 6:29:24 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 6:58:54 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 6:59:24 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 7:28:54 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 7:29:24 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 7:58:54 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 7:59:24 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 8:14:42 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 8:15:12 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 8:20:35 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 8:21:05 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 8:46:37 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 8:51:45 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 8:52:15 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 8:52:45 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 8:53:16 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 9:16:47 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 9:17:17 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 9:24:38 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 9:25:08 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H



WUTH-TV 03/21/20 9:47:49 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 9:54:12 AM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 9:54:42 AM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 9:55:12 AM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 10:19:21 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 10:19:51 AM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 10:26:11 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 10:26:41 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 10:54:37 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 10:55:37 AM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 10:56:07 AM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 11:29:24 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 11:58:54 AM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 11:59:24 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 12:58:54 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 1:12:56 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 1:42:23 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 1:42:53 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 1:54:20 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 1:54:50 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 2:17:12 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 2:17:42 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 2:33:03 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 2:49:53 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 3:06:14 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 3:06:44 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 3:42:47 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 3:43:17 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 4:15:32 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 4:27:55 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 4:38:53 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 4:51:33 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 5:04:32 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 5:05:02 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H



WUTH-TV 03/21/20 5:35:04 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 5:47:24 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 6:17:59 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 6:18:29 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 6:32:36 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 6:45:58 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 6:58:31 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 7:12:55 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 7:13:25 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 7:27:13 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 7:39:53 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 7:54:15 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 8:09:07 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 8:09:37 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 8:20:33 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 8:21:03 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 8:32:15 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 8:45:57 PM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 9:15:41 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 9:16:11 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 9:28:47 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 9:29:17 PM :15 B905713 CMNB3688219

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 9:56:15 PM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 10:13:57 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 10:27:06 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 10:36:37 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 10:53:48 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 11:21:43 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 11:41:55 PM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 11:42:25 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 11:58:28 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 11:58:58 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 12:15:44 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H



WUTH-TV 03/21/20 12:16:14 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 12:32:20 XM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 12:32:50 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 12:48:05 XM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 12:49:05 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 1:19:38 XM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 1:20:08 XM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 1:34:23 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 1:35:23 XM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 1:49:36 XM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 2:06:14 XM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 2:06:44 XM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 2:24:22 XM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 2:24:52 XM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 2:42:47 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 2:43:17 XM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 2:43:47 XM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 3:10:26 XM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 3:10:56 XM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 3:23:46 XM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 3:24:16 XM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 3:40:41 XM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 3:41:11 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 3:55:02 XM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 3:55:32 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 5:40:01 XM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 5:40:31 XM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 5:41:31 XM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 5:51:55 XM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 03/21/20 5:52:55 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 03/22/20

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 6:28:54 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 6:29:24 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H



WUTH-TV 03/22/20 6:58:54 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 6:59:24 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 7:14:31 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 7:15:01 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 7:21:48 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 7:22:18 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 7:22:48 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 7:29:04 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 7:29:34 AM :25 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 7:45:06 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 7:55:38 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 8:09:51 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 8:10:21 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 8:37:12 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 8:37:42 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 8:55:34 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 8:56:04 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 9:12:19 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 9:21:26 AM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 9:21:56 AM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 9:42:57 AM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 9:43:27 AM :15 B905701 CNFE0191000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 9:53:52 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 10:11:42 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 10:23:18 AM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 10:23:48 AM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 10:43:18 AM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 10:53:12 AM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 11:28:54 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 11:58:54 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 12:28:54 PM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 12:29:24 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 12:58:54 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 1:23:47 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H



WUTH-TV 03/22/20 1:24:17 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 1:40:47 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 1:41:17 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 1:41:47 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 2:03:16 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 2:49:49 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 2:50:19 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 3:07:00 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 3:07:30 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 3:21:45 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 3:22:15 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 3:35:02 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 3:46:48 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 4:21:06 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 4:21:36 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 4:49:25 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 4:49:55 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 4:50:55 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 5:07:26 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 5:07:56 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 5:24:18 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 5:24:48 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 5:42:01 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 6:22:24 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 6:37:19 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 6:49:30 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 6:50:00 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 7:16:17 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 7:28:49 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 7:29:19 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 7:42:53 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 7:43:23 PM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)



WUTH-TV 03/22/20 7:58:40 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 8:11:47 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 8:21:40 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 8:47:39 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 9:01:42 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 9:02:12 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 9:14:25 PM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 9:27:16 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 9:38:33 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 9:51:21 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 9:51:51 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 10:05:10 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 10:05:40 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 10:16:54 PM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 10:30:26 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 10:46:57 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 10:47:27 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 11:23:47 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 11:24:17 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 11:41:17 PM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 11:42:17 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 12:03:16 XM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 12:18:33 XM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 12:49:25 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 12:50:25 XM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 1:07:26 XM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 1:07:56 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 1:24:19 XM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 1:24:49 XM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 1:42:01 XM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 1:42:31 XM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 2:19:19 XM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 2:19:49 XM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H



WUTH-TV 03/22/20 2:37:15 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 2:51:50 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 3:04:37 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 3:05:07 XM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 3:16:48 XM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 3:17:18 XM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 3:29:29 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 3:39:17 XM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 3:50:56 XM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 3:51:26 XM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 5:37:41 XM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 5:38:11 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 5:38:41 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 5:39:11 XM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 5:51:13 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 03/22/20 5:52:13 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/23/20

WUTH-TV 03/23/20

WUTH-TV 03/23/20

WUTH-TV 03/23/20

WUTH-TV 03/23/20

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 6:08:42 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 6:09:42 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 6:10:12 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 6:22:31 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 6:38:33 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 6:39:03 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 6:51:52 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 6:52:22 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 7:29:02 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 7:29:32 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 7:38:13 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 7:38:43 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 7:39:13 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 7:39:43 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H



WUTH-TV 03/23/20 7:53:22 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 7:53:52 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 8:11:55 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 8:12:25 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 8:20:35 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 8:39:47 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 8:40:17 AM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 8:54:23 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 8:54:53 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 9:15:26 AM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 9:15:56 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 9:33:18 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 9:33:48 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 9:47:25 AM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 10:03:40 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 10:14:48 AM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 10:15:18 AM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 10:26:01 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 11:17:51 AM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 11:31:36 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 11:43:40 AM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 11:44:10 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 11:52:44 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 11:53:14 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 12:12:21 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 12:12:51 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 12:27:36 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 12:41:31 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 12:58:46 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 1:09:54 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 1:10:24 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 1:24:02 PM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 1:46:47 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H



WUTH-TV 03/23/20 2:14:27 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 2:14:57 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 2:25:36 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 2:40:21 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 2:51:49 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 3:15:10 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 3:27:46 PM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 3:40:53 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 3:51:45 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 4:05:00 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 4:05:45 PM :15 B905708 EIFSPASOM15H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 4:20:08 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 4:20:38 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 4:34:19 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 4:48:13 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 5:13:26 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 5:13:56 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 5:39:59 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 6:17:56 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 6:33:48 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 6:45:01 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 6:53:30 PM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 7:22:13 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 7:39:26 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 7:39:56 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 7:40:26 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 7:51:27 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 8:18:31 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 8:19:01 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 8:30:10 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 8:43:50 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 8:57:09 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 9:08:43 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H



WUTH-TV 03/23/20 9:09:13 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 9:22:19 PM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 9:33:28 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 9:48:57 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 10:15:12 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 10:26:17 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 10:47:52 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 10:48:22 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 11:03:25 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 11:21:33 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 11:36:48 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 11:37:18 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 11:50:17 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 12:01:20 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 12:01:50 XM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 12:14:32 XM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 12:15:02 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 12:24:04 XM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 12:39:49 XM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 12:40:19 XM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 12:54:11 XM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 1:11:25 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 1:11:55 XM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 1:20:35 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 1:39:32 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 1:54:22 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 2:09:42 XM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 2:21:31 XM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 2:39:04 XM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 2:51:52 XM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 5:00:00 XM :10 B905008 WUNI REBROADCAST NOTICE

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 5:12:40 XM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 5:13:40 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 5:22:43 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H



WUTH-TV 03/23/20 5:23:43 XM :15 B905703 CNFE0167000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 5:23:58 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 5:27:00 XM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 5:27:30 XM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 5:28:00 XM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 5:28:30 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 5:29:50 XM :10 B905008 WUNI REBROADCAST NOTICE

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 5:42:30 XM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 5:43:00 XM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 5:43:30 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 5:44:00 XM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 5:52:34 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 5:53:04 XM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 5:53:34 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 5:54:04 XM :15 B905681 CNDT0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 5:54:19 XM :20 B905230 CMNC3610114

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 5:57:11 XM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 5:57:41 XM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 5:58:11 XM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/23/20 5:58:41 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 03/24/20

WUTH-TV 03/24/20

WUTH-TV 03/24/20

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 6:09:08 AM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 6:09:38 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 6:10:08 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 6:10:38 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 6:21:27 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 6:38:36 AM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 6:39:06 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 6:52:07 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 6:52:37 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 7:25:39 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 7:26:09 AM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 7:35:48 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 7:36:18 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H



WUTH-TV 03/24/20 7:36:48 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 7:37:18 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 7:50:58 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 7:51:29 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 8:13:02 AM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 8:26:24 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 8:42:23 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 8:42:53 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 8:54:20 AM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 8:54:50 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 9:16:00 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 9:16:45 AM :15 B905708 EIFSPASOM15H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 9:33:27 AM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 9:46:54 AM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 9:58:22 AM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 10:07:54 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 10:08:24 AM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 10:18:33 AM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 10:35:57 AM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 10:49:28 AM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 11:17:13 AM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 11:28:09 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 11:37:06 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 11:49:17 AM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 12:12:20 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 12:12:50 PM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 12:24:41 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 12:25:11 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 12:35:41 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 12:52:27 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 1:01:56 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 1:21:02 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 1:31:32 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 1:42:05 PM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 2:13:19 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H



WUTH-TV 03/24/20 2:13:49 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 2:23:13 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 2:42:10 PM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 2:54:23 PM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 2:54:53 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 3:15:18 PM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 3:15:48 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 3:28:20 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 3:41:36 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 3:54:41 PM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 4:05:52 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 4:06:22 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 4:20:40 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 4:35:04 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 4:46:31 PM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 4:47:01 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 5:15:58 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 5:16:28 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 5:29:21 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 5:40:41 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 6:16:18 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 6:16:48 PM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 6:32:29 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 6:42:52 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 6:53:54 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 7:19:03 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 7:19:33 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 7:33:49 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 7:43:15 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 7:43:45 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 7:53:29 PM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 8:17:39 PM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 8:18:09 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 8:29:49 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 8:43:19 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H



WUTH-TV 03/24/20 8:56:14 PM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 9:09:33 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 9:24:36 PM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 9:35:29 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 9:47:19 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 10:14:44 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 10:26:56 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 10:45:40 PM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 10:46:10 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 11:02:55 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 11:15:54 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 11:44:58 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 11:45:28 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 12:00:09 XM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 12:12:21 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 12:12:51 XM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 12:22:44 XM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 12:41:21 XM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 12:41:51 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 12:54:13 XM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 12:54:44 XM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 1:12:32 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 1:13:02 XM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 1:26:24 XM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 1:42:08 XM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 1:54:20 XM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 1:54:50 XM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 2:10:08 XM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 2:20:27 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 2:39:07 XM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 2:39:37 XM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 2:52:07 XM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 5:00:00 XM :10 B905008 WUNI REBROADCAST NOTICE

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 5:12:30 XM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 5:13:00 XM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 5:13:30 XM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H



WUTH-TV 03/24/20 5:22:50 XM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 5:23:50 XM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 5:24:20 XM :15 B905696 CMNB3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 5:24:35 XM :20 B905051 EL COHETE FZAA 1134

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 5:24:55 XM :20 B905704 SARM0133000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 5:27:31 XM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 5:28:01 XM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 5:29:01 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 5:30:30 XM :10 B905008 WUNI REBROADCAST NOTICE

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 5:43:00 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 5:43:30 XM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 5:44:00 XM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 5:44:30 XM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 5:53:20 XM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 5:53:50 XM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 5:54:21 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 5:54:51 XM :15 B905686 PSNG0001601H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 5:55:06 XM :20 B905704 SARM0133000H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 5:57:42 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 5:58:42 XM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/24/20 5:59:12 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 03/25/20

WUTH-TV 03/25/20

WUTH-TV 03/25/20

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 6:09:45 AM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 6:10:15 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 6:10:45 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 6:11:15 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 6:22:22 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 6:40:53 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 6:51:02 AM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 6:51:32 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 7:24:00 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 7:24:30 AM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 7:37:27 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 7:37:57 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 7:38:27 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H



WUTH-TV 03/25/20 7:38:57 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 7:51:55 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 7:52:26 AM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 8:09:46 AM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 8:10:16 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 8:19:37 AM :15 B905666 CNCS0279000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 8:39:47 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 8:50:03 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 8:50:33 AM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 9:14:18 AM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 9:14:48 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 9:30:01 AM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 9:52:46 AM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 10:04:26 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 10:20:56 AM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 10:21:26 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 10:36:29 AM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 10:48:00 AM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 10:48:30 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 11:16:37 AM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 11:27:55 AM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 11:38:16 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 11:38:46 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 11:51:18 AM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 11:51:48 AM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 12:15:29 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 12:15:59 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 12:27:15 PM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 12:56:13 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 1:10:30 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 1:23:55 PM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 1:33:03 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 1:50:10 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 2:13:29 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 2:13:59 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 2:24:45 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H



WUTH-TV 03/25/20 2:43:56 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 2:54:21 PM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 3:17:39 PM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 3:18:09 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 3:29:04 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 3:43:27 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 3:57:30 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 4:10:03 PM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 4:10:33 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 4:35:43 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 4:47:18 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 5:10:24 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 5:10:54 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 5:24:40 PM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 5:36:54 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 5:37:24 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 5:49:38 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 6:14:00 PM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 6:14:30 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 6:29:58 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 6:40:17 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 6:40:47 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 6:51:39 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 6:52:09 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 7:14:47 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 7:30:03 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 7:30:33 PM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 7:42:06 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 7:42:36 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 8:20:06 PM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 8:20:36 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 8:34:27 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 8:46:16 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 8:59:12 PM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 9:10:31 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 9:23:53 PM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 9:36:18 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H



WUTH-TV 03/25/20 9:50:24 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 10:17:33 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 10:26:32 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 10:47:53 PM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 10:48:23 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 11:01:59 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 11:25:06 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 11:42:16 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 11:57:24 PM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 12:10:39 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 12:11:09 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 12:22:09 XM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 12:39:25 XM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 12:54:21 XM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 1:09:16 XM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 1:09:46 XM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 1:19:32 XM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 1:39:02 XM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 1:50:03 XM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 1:50:33 XM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 2:10:45 XM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 2:21:22 XM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 2:21:52 XM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 2:40:54 XM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 2:51:02 XM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 5:00:00 XM :10 B905008 WUNI REBROADCAST NOTICE

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 5:12:30 XM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 5:13:00 XM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 5:13:30 XM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 5:14:00 XM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 5:22:51 XM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 5:23:51 XM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 5:24:21 XM :15 B905621 ForestsEssentialToLife15

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 5:24:36 XM :20 B905230 CMNC3610114

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 5:24:56 XM :20 B905704 SARM0133000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 5:27:32 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H



WUTH-TV 03/25/20 5:28:02 XM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 5:28:32 XM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 5:29:02 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 5:30:33 XM :10 B905008 WUNI REBROADCAST NOTICE

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 5:43:03 XM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 5:43:33 XM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 5:52:24 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 5:52:54 XM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 5:53:54 XM :20 B905620 ForestsEssentialToLife20

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 5:54:14 XM :20 B905706 SARM0124000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 5:56:50 XM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 5:57:20 XM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 5:57:50 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 5:58:20 XM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 5:58:50 XM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/25/20 5:59:20 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 03/26/20

WUTH-TV 03/26/20

WUTH-TV 03/26/20

WUTH-TV 03/26/20

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 6:10:05 AM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 6:10:35 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 6:11:05 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 6:11:35 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 6:21:46 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 6:39:10 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 6:39:40 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 6:49:41 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 7:26:03 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 7:26:33 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 7:37:31 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 7:38:01 AM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 7:38:31 AM :15 B905676 VYSL003900H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 7:52:23 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 7:52:53 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H



WUTH-TV 03/26/20 8:15:03 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 8:15:33 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 8:24:53 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 8:42:57 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 8:43:27 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 8:51:29 AM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 8:51:59 AM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 9:15:02 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 9:15:32 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 9:28:38 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 9:29:08 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 9:45:28 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 10:00:15 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 10:00:45 AM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 10:11:40 AM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 10:23:13 AM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 10:23:43 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 10:48:55 AM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 10:49:25 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 11:15:58 AM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 11:27:51 AM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 11:28:21 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 11:40:46 AM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 11:41:16 AM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 11:52:46 AM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 11:53:16 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 12:15:36 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 12:16:06 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 12:32:26 PM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 12:49:41 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 1:02:37 PM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 1:12:28 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 1:12:58 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 1:24:18 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H



WUTH-TV 03/26/20 1:24:49 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 1:38:09 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 1:48:36 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 2:11:10 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 2:11:40 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 2:22:49 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 2:42:56 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 2:53:57 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 2:54:27 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 3:19:40 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 3:20:10 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 3:31:22 PM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 3:43:31 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 3:57:31 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 4:09:35 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 4:10:05 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 4:25:37 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 4:38:59 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 5:11:37 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 5:12:07 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 5:27:20 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 5:39:15 PM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 5:50:45 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 6:13:16 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 6:28:42 PM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 6:42:10 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 6:54:10 PM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 7:17:17 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 7:28:53 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 7:39:47 PM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 8:14:43 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 8:15:13 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 8:31:55 PM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 8:32:25 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H



WUTH-TV 03/26/20 8:48:28 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 9:02:56 PM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 9:13:57 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 9:14:27 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 9:25:56 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 9:40:44 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 9:52:29 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 9:53:00 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 10:15:23 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 10:15:53 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 10:26:15 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 10:49:25 PM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 10:49:55 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 11:21:59 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 11:34:13 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 11:34:43 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 11:46:46 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 11:47:16 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 12:00:01 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 12:10:56 XM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 12:11:26 XM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 12:23:28 XM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 12:40:01 XM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 12:54:26 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 1:14:33 XM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 1:15:03 XM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 1:25:03 XM :30 B905804 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA30

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 1:42:42 XM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 1:43:12 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 1:51:29 XM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 1:51:59 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 2:11:05 XM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 2:20:47 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 2:39:41 XM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219



WUTH-TV 03/26/20 2:40:11 XM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 2:49:11 XM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 5:00:00 XM :10 B905008 WUNI REBROADCAST NOTICE

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 5:13:40 XM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 5:14:40 XM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 5:23:20 XM :15 B905674 CNFE0166000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 5:23:35 XM :20 B905230 CMNC3610114

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 5:23:55 XM :20 B905055 EL PAN FZAA 1139

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 5:26:18 XM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 5:27:18 XM :20 B905230 CMNC3610114

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 5:27:38 XM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 5:28:38 XM :20 B905704 SARM0133000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 5:30:02 XM :10 B905008 WUNI REBROADCAST NOTICE

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 5:43:42 XM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 5:44:42 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 5:53:22 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 5:54:23 XM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 5:54:53 XM :15 B905686 PSNG0001601H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 5:55:08 XM :20 B905704 SARM0133000H

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 5:55:28 XM :20 B905620 ForestsEssentialToLife20

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 5:57:51 XM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/26/20 5:58:51 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 03/27/20

WUTH-TV 03/27/20

WUTH-TV 03/27/20

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 6:09:47 AM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 6:10:17 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 6:10:47 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 6:11:17 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 6:22:22 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 6:41:10 AM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 6:41:41 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 6:53:12 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 6:53:42 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 7:25:34 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 7:34:22 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 7:34:52 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 7:35:22 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 7:35:52 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H



WUTH-TV 03/27/20 7:51:36 AM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 8:09:01 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 8:09:31 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 8:22:27 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 8:45:25 AM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 8:45:55 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 8:55:03 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 9:14:53 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 9:15:23 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 9:31:45 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 9:48:37 AM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 10:01:20 AM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 10:01:50 AM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 10:13:57 AM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 10:14:27 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 10:24:50 AM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 10:49:59 AM :15 B905681 CNDT0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 11:14:17 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 11:25:27 AM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 11:25:57 AM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 11:40:03 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 11:40:33 AM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 11:50:58 AM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 11:51:28 AM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 12:19:32 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 12:33:31 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 12:43:16 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 12:53:00 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 1:15:07 PM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 1:15:37 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 1:30:34 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 1:42:37 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 1:53:00 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H



WUTH-TV 03/27/20 2:17:37 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 2:18:07 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 2:29:08 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 2:40:18 PM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 2:50:20 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 3:14:43 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 3:15:13 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 3:32:10 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 3:47:59 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 4:02:12 PM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 4:12:57 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 4:13:27 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 4:23:56 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 4:41:00 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 4:52:31 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 4:53:01 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 5:11:56 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 5:26:47 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 5:39:10 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 5:49:09 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 6:15:18 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 6:15:48 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 6:28:58 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 6:41:12 PM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 6:51:51 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 7:14:12 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 7:14:42 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 7:27:45 PM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 8:15:00 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 8:15:30 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 8:27:43 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 8:28:13 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 8:39:18 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 8:50:52 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 8:51:22 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H



WUTH-TV 03/27/20 9:05:17 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 9:18:38 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 9:19:08 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 9:46:37 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 10:15:53 PM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 10:16:23 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 10:25:30 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 10:46:47 PM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 11:00:34 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 11:01:04 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 11:13:36 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 11:26:04 PM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 11:41:03 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 11:52:18 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 11:52:48 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 12:04:21 XM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 12:04:51 XM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 12:17:19 XM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 12:40:43 XM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 12:54:12 XM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 12:54:43 XM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 1:08:31 XM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 1:09:01 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 1:22:38 XM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 1:45:11 XM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 1:54:34 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 2:10:48 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 2:21:23 XM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 2:41:42 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 2:53:13 XM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 2:53:43 XM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 5:00:00 XM :10 B905008 WUNI REBROADCAST NOTICE

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 5:11:44 XM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 5:12:44 XM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 5:13:14 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 5:20:58 XM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60



WUTH-TV 03/27/20 5:21:58 XM :15 B905621 ForestsEssentialToLife15

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 5:22:13 XM :20 B905706 SARM0124000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 5:22:33 XM :20 B905055 EL PAN FZAA 1139

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 5:25:12 XM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 5:26:12 XM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 5:27:12 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 5:27:42 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 5:31:04 XM :10 B905008 WUNI REBROADCAST NOTICE

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 5:42:48 XM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 5:51:02 XM :15 B905692 CNGA0447000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 5:51:17 XM :20 B905051 EL COHETE FZAA 1134

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 5:51:37 XM :20 B905620 ForestsEssentialToLife20

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 5:51:57 XM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 5:52:27 XM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 5:55:46 XM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 5:56:16 XM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 5:56:46 XM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/27/20 5:57:16 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 6:28:55 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 6:29:25 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 6:58:54 AM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 7:28:55 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 7:29:25 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 7:58:55 AM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 7:59:25 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 8:15:11 AM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 8:15:41 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 8:21:18 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 8:21:48 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 8:42:21 AM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 8:51:33 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 8:52:03 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 8:52:33 AM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 9:17:32 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 9:18:03 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 9:25:28 AM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 9:48:17 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 9:54:50 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 9:55:20 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H



WUTH-TV 03/28/20 9:55:50 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 9:56:20 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 10:18:18 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 10:18:48 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 10:24:57 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 10:25:27 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 10:48:04 AM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 10:54:41 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 10:55:11 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 10:55:41 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 10:56:11 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 11:28:55 AM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 11:29:25 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 11:59:25 AM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 12:29:25 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 12:58:56 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 12:59:26 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 1:26:08 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 1:26:38 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 1:41:38 PM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 1:54:46 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 2:13:32 PM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 2:27:16 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 2:27:46 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 2:36:38 PM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 2:37:08 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 2:46:29 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 2:56:05 PM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 2:56:35 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 3:27:00 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 3:45:24 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 4:02:02 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 4:19:54 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 4:20:24 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 4:35:57 PM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 4:53:15 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH



WUTH-TV 03/28/20 5:23:31 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 5:24:01 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 5:59:24 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 6:10:54 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 6:19:47 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 6:20:17 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 6:30:23 PM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 6:42:01 PM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 6:52:27 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 6:52:58 PM :15 B905703 CNFE0167000H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 7:21:21 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 7:35:42 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 8:02:57 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 8:13:50 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 8:26:17 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 8:51:15 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 8:51:45 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 9:18:24 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 9:31:12 PM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 9:43:35 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 9:56:55 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 10:13:49 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 10:14:19 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 10:25:36 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 10:40:01 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 10:52:49 PM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 11:17:55 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 11:18:26 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 11:31:22 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 11:44:26 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 11:44:56 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 11:56:07 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 12:08:49 XM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 12:21:22 XM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 12:35:30 XM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 12:46:55 XM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H



WUTH-TV 03/28/20 1:00:22 XM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 1:16:38 XM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 1:53:15 XM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 1:53:45 XM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 2:12:24 XM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 2:28:28 XM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 2:46:24 XM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 2:46:54 XM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 2:47:24 XM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 3:02:57 XM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 3:03:27 XM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 3:20:25 XM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 3:20:55 XM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 3:41:21 XM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 3:41:51 XM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 3:51:47 XM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 3:52:17 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 5:36:32 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 5:37:02 XM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 5:38:02 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 5:48:54 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 5:49:54 XM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/28/20 5:50:24 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 6:28:55 AM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 6:58:55 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 6:59:25 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 7:14:02 AM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 7:14:32 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 7:15:02 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 7:21:49 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 7:22:19 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 7:22:49 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 7:29:06 AM :54 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 7:38:17 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 7:38:47 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 7:52:25 AM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 8:07:54 AM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 8:23:02 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 8:40:37 AM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado



WUTH-TV 03/29/20 8:54:39 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 8:55:09 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 9:11:28 AM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 9:20:30 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 9:41:49 AM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 9:52:30 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 10:11:25 AM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 10:21:40 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 10:22:10 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 10:43:12 AM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 10:52:22 AM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 11:29:10 AM :15 B905696 CMNB3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 11:29:25 AM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 11:59:25 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 12:28:56 PM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 12:58:56 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 12:59:26 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 1:18:11 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 1:18:41 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 1:33:03 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 1:33:33 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 1:34:03 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 1:49:28 PM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 2:06:35 PM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 2:24:41 PM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 2:42:17 PM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 3:21:44 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 3:22:14 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 3:41:56 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 3:42:26 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 3:42:56 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 3:58:28 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 3:58:58 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 4:16:00 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 4:16:30 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 4:32:21 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 4:32:51 PM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 4:48:06 PM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60



WUTH-TV 03/29/20 4:49:06 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 5:19:54 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 5:34:24 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 5:35:24 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 5:49:36 PM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 6:06:14 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 6:06:44 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 6:24:23 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 6:24:53 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 6:42:48 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 6:43:18 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 7:34:33 PM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 7:35:33 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 7:55:08 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 7:56:08 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 8:16:02 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 8:48:59 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 9:05:00 PM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 9:21:11 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 9:22:11 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 9:36:37 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 9:52:19 PM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 10:08:49 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 10:09:19 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 10:38:25 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 10:38:55 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 11:15:08 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 11:15:38 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 11:30:03 PM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 11:43:53 PM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 11:59:29 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 12:13:53 XM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 12:14:23 XM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 12:31:51 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 12:45:03 XM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 12:45:33 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 1:10:55 XM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 1:11:25 XM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 1:22:10 XM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H



WUTH-TV 03/29/20 1:43:12 XM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 1:52:22 XM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 2:21:01 XM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 2:21:31 XM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 2:40:48 XM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 2:57:09 XM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 3:09:25 XM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 3:18:47 XM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 3:19:17 XM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 3:29:38 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 3:30:08 XM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 3:41:16 XM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 3:52:13 XM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 5:32:11 XM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 5:32:41 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 5:33:41 XM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 5:49:32 XM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 5:50:32 XM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/29/20 5:51:02 XM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20

WUTH-TV 03/30/20

WUTH-TV 03/30/20

WUTH-TV 03/30/20

WUTH-TV 03/30/20

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 6:09:19 AM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 6:10:19 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 6:10:49 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 6:38:40 AM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 6:49:54 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 6:50:24 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 7:26:55 AM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 7:27:25 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 7:38:12 AM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 7:39:12 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 7:39:42 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 7:54:23 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 7:54:53 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 8:12:46 AM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado



WUTH-TV 03/30/20 8:13:16 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 8:24:32 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 8:42:07 AM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 8:54:58 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 9:12:52 AM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 9:13:22 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 9:30:16 AM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 9:45:13 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 9:59:47 AM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 10:15:05 AM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 10:15:35 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 10:30:10 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 10:30:40 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 10:44:11 AM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 10:53:28 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 10:53:58 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 11:14:26 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 11:24:50 AM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 11:36:09 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 11:36:39 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 11:49:34 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 11:50:04 AM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 12:18:45 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 12:19:15 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 12:33:01 PM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 12:46:31 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 12:58:47 PM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 12:59:17 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 1:11:49 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 1:12:19 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 1:27:02 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 1:27:32 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 1:35:45 PM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 1:48:43 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 2:09:48 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 2:10:18 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219



WUTH-TV 03/30/20 2:24:53 PM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 2:42:24 PM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 2:54:21 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 2:54:51 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 3:18:37 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 3:19:07 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 3:31:49 PM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 3:44:24 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 3:56:37 PM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 4:07:57 PM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 4:08:27 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 4:22:29 PM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 4:35:38 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 4:47:05 PM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 5:12:02 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 5:25:44 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 5:38:14 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 5:50:16 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 6:17:06 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 6:17:36 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 6:42:40 PM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 6:52:40 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 7:14:48 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 7:15:18 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 7:29:42 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 7:42:26 PM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 7:53:04 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 8:20:06 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 8:34:22 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 8:48:53 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 8:59:56 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 9:10:12 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 9:10:42 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 9:24:09 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 9:49:43 PM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 10:14:54 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 10:26:57 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 10:48:57 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 10:49:27 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 11:04:51 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 11:17:45 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado



WUTH-TV 03/30/20 11:28:02 PM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 11:43:50 PM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 11:58:35 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 11:59:05 PM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 12:11:19 XM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 12:11:49 XM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 12:22:26 XM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 12:39:31 XM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 12:53:37 XM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 1:12:16 XM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 1:12:46 XM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 1:24:32 XM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 1:41:52 XM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 1:54:28 XM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 2:10:19 XM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 2:22:17 XM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 2:39:11 XM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 2:49:54 XM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 2:50:24 XM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 5:00:00 XM :10 B905008 WUNI REBROADCAST NOTICE

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 5:10:56 XM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 5:11:26 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 5:12:26 XM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 5:23:50 XM :15 B905701 CNFE0191000H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 5:24:05 XM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 5:25:05 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 5:27:26 XM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 5:28:26 XM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 5:28:56 XM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 5:29:26 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 5:30:03 XM :10 B905008 WUNI REBROADCAST NOTICE

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 5:41:00 XM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 5:42:00 XM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 5:53:24 XM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 5:53:54 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 5:54:24 XM :15 B905696 CMNB3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 5:54:39 XM :20 B905055 EL PAN FZAA 1139

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 5:54:59 XM :20 B905706 SARM0124000H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 5:57:29 XM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 5:58:29 XM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H



WUTH-TV 03/30/20 5:58:59 XM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/30/20 5:59:29 XM :10 B905047 WUTH: 10 Second ID

WUTH-TV 03/31/20

WUTH-TV 03/31/20

WUTH-TV 03/31/20

WUTH-TV 03/31/20

WUTH-TV 03/31/20

WUTH-TV 03/31/20

WUTH-TV 03/31/20

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 6:08:01 AM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 6:09:01 AM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 6:09:31 AM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 6:22:54 AM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 6:41:00 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 6:41:30 AM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 6:51:58 AM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 6:52:28 AM :30 B905673 CNFE0160000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 7:24:07 AM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 7:24:37 AM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 7:35:20 AM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 7:35:50 AM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 7:36:20 AM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 7:36:51 AM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 7:53:09 AM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 7:53:39 AM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 8:16:26 AM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 8:25:45 AM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 8:44:41 AM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 8:45:11 AM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 8:55:15 AM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 8:55:45 AM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 9:13:26 AM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 9:31:00 AM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 9:45:57 AM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H



WUTH-TV 03/31/20 10:00:28 AM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 10:14:28 AM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 10:14:58 AM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 10:27:05 AM :30 B905695 CMNA3696819H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 10:27:35 AM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 10:41:05 AM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 10:53:34 AM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 10:54:04 AM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 11:13:17 AM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 11:23:36 AM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 11:39:31 AM :30 B905707 SARM0126000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 11:40:01 AM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 11:52:05 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 12:16:04 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 12:16:34 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 12:43:20 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 12:53:20 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 12:53:50 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 1:02:28 PM :30 B905554 CNFT0076000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 1:02:58 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 1:17:38 PM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 1:47:06 PM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 2:15:04 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 2:15:34 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 2:25:04 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 2:39:47 PM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 2:49:03 PM 1:00 B905715 WISH0018H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 3:18:07 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 3:18:37 PM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 3:33:48 PM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 3:46:49 PM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 3:59:16 PM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 3:59:46 PM :15 B905713 CMNB3688219

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 4:12:32 PM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H



WUTH-TV 03/31/20 4:13:02 PM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 4:23:10 PM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 4:49:55 PM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 5:13:37 PM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 5:14:07 PM :30 B905693 CNGA0439000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 5:27:27 PM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 5:41:05 PM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 5:51:10 PM :30 B905688 CMNB3697019

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 5:51:40 PM :15 B905667 CNHB0201000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 6:15:15 PM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 6:15:45 PM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 6:32:29 PM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 6:43:04 PM :30 B905678 CNAL0014000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 6:43:34 PM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 6:52:37 PM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 7:14:55 PM :30 B905556 CNFT0075000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 7:15:25 PM :30 B905698 IKSP3019H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 7:30:22 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 7:41:35 PM 1:00 B905805 DrRuizCoronaVirusPSA60

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 7:53:21 PM :30 B905683 PSNG0001701H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 8:14:48 PM :30 B905795 NABCoronavirusPSA(:30)

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 8:15:18 PM :30 B905714 WISH0026H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 8:27:49 PM 1:00 B905672 CMNA3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 8:53:31 PM :30 B905710 7CRO0088000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 9:05:16 PM :30 B905618 ForestsEssentialToLife30

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 9:05:46 PM :30 B905770 DVET0061000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 9:19:41 PM 1:00 B905431 CWHUDY60SH

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 9:33:54 PM :30 B905421 DEF567391S3H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 9:48:33 PM 1:00 B905687 CMNA3697019

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 10:15:27 PM 1:00 B905524 CNRB0024000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 10:26:24 PM :30 B905675 VYSL002900H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 11:04:37 PM :30 B905546 CNAU0323000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 11:28:04 PM :30 B905680 CNDT0188000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 11:40:24 PM :30 B905694 CMNA6602419H



WUTH-TV 03/31/20 11:49:42 PM :30 B905432 CWHUDY30SH

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 11:50:12 PM :30 B905391 CNRB0025000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 12:05:39 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 12:06:09 XM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 12:22:54 XM :30 B905705 SARM0134000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 12:41:39 XM :30 B905806 Ruiz PSA30Revisado

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 12:42:09 XM :30 B905668 CNHB0200000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 12:54:38 XM 1:00 B905697 IKSP6019H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 1:15:56 XM :30 B905671 CMNB3679318H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 1:16:26 XM :30 B905682 CNAU0318000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 1:25:45 XM :30 B905662 CNCS0278000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 1:44:26 XM :30 B905700 CNFE0190000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 1:44:56 XM :30 B905562 CNFT0074000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 1:55:15 XM 1:00 B905619 ForestsEssentialToLife60

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 2:09:01 XM :30 B905702 CNFE0161000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 2:21:54 XM 1:00 B905691 CNGA0445000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 2:41:31 XM 1:00 B905716 CGSP6018H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 2:51:58 XM :30 B905712 CMNA3688219

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 2:52:28 XM :30 B905665 CNCS0011000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 5:00:00 XM :10 B905008 WUNI REBROADCAST NOTICE

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 5:13:40 XM 1:00 B905685 PSNG0001801H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 5:14:40 XM 1:00 B905422 DEF567391S6H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 5:23:31 XM :15 B905433 CWHUDY15SH

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 5:23:46 XM :20 B905055 EL PAN FZAA 1139

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 5:24:06 XM :30 B905549 CNDD0217000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 5:24:36 XM :20 B905620 ForestsEssentialToLife20

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 5:27:16 XM :30 B905709 EIFSPASOM30H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 5:27:46 XM :30 B905689 CMNA6602219H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 5:28:16 XM 1:00 B905394 CNRB0024000 / H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 5:29:16 XM :20 B905620 ForestsEssentialToLife20

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 5:29:36 XM :20 B905051 EL COHETE FZAA 1134

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 5:30:56 XM :10 B905008 WUNI REBROADCAST NOTICE

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 5:44:37 XM :30 B905719 CGSP3018H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 5:45:07 XM 1:00 B905711 7CRO0087000H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 5:53:57 XM :15 B905686 PSNG0001601H

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 5:54:12 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 5:55:12 XM :20 B905704 SARM0133000H



WUTH-TV 03/31/20 5:55:33 XM :20 B905057 EL AUTOBUS FZAA 1142

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 5:58:13 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60

WUTH-TV 03/31/20 5:59:13 XM :20 B905706 SARM0124000H

101:45:44



Material Title

For Country (Spanish)

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Life's Doors Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

America's Marines (Spanish)

For Country (Spanish)

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Fish & Protect Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Life's Doors Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

For Country (Spanish)

You Have Rights - Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

For Country (Spanish)

America's Marines (Spanish)

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H



Suitcase - Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

For Country (Spanish)

Turn Hope into Action 30

You Have Rights - Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Fish & Protect Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

For Country (Spanish)

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

Life's Doors Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

America's Marines (Spanish)



Join The Fight Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

You Have Rights - Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Escape Project Son Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

America's Marines (Spanish)

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

You Have Rights - Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish



Escape Project Son Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Life's Doors Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Turn Hope into Action 60

America's Marines (Spanish)

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

You Have Rights - Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Join The Fight Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

You Have Rights - Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

America's Marines (Spanish)

For Country (Spanish)

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30



Join The Fight Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Turn Hope into Action 30

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Suitcase - Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

America's Marines (Spanish)

Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

For Country (Spanish)

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Turn Hope into Action 60

Join The Fight Spanish



Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Turn Hope into Action 30

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

You Have Rights - Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

You Have Rights - Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

America's Marines (Spanish)

For Country (Spanish)

For Country (Spanish)

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

Join The Fight Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Turn Hope into Action 30

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 60



Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Turn Hope into Action 60

You Have Rights - Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Escape Project Son Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

America's Marines (Spanish)

For Country (Spanish)

For Country (Spanish)

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

America's Marines (Spanish)

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30



Fish & Protect Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

You Have Rights - Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Join The Fight Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

You Have Rights - Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Suitcase - Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

America's Marines (Spanish)

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Turn Hope into Action 60

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

America's Marines (Spanish)

Escape Project Son Spanish



Suitcase - Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

You Have Rights - Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

For Country (Spanish)

Turn Hope into Action 30

Escape Project Son Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Life's Doors Spanish

Escape Project  HD Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Suitcase - Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

For Country (Spanish)

Turn Hope into Action 30

You Have Rights - Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

America's Marines (Spanish)



Fish & Protect Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 60

Forests are Essential to Life 30

You Have Rights - Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Life's Doors Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

America's Marines (Spanish)

Fish & Protect Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

For Country (Spanish)

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

For Country (Spanish)

Turn Hope into Action 30

Life's Doors Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Forests are Essential to Life 30



Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

America's Marines (Spanish)

Join The Fight Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Life's Doors Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Join The Fight Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

America's Marines (Spanish)

You Have Rights - Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Escape Project Son Spanish

WUTH FCC Childrens Announcement 2019 

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Turn Hope into Action 30

Fish & Protect Spanish



Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

For Country (Spanish)

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Turn Hope into Action 60

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Suitcase - Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

America's Marines (Spanish)

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

You Have Rights - Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Join The Fight Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

America's Marines (Spanish)

Forests are Essential to Life 60

You Have Rights - Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Fish & Protect Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Life's Doors Spanish



Turn Hope into Action 60

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Escape Project Son Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Fish & Protect Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Escape Project Son Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

For Country (Spanish)

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Fish & Protect Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Turn Hope into Action 60

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Forests are Essential to Life 30



Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Life's Doors Spanish

America's Marines (Spanish)

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Escape Project Son Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Turn Hope into Action 30

For Country (Spanish)

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Suitcase - Spanish

PSA_La Fundacion Para Una Vida Mejor

10 Second WUTH ID

Escape Project Son Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

America's Marines (Spanish)



You Have Rights - Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Join The Fight Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

Forests are Essential to Life 60

For Country (Spanish)

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Suitcase - Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Escape Project Son Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

You Have Rights - Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Turn Hope into Action 30

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Turn Hope into Action 60

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish



Forests are Essential to Life 30

For Country (Spanish)

Suitcase - Spanish

Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

Join The Fight Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Life's Doors Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Join The Fight Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

America's Marines (Spanish)

For Country (Spanish)

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Escape Project Son Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Forests are Essential to Life 30

For Country (Spanish)

Life's Doors Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)



Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

You Have Rights - Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Turn Hope into Action 60

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

America's Marines (Spanish)

Turn Hope into Action 30

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Fish & Protect Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Suitcase - Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish



America's Marines (Spanish)

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

For Country (Spanish)

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Fish & Protect Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

You Have Rights - Spanish

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Join The Fight Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

For Country (Spanish)

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

You Have Rights - Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

For Country (Spanish)

America's Marines (Spanish)

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)



Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 60

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

You Have Rights - Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Turn Hope into Action 30

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Join The Fight Spanish

America's Marines (Spanish)

Escape Project Son Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Espcape Project Mother Spanish



Turn Hope into Action 30

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Fish & Protect Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 60

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

America's Marines (Spanish)

For Country (Spanish)

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Escape Project Son Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Join The Fight Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Turn Hope into Action 30

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Fish & Protect Spanish

America's Marines (Spanish)

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

You Have Rights - Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)



Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish
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Turn Hope into Action 60

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Escape Project Son Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

For Country (Spanish)

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Join The Fight Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

America's Marines (Spanish)

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Escape Project Son Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

America's Marines (Spanish)

Prediabetes Test Spanish REV
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Espcape Project Mother Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

For Country (Spanish)
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Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Suitcase - Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Life's Doors Spanish

America's Marines (Spanish)

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

For Country (Spanish)

For Country (Spanish)



Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Turn Hope into Action 30

You Have Rights - Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Fish & Protect Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Escape Project Son Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

For Country (Spanish)

Join The Fight Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 60

Life's Doors Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Suitcase - Spanish

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

You Have Rights - Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish
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Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish



Fish & Protect Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish
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Al Anon Samantha Span 30

For Country (Spanish)

Turn Hope into Action 30

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

You Have Rights - Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

America's Marines (Spanish)

Escape Project Son Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Espcape Project Mother Spanish
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Pride of the Nation (Spanish)
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Al Anon Samantha Span 60
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Life's Doors Spanish
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For Country (Spanish)

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish
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Suitcase - Spanish
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Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

For Country (Spanish)
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Turn Hope into Action 30
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Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Al Anon Samantha Span 60
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Al Anon Jack Spanish 30
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Join The Fight Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish
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Life's Doors Spanish
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Turn Hope into Action 30
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Fish & Protect Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Life's Doors Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Join The Fight Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

For Country (Spanish)
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Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish
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Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish
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Al Anon Jack Spanish 30
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Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish
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Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)
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Life's Doors Spanish
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For Country (Spanish)
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Life's Doors Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish
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Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish
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You Have Rights - Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

For Country (Spanish)

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish
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Espcape Project Mother Spanish
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Turn Hope into Action 30

Turn Hope into Action 60
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Pride of the Nation (Spanish)
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America's Marines (Spanish)

Fish & Protect Spanish
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Escape Project Son Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Escape Project Father HD Spanish
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For Country (Spanish)
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Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

You Have Rights - Spanish
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Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish
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Turn Hope into Action 30

You Have Rights - Spanish

America's Marines (Spanish)

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Fish & Protect Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

For Country (Spanish)

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Suitcase - Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Al Anon Samantha Span 30
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Turn Hope into Action 30

Join The Fight Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish



America's Marines (Spanish)

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Fish & Protect Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish
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For Country (Spanish)

Escape Project Son Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Turn Hope into Action 60

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Suitcase - Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

You Have Rights - Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Escape Project Son Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

America's Marines (Spanish)

Life's Doors Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Forests are Essential to Life 60
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Join The Fight Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

You Have Rights - Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

For Country (Spanish)
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Forests are Essential to Life 30

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

You Have Rights - Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

For Country (Spanish)

Join The Fight Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish
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ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish
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Forests are Essential to Life 60

You Have Rights - Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 60

America's Marines (Spanish)

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Turn Hope into Action 30

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Join The Fight Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

For Country (Spanish)

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

America's Marines (Spanish)

Life's Doors Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30



Fish & Protect Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Suitcase - Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 60

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

For Country (Spanish)

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Escape Project Son Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

America's Marines (Spanish)
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Life's Doors Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Turn Hope into Action 30

Join The Fight Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

For Country (Spanish)

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30



For Country (Spanish)

Forests are Essential to Life 30
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Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish
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Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

America's Marines (Spanish)
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ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

For Country (Spanish)

Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

Turn Hope into Action 60

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

You Have Rights - Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Suitcase - Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

America's Marines (Spanish)

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish



ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

You Have Rights - Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 15

Forests are Essential to Life 30

You Have Rights - Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Suitcase - Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Espcape Project Mother Spanish
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Life's Doors Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Turn Hope into Action 60

Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

For Country (Spanish)

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Join The Fight Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Escape Project Son Spanish
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Life's Doors Spanish
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Espcape Project Mother Spanish
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For Country (Spanish)
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Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Fish & Protect Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Join The Fight Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

For Country (Spanish)
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Suitcase - Spanish

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish
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Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 60

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 60

You Have Rights - Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Join The Fight Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H



Forests are Essential to Life 30

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Suitcase - Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

Fish & Protect Spanish
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Turn Hope into Action 30

For Country (Spanish)

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

For Country (Spanish)

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60
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Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30
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Espcape Project Mother Spanish
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Suitcase - Spanish
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ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 60
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Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish
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Espcape Project Mother Spanish
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Al Anon Jack Spanish 30
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Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish
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Turn Hope into Action 30
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Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish
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Forests are Essential to Life 30
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Espcape Project Mother Spanish
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You Have Rights - Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

For Country (Spanish)

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Join The Fight Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Turn Hope into Action 30



America's Marines (Spanish)

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

Life's Doors Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Suitcase - Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Escape Project Son Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 60

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Life's Doors Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

For Country (Spanish)

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Suitcase - Spanish



For Country (Spanish)

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

You Have Rights - Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Life's Doors Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

America's Marines (Spanish)

Join The Fight Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Escape Project Son Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

For Country (Spanish)

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Turn Hope into Action 30

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish



Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

You Have Rights - Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

America's Marines (Spanish)

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Join The Fight Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

America's Marines (Spanish)

Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)



Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Suitcase - Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Fish & Protect Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Turn Hope into Action 60

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

You Have Rights - Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

America's Marines (Spanish)

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Join The Fight Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)



Life's Doors Spanish

Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

For Country (Spanish)

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

You Have Rights - Spanish

America's Marines (Spanish)

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Turn Hope into Action 60

Turn Hope into Action 30

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Fish & Protect Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Suitcase - Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Life's Doors Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Escape Project Son Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Join The Fight Spanish

America's Marines (Spanish)

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H



Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

For Country (Spanish)

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Life's Doors Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 60

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

For Country (Spanish)

For Country (Spanish)

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

America's Marines (Spanish)

Suitcase - Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

For Country (Spanish)



Life's Doors Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

America's Marines (Spanish)

Fish & Protect Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

For Country (Spanish)

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Escape Project Son Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Fish & Protect Spanish

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish



Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Join The Fight Spanish

America's Marines (Spanish)

Turn Hope into Action 30

Life's Doors Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Suitcase - Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

America's Marines (Spanish)

Turn Hope into Action 60

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

For Country (Spanish)

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

You Have Rights - Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Life's Doors Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30



Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Fish & Protect Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

For Country (Spanish)

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

America's Marines (Spanish)

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Suitcase - Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish



America's Marines (Spanish)

Suitcase - Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Forests are Essential to Life 30

For Country (Spanish)

Turn Hope into Action 30

Life's Doors Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Suitcase - Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

America's Marines (Spanish)

For Country (Spanish)

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Life's Doors Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30



Forests are Essential to Life 60

Turn Hope into Action 60

Fish & Protect Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Turn Hope into Action 30

Suitcase - Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Escape Project Son Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Forests are Essential to Life 30

For Country (Spanish)

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

America's Marines (Spanish)

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Suitcase - Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

You Have Rights - Spanish

Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

Escape Project Son Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish



Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Suitcase - Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

Life's Doors Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 60

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

For Country (Spanish)

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

America's Marines (Spanish)

You Have Rights - Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Fish & Protect Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Life's Doors Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

For Country (Spanish)

Escape Project Father HD Spanish



Life's Doors Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

America's Marines (Spanish)

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Suitcase - Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Escape Project Son Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Fish & Protect Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

For Country (Spanish)

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

America's Marines (Spanish)

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Turn Hope into Action 30

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Fish & Protect Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

Al Anon Samantha Span 30



Life's Doors Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

For Country (Spanish)

Escape Project Son Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

America's Marines (Spanish)

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Join The Fight Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Turn Hope into Action 30

Fish & Protect Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Turn Hope into Action 60

You Have Rights - Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish



Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

America's Marines (Spanish)

Life's Doors Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

You Have Rights - Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Join The Fight Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

America's Marines (Spanish)

You Have Rights - Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Fish & Protect Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

America's Marines (Spanish)

Escape Project Son Spanish



Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Fish & Protect Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Join The Fight Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Turn Hope into Action 30

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Forests are Essential to Life 60

America's Marines (Spanish)

Fish & Protect Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Turn Hope into Action 60

Life's Doors Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

You Have Rights - Spanish



For Country (Spanish)

Escape Project Son Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

America's Marines (Spanish)

Fish & Protect Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 15

Join The Fight Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

America's Marines (Spanish)

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

Life's Doors Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Turn Hope into Action 30

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish



ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

America's Marines (Spanish)

Suitcase - Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

For Country (Spanish)

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

Fish & Protect Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Suitcase - Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)



Fish & Protect Spanish

PSA_La Fundacion Para Una Vida Mejor

10 Second WUTH ID

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Forests are Essential to Life 30

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Join The Fight Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Escape Project Son Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Fish & Protect Spanish

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

America's Marines (Spanish)

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Suitcase - Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish



Al Anon Samantha Span 30

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

America's Marines (Spanish)

Escape Project Son Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

For Country (Spanish)

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Forests are Essential to Life 15

You Have Rights - Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Fish & Protect Spanish

America's Marines (Spanish)

Join The Fight Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

Turn Hope into Action 30

Escape Project Son Spanish



Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

America's Marines (Spanish)

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

You Have Rights - Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Fish & Protect Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

America's Marines (Spanish)

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Fish & Protect Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

For Country (Spanish)

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish



Escape Project Son Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

America's Marines (Spanish)

For Country (Spanish)

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Join The Fight Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Turn Hope into Action 30

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

America's Marines (Spanish)

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish



You Have Rights - Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Turn Hope into Action 60

Escape Project Son Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Turn Hope into Action 30

Join The Fight Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Suitcase - Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

Escape Project Son Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

For Country (Spanish)

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

America's Marines (Spanish)

Forests are Essential to Life 30

For Country (Spanish)

You Have Rights - Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish



Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Turn Hope into Action 60

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Suitcase - Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Fish & Protect Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

You Have Rights - Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

America's Marines (Spanish)

Turn Hope into Action 30

Escape Project Son Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

For Country (Spanish)

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Life's Doors Spanish

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish



Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Turn Hope into Action 30

You Have Rights - Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Turn Hope into Action 60

America's Marines (Spanish)

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Life's Doors Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

You Have Rights - Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Life's Doors Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish



America's Marines (Spanish)

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Escape Project Son Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

You Have Rights - Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Life's Doors Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

You Have Rights - Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 60

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Fish & Protect Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Escape Project Son Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Suitcase - Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Life's Doors Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Al Anon Samantha Span 60



For Country (Spanish)

Prediabetes Test Spanish REV

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

America's Marines (Spanish)

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Life's Doors Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

America's Marines (Spanish)

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Fish & Protect Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Turn Hope into Action 30

Suitcase - Spanish

America's Marines (Spanish)

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Join The Fight Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish



Al Anon Samantha Span 60

For Country (Spanish)

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Forests are Essential to Life 30

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Turn Hope into Action 30

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

America's Marines (Spanish)

Life's Doors Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Escape Project Son Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Turn Hope into Action 30

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

America's Marines (Spanish)

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish



ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Life's Doors Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Fish & Protect Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Forests are Essential to Life 30

For Country (Spanish)

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

America's Marines (Spanish)

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Fish & Protect Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 60

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish



Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

You Have Rights - Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

You Have Rights - Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

America's Marines (Spanish)

Life's Doors Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

You Have Rights - Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Fish & Protect Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

America's Marines (Spanish)

For Country (Spanish)

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish



Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

For Country (Spanish)

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Life's Doors Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Forests are Essential to Life 15

Escape Project Son Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 60

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Fish & Protect Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

For Country (Spanish)

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Forests are Essential to Life 30

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Life's Doors Spanish

America's Marines (Spanish)

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Fish & Protect Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)



ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Turn Hope into Action 30

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Suitcase - Spanish

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Fish & Protect Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 60

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Join The Fight Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

America's Marines (Spanish)

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Suitcase - Spanish



Fish & Protect Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Life's Doors Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Suitcase - Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Turn Hope into Action 30

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60



ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 60

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Life's Doors Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Escape Project Son Spanish

America's Marines (Spanish)

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Suitcase - Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Fish & Protect Spanish

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

For Country (Spanish)

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

For Country (Spanish)

Life's Doors Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Fish & Protect Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

America's Marines (Spanish)

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish



Al Anon Samantha Span 30

You Have Rights - Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Turn Hope into Action 60

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

For Country (Spanish)

Life's Doors Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Fish & Protect Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

For Country (Spanish)

Join The Fight Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Suitcase - Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

America's Marines (Spanish)

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

ACS GASO "No Body is Perfect" Spanish



Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

ACS GASO "Going Pro" Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Fish & Protect Spanish

Pride of the Nation (Spanish)

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

You Have Rights - Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Life's Doors Spanish

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Fish & Protect Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Escape Project  HD Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Turn Hope into Action 30

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

You Have Rights - Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

You Have Rights - Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Turn Hope into Action 60

Life's Doors Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 



Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Fish & Protect Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

You Have Rights - Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

You Have Rights - Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Escape Project Son Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Fish & Protect Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Turn Hope into Action 60

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Turn Hope into Action 30

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Turn Hope into Action 30

Fish & Protect Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish



Al Anon Samantha Span 30

You Have Rights - Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Life's Doors Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 60

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Life's Doors Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Fish & Protect Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Escape Project Son Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish



Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

PSA_La Fundacion Para Una Vida Mejor

10 Second WUTH ID

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

You Have Rights - Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Escape Project Son Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Turn Hope into Action 30

Suitcase - Spanish



Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 60

Join The Fight Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Life's Doors Spanish

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

You Have Rights - Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Suitcase - Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

You Have Rights - Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

You Have Rights - Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Suitcase - Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60



Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Forests are Essential to Life 60

You Have Rights - Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Suitcase - Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Turn Hope into Action 30

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Suitcase - Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Life's Doors Spanish

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Fish & Protect Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Escape Project Son Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish



Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Forests are Essential to Life 60

You Have Rights - Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

You Have Rights - Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Turn Hope into Action 30

You Have Rights - Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Join The Fight Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Suitcase - Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Turn Hope into Action 30

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Life's Doors Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Fish & Protect Spanish



Life's Doors Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Fish & Protect Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Life's Doors Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Escape Project Son Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Join The Fight Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 60

You Have Rights - Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Turn Hope into Action 30

Join The Fight Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

You Have Rights - Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 15



You Have Rights - Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Suitcase - Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Fish & Protect Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

You Have Rights - Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Life's Doors Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Turn Hope into Action 60

You Have Rights - Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Join The Fight Spanish

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

You Have Rights - Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 60



Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Life's Doors Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Fish & Protect Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Suitcase - Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

You Have Rights - Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Fish & Protect Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Life's Doors Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 



Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Escape Project Son Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Suitcase - Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Forests are Essential to Life 30

You Have Rights - Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Suitcase - Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Fish & Protect Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Escape Project Son Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Life's Doors Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30



You Have Rights - Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Fish & Protect Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 60

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Forests are Essential to Life 15

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Turn Hope into Action 30

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Life's Doors Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Turn Hope into Action 30

Forests are Essential to Life 60

You Have Rights - Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30



Turn Hope into Action 60

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Escape Project Son Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Join The Fight Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Escape Project Son Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Turn Hope into Action 30

Turn Hope into Action 60

Fish & Protect Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Life's Doors Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish



Turn Hope into Action 30

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Fish & Protect Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

You Have Rights - Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Escape Project Son Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Suitcase - Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Escape Project Son Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Join The Fight Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Fish & Protect Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

You Have Rights - Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H



Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Life's Doors Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Join The Fight Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Turn Hope into Action 30

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Life's Doors Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Turn Hope into Action 30

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Escape Project Father HD Spanish



Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Fish & Protect Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Suitcase - Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Why I See Say - Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Suitcase - Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H



Fish & Protect Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 60

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Why I See Say - Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Life's Doors Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Turn Hope into Action 30

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Suitcase - Spanish

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

You Have Rights - Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Why I See Say - Spanish

Child Car Safety_4 am

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Turn Hope into Action 30

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish



Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Join The Fight Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Fish & Protect Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Child Car Safety_4 am

Suitcase - Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Join The Fight Spanish

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Why I See Say - Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Child Car Safety_4 am

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 60

Life's Doors Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Suitcase - Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Fish & Protect Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30



Why I See Say - Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Child Car Safety_4 am

You Have Rights - Spanish

Prepared, Not Scared REV

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Why I See Say - Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Why I See Say - Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Escape Project Son Spanish

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

Life's Doors Spanish

Prepared, Not Scared REV

El efecto dominó

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

La herramienta correcta



Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Child Car Safety_4 am

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Alfredo :30

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Una en ocho mujeres :30

No sólo palabras :30

Turn Hope into Action 30

Fish & Protect Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

La herramienta correcta

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

El efecto dominó

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Alfredo :60



Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Child Car Safety_4 am

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

Forests are Essential to Life 30

You Have Rights - Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

Alfredo :30

You Have Rights - Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Why I See Say - Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Una en ocho mujeres :30

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Suitcase - Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Life's Doors Spanish

No sólo palabras :60

No sólo palabras :30

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 60

El efecto dominó

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish



Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

La herramienta correcta

Join The Fight Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Why I See Say - Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Alfredo :60

Suitcase - Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Join The Fight Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Child Car Safety_4 am

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Why I See Say - Spanish

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish



Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

Alfredo :30

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

El efecto dominó

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

Una en ocho mujeres :30

Suitcase - Spanish

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

La herramienta correcta

You Have Rights - Spanish

Why I See Say - Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 60

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Turn Hope into Action 30

Life's Doors Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

No sólo palabras :30

Child Car Safety_4 am

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish



Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

El efecto dominó

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

You Have Rights - Spanish

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Alfredo :30

Why I See Say - Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

La herramienta correcta

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

Fish & Protect Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Alfredo :60

Suitcase - Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Una en ocho mujeres :30

High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

You Have Rights - Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 60

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish



Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Escape Project Son Spanish

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

El efecto dominó

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

Child Car Safety_4 am

Why I See Say - Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 60

No sólo palabras :30

La herramienta correcta

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Alfredo :30

Fish & Protect Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Suitcase - Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

PSA_La Fundacion Para Una Vida Mejor

10 Second WUTH ID



High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Join The Fight Spanish

Why I See Say - Spanish

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

Escape Project Son Spanish

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

La herramienta correcta

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

Turn Hope into Action 30

No sólo palabras :30

You Have Rights - Spanish

Alfredo :30

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Fish & Protect Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Life's Doors Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

El efecto dominó

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Why I See Say - Spanish

Child Car Safety_4 am

You Have Rights - Spanish

No sólo palabras :60

Remove the Risk_Spanish :60



Escape Project Father HD Spanish

High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Una en ocho mujeres :30

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Why I See Say - Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Escape Project Son Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

No sólo palabras :30

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

Life's Doors Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

El efecto dominó

Suitcase - Spanish

Child Car Safety_4 am

You Have Rights - Spanish

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 60

Alfredo :30

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Join The Fight Spanish



Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Why I See Say - Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

La herramienta correcta

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Escape Project Son Spanish

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

No sólo palabras :60

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Una en ocho mujeres :30

You Have Rights - Spanish

Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Child Car Safety_4 am

No sólo palabras :30

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

Alfredo :60

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 



Escape Project Son Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Join The Fight Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Why I See Say - Spanish

Child Car Safety_4 am

Alfredo :30

You Have Rights - Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Why I See Say - Spanish

Why I See Say - Spanish

La herramienta correcta

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Join The Fight Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Escape Project Son Spanish

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish



Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

La comunidad va a la escuela :15

Turn Hope into Action 30

Child Car Safety_4 am

Prepared, Not Scared REV

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

El efecto dominó

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

Forests are Essential to Life 30

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Una en ocho mujeres :30

Life's Doors Spanish

Why I See Say - Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Alfredo :30

Escape Project Son Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

La herramienta correcta

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Turn Hope into Action 30

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60



No sólo palabras :30

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Alfredo :60

Child Car Safety_4 am

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Suitcase - Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Life's Doors Spanish

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Turn Hope into Action 60

Why I See Say - Spanish

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Una en ocho mujeres :30

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

El efecto dominó

You Have Rights - Spanish

High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

Fish & Protect Spanish

Alfredo :30

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60



La herramienta correcta

Why I See Say - Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

No sólo palabras :60

Child Car Safety_4 am

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

Life's Doors Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

No sólo palabras :30

Suitcase - Spanish

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

Why I See Say - Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

You Have Rights - Spanish

El efecto dominó

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Guy's Night Out -Moment-Spanish

High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Una en ocho mujeres :30

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Alfredo :60

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish



Escape Project Son Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Join The Fight Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Life's Doors Spanish

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

You Have Rights - Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Suitcase - Spanish

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Child Car Safety_4 am

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

Turn Hope into Action 30

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

La herramienta correcta

No sólo palabras :30

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish



Why I See Say - Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Alfredo :30

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

El efecto dominó

You Have Rights - Spanish

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Why I See Say - Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

No sólo palabras :60

Escape Project Son Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Una en ocho mujeres :30

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

La herramienta correcta

Turn Hope into Action 30

You Have Rights - Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Join The Fight Spanish

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol



Fish & Protect Spanish

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

El efecto dominó

Life's Doors Spanish

Child Car Safety_4 am

Escape Project Son Spanish

No sólo palabras :30

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Alfredo :30

Turn Hope into Action 60

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Una en ocho mujeres :30

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Why I See Say - Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Suitcase - Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Forests are Essential to Life 30

La herramienta correcta

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Why I See Say - Spanish

No sólo palabras :60

You Have Rights - Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish



High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Child Car Safety_4 am

No sólo palabras :30

Alfredo :30

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Alfredo :60

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Why I See Say - Spanish

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

Join The Fight Spanish

Fish & Protect Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Instintos animales

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Suitcase - Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Turn Hope into Action 30



Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Why I See Say - Spanish

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

La herramienta correcta

Child Car Safety_4 am

Emergency Preparedness_Know Your Wireless Alerts -

Una en ocho mujeres :30

El efecto dominó

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

No sólo palabras :30

Alfredo :30

Post Your Recovery

Instintos animales

Jardín Comunitario

Building Recovery

Building Recovery

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

Prepared, Not Scared Alt REV

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

Fish & Protect Spanish

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish



Life's Doors Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 60

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

You Have Rights - Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Why I See Say - Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 60

Escape Project Son Spanish

Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Why I See Say - Spanish

Alfredo :60

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

Join The Fight Spanish

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

Child Car Safety_4 am

La herramienta correcta

Prepared, Not Scared REV

El efecto dominó

Jardín Comunitario

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

You Have Rights - Spanish

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

Alfredo :30

Emergency Preparedness_Know Your Wireless Alerts -

Building Recovery

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

No sólo palabras :60



Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Una en ocho mujeres :30

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Fish & Protect Spanish

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

Jardín Comunitario

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Post Your Recovery

No sólo palabras :30

Building Recovery

Prepared, Not Scared Alt REV

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

Life's Doors Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

Instintos animales

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Suitcase - Spanish

Child Car Safety_4 am

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Why I See Say - Spanish

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

You Have Rights - Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H



Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Emergency Preparedness_Know Your Wireless Alerts -

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

You Have Rights - Spanish

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Escape Project Son Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

You Have Rights - Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Child Car Safety_4 am

Fish & Protect Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Escape Project Son Spanish

Alfredo :30

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

No sólo palabras :30

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

El efecto dominó

Prepared, Not Scared Alt REV



Una en ocho mujeres :30

Building Recovery

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

Instintos animales

So mos Una Voz

Emergency Preparedness_Know Your Wireless Alerts -

La herramienta correcta

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Jardín Comunitario

Building Recovery

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

You Have Rights - Spanish

Why I See Say - Spanish

Join The Fight Spanish

Post Your Recovery

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Turn Hope into Action 30

You Have Rights - Spanish

Child Car Safety_4 am

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Fish & Protect Spanish

Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Life's Doors Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Al Anon Samantha Span 30

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

No sólo palabras :60

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30



Alfredo :60

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

El efecto dominó

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

No sólo palabras :30

Building Recovery

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

Una en ocho mujeres :30

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Emergency Preparedness_Know Your Wireless Alerts -

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

Prepared, Not Scared Alt REV

Instintos animales

Post Your Recovery

Al Anon Samantha Span 60

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

Jardín Comunitario

Join The Fight Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Alfredo :30

Turn Hope into Action 30

Fish & Protect Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Jardín Comunitario

Why I See Say - Spanish



WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Building Recovery

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Turn Hope into Action 60

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

La herramienta correcta

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 60

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Suitcase - Spanish

Al Anon Jack Spanish 30

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Child Car Safety_4 am

Building Recovery

Instintos animales

Post Your Recovery

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Life's Doors Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish



Forests are Essential to Life 30

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Child Car Safety_4 am

La herramienta correcta

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Emergency Preparedness_Know Your Wireless Alerts -

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Prepared, Not Scared Alt REV

Post Your Recovery

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

Instintos animales

Building Recovery

Why I See Say - Spanish

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

No sólo palabras :30

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

Building Recovery

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Jardín Comunitario

El efecto dominó

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish



Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Turn Hope into Action 30

Escape Project Son Spanish

Una en ocho mujeres :30

Forests are Essential to Life 30

La herramienta correcta

Alfredo :60

Emergency Preparedness_Know Your Wireless Alerts -

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

Suitcase - Spanish

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

You Have Rights - Spanish

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Prepared, Not Scared Alt REV

Child Car Safety_4 am

Turn Hope into Action 60

Post Your Recovery

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

Instintos animales

Building Recovery

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Jardín Comunitario

El efecto dominó

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Building Recovery

Why I See Say - Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish



La comunidad va a la escuela :30

Alfredo :30

Forests are Essential to Life 60

No sólo palabras :30

Life's Doors Spanish

La herramienta correcta

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Escape Project Son Spanish

Prepared, Not Scared REV

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

No sólo palabras :60

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

Why I See Say - Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Emergency Preparedness_Know Your Wireless Alerts -

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Una en ocho mujeres :30

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Prepared, Not Scared Alt REV

Turn Hope into Action 60

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Alfredo :60

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Forests are Essential to Life 30



You Have Rights - Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Life's Doors Spanish

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Turn Hope into Action 30

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

Why I See Say - Spanish

Child Car Safety_4 am

La herramienta correcta

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

El efecto dominó

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Emergency Preparedness_Know Your Wireless Alerts -

Suitcase - Spanish

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

Post Your Recovery

Instintos animales

Una en ocho mujeres :30

No sólo palabras :30

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Building Recovery

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

Building Recovery



You Have Rights - Spanish

Jardín Comunitario

Life's Doors Spanish

Alfredo :30

Turn Hope into Action 30

La comunidad va a la escuela :15

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Why I See Say - Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Forests are Essential to Life 30

High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

La herramienta correcta

Prepared, Not Scared Alt REV

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Alfredo :60

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

No sólo palabras :60

Suitcase - Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

Child Car Safety_4 am

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

El efecto dominó

Post Your Recovery



Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

Una en ocho mujeres :30

No sólo palabras :30

Building Recovery

Building Recovery

You Have Rights - Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 60

Turn Hope into Action 30

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Why I See Say - Spanish

Alfredo :30

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Instintos animales

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

La herramienta correcta

Jardín Comunitario

Jardín Comunitario

Why I See Say - Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Emergency Preparedness_Know Your Wireless Alerts -

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

Prepared, Not Scared Alt REV

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Suitcase - Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish



Life's Doors Spanish

No sólo palabras :60

Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Escape Project Son Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Turn Hope into Action 30

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Post Your Recovery

10 Second WUTH ID

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Child Car Safety_4 am

Alfredo :30

Life's Doors Spanish

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

El efecto dominó

Una en ocho mujeres :30

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

Emergency Preparedness_Know Your Wireless Alerts -

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Building Recovery

Why I See Say - Spanish

Post Your Recovery

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

La herramienta correcta

Prepared, Not Scared Alt REV

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30



WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

No sólo palabras :30

Forests are Essential to Life 30

You Have Rights - Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 60

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Jardín Comunitario

Instintos animales

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

Alfredo :30

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

No sólo palabras :60

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Building Recovery

High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

El efecto dominó

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Una en ocho mujeres :30

Life's Doors Spanish

Why I See Say - Spanish

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish



Why I See Say - Spanish

Emergency Preparedness_Know Your Wireless Alerts -

Building Recovery

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Post Your Recovery

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

Instintos animales

Child Car Safety_4 am

Prepared, Not Scared Alt REV

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Instintos animales

No sólo palabras :30

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Jardín Comunitario

You Have Rights - Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 60

Escape Project Son Spanish

Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Building Recovery

Alfredo :30

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

No sólo palabras :60

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish



La herramienta correcta

Why I See Say - Spanish

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

El efecto dominó

Life's Doors Spanish

Una en ocho mujeres :30

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Why I See Say - Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Jardín Comunitario

Building Recovery

Alfredo :60

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Child Car Safety_4 am

You Have Rights - Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Instintos animales

Turn Hope into Action 30

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

El efecto dominó

You Have Rights - Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Why I See Say - Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

La comunidad va a la escuela :30



Child Car Safety_4 am

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

Instintos animales

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

La herramienta correcta

Alfredo :30

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Building Recovery

Turn Hope into Action 30

Una en ocho mujeres :30

Jardín Comunitario

Instintos animales

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Prepared, Not Scared Alt REV

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Post Your Recovery

El efecto dominó

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

Life's Doors Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Suitcase - Spanish

Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Forests are Essential to Life 60

You Have Rights - Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

La comunidad va a la escuela :30



Emergency Preparedness_Know Your Wireless Alerts -

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Turn Hope into Action 60

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Building Recovery

High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Jardín Comunitario

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

You Have Rights - Spanish

Alfredo :60

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Building Recovery

No sólo palabras :60

Turn Hope into Action 30

Una en ocho mujeres :30

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Why I See Say - Spanish

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Alfredo :30

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

El efecto dominó

No sólo palabras :30

Child Car Safety_4 am

Instintos animales

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish



Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

Prepared, Not Scared Alt REV

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

Life's Doors Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Why I See Say - Spanish

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

You Have Rights - Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Post Your Recovery

Forests are Essential to Life 60

La herramienta correcta

Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Emergency Preparedness_Know Your Wireless Alerts -

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Building Recovery

Building Recovery

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

Turn Hope into Action 60

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Jardín Comunitario

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Why I See Say - Spanish

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

You Have Rights - Spanish

Jardín Comunitario

Escape Project Son Spanish



Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Suitcase - Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Why I See Say - Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Instintos animales

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Child Car Safety_4 am

Alfredo :30

La herramienta correcta

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

No sólo palabras :30

El efecto dominó

Building Recovery

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

Post Your Recovery

Jardín Comunitario

Building Recovery

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Prepared, Not Scared Alt REV

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

Una en ocho mujeres :30

Suitcase - Spanish



Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Why I See Say - Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

Emergency Preparedness_Know Your Wireless Alerts -

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Child Car Safety_4 am

Why I See Say - Spanish

Prepared, Not Scared REV

No sólo palabras :60

Instintos animales

You Have Rights - Spanish

High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

La herramienta correcta

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

El efecto dominó

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Escape Project Son Spanish

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Building Recovery

Jardín Comunitario

Post Your Recovery

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 



Alfredo :30

Prepared, Not Scared Alt REV

Jardín Comunitario

Life's Doors Spanish

Una en ocho mujeres :30

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

Turn Hope into Action 30

Suitcase - Spanish

Building Recovery

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

You Have Rights - Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 60

No sólo palabras :30

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Instintos animales

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Alfredo :60

Why I See Say - Spanish

Why I See Say - Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

La herramienta correcta

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

You Have Rights - Spanish

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

El efecto dominó

Child Car Safety_4 am



Emergency Preparedness_Know Your Wireless Alerts -

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Alfredo :30

Building Recovery

Life's Doors Spanish

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Jardín Comunitario

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

La herramienta correcta

Post Your Recovery

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Life's Doors Spanish

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Escape Project Son Spanish

Child Car Safety_4 am

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Why I See Say - Spanish

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

Suitcase - Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

El efecto dominó

Alfredo :30

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish



Emergency Preparedness_Know Your Wireless Alerts -

No sólo palabras :30

Building Recovery

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

Post Your Recovery

Una en ocho mujeres :30

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

Jardín Comunitario

Instintos animales

Life's Doors Spanish

Prepared, Not Scared Alt REV

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Escape Project Son Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

El efecto dominó

Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Turn Hope into Action 30

Building Recovery

High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish



No sólo palabras :30

Why I See Say - Spanish

La herramienta correcta

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Emergency Preparedness_Know Your Wireless Alerts -

Alfredo :60

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

Building Recovery

Child Car Safety_4 am

Alfredo :30

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Jardín Comunitario

Job Training & Employment_ Put Your Stuff Back to 

Jardín Comunitario

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Emergency Preparedness_Know Your Wireless Alerts -

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

No sólo palabras :60

Una en ocho mujeres :30

Post Your Recovery
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La herramienta correcta

No sólo palabras :30

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Jardín Comunitario

Escape Project Son Spanish

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Life's Doors Spanish

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

Why I See Say - Spanish

Instintos animales

Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Building Recovery

El efecto dominó

Jardín Comunitario

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Una en ocho mujeres :30

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

NAB Coronavirus PSA (:30 Spanish)

Turn Hope into Action 30

Post Your Recovery

Alfredo :30



La comunidad va a la escuela :30

Prepared, Not Scared Alt REV

Building Recovery

Emergency Preparedness_Know Your Wireless Alerts -

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Child Car Safety_4 am

Why I See Say - Spanish

No sólo palabras :30

Life's Doors Spanish

La herramienta correcta

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Alfredo :60

Building Recovery

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

No sólo palabras :60

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

You Have Rights - Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Why I See Say - Spanish

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Una Buena Idea :20

PSA_La Fundacion Para Una Vida Mejor

Remove the Risk_Spanish :60



Instintos animales

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

10 Second WUTH ID

El efecto dominó

High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Post Your Recovery

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

PSA_La Fundacion Para Una Vida Mejor

Forests are Essential to Life 20

Turn Hope into Action 30

Jardín Comunitario

Emergency Preparedness_Know Your Wireless Alerts -

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

10 Second WUTH ID

You Have Rights - Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Una en ocho mujeres :30

Rebroadcast ID 2020

No sólo palabras :60

PSA_La Fundacion Para Una Vida Mejor

Rebroadcast ID 2020

Life's Doors Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

You Have Rights - Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

Why I See Say - Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish



Prepared, Not Scared REV

Child Car Safety_4 am

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

La herramienta correcta

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

No sólo palabras :30

Prepared, Not Scared Alt REV

Why I See Say - Spanish

El efecto dominó

Una en ocho mujeres :30

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

Post Your Recovery

Jardín Comunitario

Alfredo :30

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

Emergency Preparedness_Know Your Wireless Alerts -

DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

You Have Rights - Spanish

Instintos animales

Building Recovery

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Turn Hope into Action 60

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Life's Doors Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish



Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

Building Recovery

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Suitcase - Spanish

Jardín Comunitario

Escape Project Son Spanish

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

Alfredo :60

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

Child Car Safety_4 am

Prepared, Not Scared Alt REV

No sólo palabras :30

High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Why I See Say - Spanish

El efecto dominó

Jardín Comunitario

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Why I See Say - Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Post Your Recovery

Emergency Preparedness_Know Your Wireless Alerts -

No sólo palabras :60

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

La herramienta correcta

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

NAB Coronavirus PSA (:30 Spanish)

La comunidad va a la escuela :30



High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

You Have Rights - Spanish

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Life's Doors Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Building Recovery

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Una en ocho mujeres :30

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Building Recovery

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Instintos animales

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

Why I See Say - Spanish

Jardín Comunitario

No sólo palabras :30

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Jardín Comunitario

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Child Car Safety_4 am

Emergency Preparedness_Know Your Wireless Alerts -

Jardín Comunitario

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Why I See Say - Spanish

Building Recovery

PSA_La Fundacion Para Una Vida Mejor



Forests are Essential to Life 60

PSA_La Fundacion Para Una Vida Mejor

NAB Coronavirus PSA (:30 Spanish)

Una Buena Idea :20

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Una Buena Idea :20

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

Una Buena Idea :20

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Building Recovery

No sólo palabras :60

PSA_La Fundacion Para Una Vida Mejor

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Rebroadcast ID 2020

Post Your Recovery

Jardín Comunitario

Rebroadcast ID 2020

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

You Have Rights - Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Suitcase - Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Child Car Safety_4 am

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

Alfredo :30

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

La herramienta correcta



Life's Doors Spanish

El efecto dominó

Emergency Preparedness_Know Your Wireless Alerts -

Why I See Say - Spanish

Building Recovery

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

Prepared, Not Scared Alt REV

Turn Hope into Action 30

Una en ocho mujeres :30

No sólo palabras :30

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

NAB Coronavirus PSA (:30 Spanish)

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

You Have Rights - Spanish

Instintos animales

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Prepared, Not Scared REV

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Alfredo :60

Post Your Recovery

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Child Car Safety_4 am

Jardín Comunitario

Alfredo :30

Escape Project Son Spanish



Suitcase - Spanish

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

La herramienta correcta

Forests are Essential to Life 60

El efecto dominó

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Why I See Say - Spanish

Building Recovery

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Building Recovery

Turn Hope into Action 60

You Have Rights - Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Una en ocho mujeres :30

Turn Hope into Action 30

Prepared, Not Scared Alt REV

Instintos animales

No sólo palabras :30

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Prepared, Not Scared REV

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

NAB Coronavirus PSA (:30 Spanish)

Emergency Preparedness_Know Your Wireless Alerts -

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish



Why I See Say - Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

You Have Rights - Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

La herramienta correcta

Alfredo :60

El efecto dominó

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Building Recovery

Jardín Comunitario

DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

Child Car Safety_4 am

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Post Your Recovery

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Prepared, Not Scared Alt REV

Una en ocho mujeres :30

Building Recovery

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Una Buena Idea :20

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

Turn Hope into Action 60

NAB Coronavirus PSA (:30 Spanish)

10 Second WUTH ID



High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

La comunidad va a la escuela :15

Una Buena Idea :20

Life's Doors Spanish

Instintos animales

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Emergency Preparedness_Know Your Wireless Alerts -

10 Second WUTH ID

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Jardín Comunitario

Turn Hope into Action 60

You Have Rights - Spanish

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Suitcase - Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Child Car Safety_4 am

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

Turn Hope into Action 30

Why I See Say - Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

Alfredo :30

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Una en ocho mujeres :30

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish



Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

La herramienta correcta

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

No sólo palabras :30

Building Recovery

El efecto dominó

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Instintos animales

DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Building Recovery

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

Jardín Comunitario

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

Post Your Recovery

NAB Coronavirus PSA (:30 Spanish)

You Have Rights - Spanish

Emergency Preparedness_Know Your Wireless Alerts -

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Prepared, Not Scared Alt REV

Child Car Safety_4 am

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Una en ocho mujeres :30

Alfredo :60

Why I See Say - Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Escape Project Son Spanish

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Forests are Essential to Life 30



Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

Alfredo :30

Turn Hope into Action 60

Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

La herramienta correcta

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Suitcase - Spanish

Instintos animales

You Have Rights - Spanish

Why I See Say - Spanish

Building Recovery

High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Jardín Comunitario

Una en ocho mujeres :30

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

Jardín Comunitario

You Have Rights - Spanish

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

NAB Coronavirus PSA (:30 Spanish)

No sólo palabras :30

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

El efecto dominó

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 



Building Recovery

Life's Doors Spanish

Child Car Safety_4 am

Prepared, Not Scared Alt REV

No sólo palabras :60

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

Turn Hope into Action 30

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Instintos animales

Why I See Say - Spanish

Emergency Preparedness_Know Your Wireless Alerts -

Why I See Say - Spanish

La herramienta correcta

Escape Project Son Spanish

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Alfredo :30

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Rebroadcast ID 2020

Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Building Recovery

DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Post Your Recovery

Why I See Say - Spanish

Una Buena Idea :20

PSA_La Fundacion Para Una Vida Mejor

Forests are Essential to Life 30

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

10 Second WUTH ID



Rebroadcast ID 2020

You Have Rights - Spanish

No sólo palabras :30

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

NAB Coronavirus PSA (:30 Spanish)

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

So mos Una Voz

Child Car Safety_Soccer

La comunidad va a la escuela :15

Post Your Recovery

Una Buena Idea :20

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

10 Second WUTH ID

Life's Doors Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Turn Hope into Action 30

Escape Project Son Spanish

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Suitcase - Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Why I See Say - Spanish

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

El efecto dominó

Child Car Safety_4 am

Alfredo :30

Una en ocho mujeres :30

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

Emergency Preparedness_Know Your Wireless Alerts -



No sólo palabras :30

Post Your Recovery

Prepared, Not Scared Alt REV

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

Building Recovery

DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

La herramienta correcta

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

NAB Coronavirus PSA (:30 Spanish)

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

Jardín Comunitario

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Turn Hope into Action 60

Turn Hope into Action 30

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

Instintos animales

Escape Project Son Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Building Recovery

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Prepared, Not Scared REV

No sólo palabras :60

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Una en ocho mujeres :30

El efecto dominó



Child Car Safety_4 am

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

Post Your Recovery

Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Prepared, Not Scared Alt REV

Forests are Essential to Life 60

Why I See Say - Spanish

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

La herramienta correcta

Emergency Preparedness_Know Your Wireless Alerts -

Why I See Say - Spanish

No sólo palabras :30

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Building Recovery

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

Jardín Comunitario

Alfredo :30

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

Instintos animales

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Building Recovery

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

NAB Coronavirus PSA (:30 Spanish)

High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish



Escape Project Son Spanish

Jardín Comunitario

Suitcase - Spanish

Alfredo :60

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Prepared, Not Scared REV

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Child Car Safety_4 am

Instintos animales

El efecto dominó

Why I See Say - Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Post Your Recovery

La herramienta correcta

Prepared, Not Scared Alt REV

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

Turn Hope into Action 30

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Building Recovery

Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

NAB Coronavirus PSA (:30 Spanish)

No sólo palabras :60

Turn Hope into Action 60

Child Car Safety_4 am

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H



You Have Rights - Spanish

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Suitcase - Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Life's Doors Spanish

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

Alfredo :30

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

Turn Hope into Action 30

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

La herramienta correcta

Why I See Say - Spanish

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

El efecto dominó

NAB Coronavirus PSA (:30 Spanish)

Prepared, Not Scared Alt REV

Instintos animales

Emergency Preparedness_Know Your Wireless Alerts -

Building Recovery

Una en ocho mujeres :30

Post Your Recovery

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

You Have Rights - Spanish

NAB Coronavirus PSA (:30 Spanish)

No sólo palabras :30

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H



Suitcase - Spanish

Jardín Comunitario

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Why I See Say - Spanish

No sólo palabras :60

Life's Doors Spanish

Building Recovery

DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

You Have Rights - Spanish

Emergency Preparedness_Know Your Wireless Alerts -

Alfredo :30

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 60

La herramienta correcta

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

Child Car Safety_4 am

Turn Hope into Action 60

Escape Project Son Spanish

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

Why I See Say - Spanish

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

El efecto dominó

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Prepared, Not Scared Alt REV

Prepared, Not Scared REV

NAB Coronavirus PSA (:30 Spanish)



Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Post Your Recovery

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Building Recovery

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

Suitcase - Spanish

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Building Recovery

No sólo palabras :30

Turn Hope into Action 30

Life's Doors Spanish

Una en ocho mujeres :30

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Jardín Comunitario

Emergency Preparedness_Know Your Wireless Alerts -

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

Alfredo :30

No sólo palabras :60

Alfredo :60

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Why I See Say - Spanish

DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S6H

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

Instintos animales

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

Why I See Say - Spanish

El efecto dominó



You Have Rights - Spanish

Escape Project Son Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Prepared, Not Scared Alt REV

La herramienta correcta

Child Car Safety_4 am

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Jardín Comunitario

Post Your Recovery

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Forests are Essential to Life 30

You Have Rights - Spanish

Building Recovery

Turn Hope into Action 60

Forests are Essential to Life 60

No sólo palabras :60

PSA_La Fundacion Para Una Vida Mejor

High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

PSA_La Fundacion Para Una Vida Mejor

Post Your Recovery

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

Life's Doors Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 30

Escape Project Son Spanish

You Have Rights - Spanish

Prepared, Not Scared REV

Forests are Essential to Life 30

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

Child Car Safety_4 am

Suitcase - Spanish

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish



Alfredo :30

La herramienta correcta

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

Una en ocho mujeres :30

El efecto dominó

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Post Your Recovery

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

No sólo palabras :30

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Neighborhood Watch DEF567391S3H

Why I See Say - Spanish

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Building Recovery

Jardín Comunitario

Building Recovery

Turn Hope into Action 30

Prepared, Not Scared Alt REV

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Instintos animales

You Have Rights - Spanish

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

Life's Doors Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 30

Escape Project Son Spanish

Turn Hope into Action 60

Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

NAB Coronavirus PSA (:30 Spanish)

Emergency Preparedness_Know Your Wireless Alerts -



El efecto dominó

DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

Suitcase - Spanish

Forests are Essential to Life 60

No sólo palabras :60

Una en ocho mujeres :30

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Prepared, Not Scared REV

So mos Una Voz

Child Car Safety_4 am

Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ 

Alfredo :30

High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

No sólo palabras :30

Why I See Say - Spanish

Escape Project Father HD Spanish

WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

Jardín Comunitario

Turn Hope into Action 30

Jardín Comunitario

Espcape Project Mother Spanish

Post Your Recovery

High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Project Road Block: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Child Car Safety_Kitty-Spanish

La comunidad va a la escuela :30

Prepared, Not Scared Alt REV

Instintos animales

Building Recovery

You Have Rights - Spanish

Remove the Risk_Spanish :30



Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_People You Know-Futbol

NAB Coronavirus PSA (:30 Spanish)

Life's Doors Spanish

High Blood Pressure Control_New Numbers-Spanish

Project Roadblock: TVB Lifes Doors Spanish

Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish
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encourages viewers to obtain a fishing license, thereby contributing to their local conservation efforts.  The camp

Helps viewers realize that they can make a big difference in their community by donating to Goodwill.  The purpose of the PSA is to help viewers understand just how essential our National Forests are and that replanting is urgently needed to 

ensure they continue to thrive.

The campaign's latest round of work encourages caregivers to care not only for their loved ones, but also for themselves. The PSAs drive to 

AARP's Caregiving Resource Center, where caregivers can find thousands of helpful articles, tips, and tools from exMake the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works 

and recovery is possible.

PSA helps adults learn the risks of having prediabetes develop into type 2 diabetes. 

Drunk driving claims a life every 50 minutes. Save lives by preventing drunk driving. 



The new PSA’s aim to raise awareness of the 1 in 3 Americans that has prediabetes. They feature humorous scenarios that show the viewer 
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This campaign spotlights the need to find permanent families for teens, who have lower overall adoption rates and wait longer to be adopted 
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children’s lives. New PSAs feature kids re-telling jokes their dads shared with them, highlighting that even the smalle
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The PSAs — which are directed towards men between the ages of 21 and 35 —inspire young men to examine their behavior and take 

responsibility for their own decision to get behind the wheel after having a few drinks. PSAs emphasize that if you have to ask y
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than younger children. The newest PSAs highlight this need by reminding parents that there are plenty of heartwarmi

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

The campaign's latest round of work encourages caregivers to care not only for their loved ones, but also for themselves. The PSAs drive to 

AARP's Caregiving Resource Center, where caregivers can find thousands of helpful articles, tips, and tools from ex

Drunk driving claims a life every 50 minutes. Save lives by preventing drunk driving. Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works 

and recovery is possible.

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to family and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, 

including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first came to meetings because a friend or relative had a drug problem.  

This campaign takes a lighthearted approach to the topic of smoking cessation by exploring several real-life, comical scenarios in which 

people attempt to master difficult skills in one day. We encourage smokers to start the process of quitting, which sta
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It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 
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The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to 
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raise awareness among health care providers, patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest 

annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

Communities In Schools (CIS) works within schools, one-on-one with students in communities across the country to help them with basic 

needs such as food, clothing and housing... as well as more complex problems such as emotional counseling.  CIS brings to

RBFF works to increase public awareness of the need to protect and restore the nation's aquatic natural resources.  That's why this new PSA 

encourages viewers to obtain a fishing license, thereby contributing to their local conservation efforts.  The camp

Helps viewers realize that they can make a big difference in their community by donating to Goodwill.  Educates viewers about their fair housing rights. When people are aware of their rights and how housing discrimination happens, they can 

take action and report it.  

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public 

message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

This campaign spotlights the need to find permanent families for teens, who have lower overall adoption rates and wait longer to be adopted 

than younger children. The newest PSAs highlight this need by reminding parents that there are plenty of heartwarmi

United Way's suite of "Join the Fight" PSAs show people who we are, what we fight for and why it matters.  We shed light on the harsh 
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We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service 

Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, 

including greater career options, household income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com
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PSA helps adults learn the risks of having prediabetes develop into type 2 diabetes. 

The PSAs — which are directed towards men between the ages of 21 and 35 —inspire young men to examine their behavior and take 

responsibility for their own decision to get behind the wheel after having a few drinks. PSAs emphasize that if you have to ask yMake the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works 

and recovery is possible.Educates viewers about their fair housing rights. When people are aware of their rights and how housing discrimination happens, they can 

take action and report it.  

Drunk driving claims a life every 50 minutes. Save lives by preventing drunk driving. 
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Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest 

annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

Run these PSAs during February for American Heart Month to encourage viewers who have stopped following their HBP management plan to 

partner with their doctor, get back on a plan, and get their numbers to a healthy range

Communities In Schools (CIS) works within schools, one-on-one with students in communities across the country to help them with basic 

needs such as food, clothing and housing... as well as more complex problems such as emotional counseling.  CIS brings to

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," 

available in English and Spanish, demonstrate the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 

look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help t

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service 

Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer isThe purpose of the PSA is to help viewers understand just how essential our National Forests are and that replanting is urgently needed to 

ensure they continue to thrive.

Helps viewers realize that they can make a big difference in their community by donating to Goodwill.  

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to family and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drink, including 

40 percent of Al-Anon members who first came to meetings because a friend or relative had a drug problem.Educates viewers about their fair housing rights. When people are aware of their rights and how housing discrimination happens, they can 

take action and report it.  

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United 

States. The information included in these FDA PSAs will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, 

including greater career options, household income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to 

raise awareness among health care providers, patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the importMake the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works 

and recovery is possible.

PSA helps adults learn the risks of having prediabetes develop into type 2 diabetes. 

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to family and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, 

including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first came to meetings because a friend or relative had a drug problem.  

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were 

between the ages of 15 and 18. For National Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

This campaign spotlights the need to find permanent families for teens, who have lower overall adoption rates and wait longer to be adopted 

than younger children. The newest PSAs highlight this need by reminding parents that there are plenty of heartwarmi

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

Drunk driving claims a life every 50 minutes. Save lives by preventing drunk driving. The purpose of the PSA is to help viewers understand just how essential our National Forests are and that replanting is urgently needed to 

ensure they continue to thrive.

United Way's suite of "Join the Fight" PSAs show people who we are, what we fight for and why it matters.  We shed light on the harsh 

realities of the work we do where viewers live, in an effort to galvanize audiences to join the fight for health, educati

Prediabetes can be reversed with early diagnosis. 1 in 3 American adults has prediabetes. That means you, your boss, or your boss’s boss 

could have prediabetes and be at high risk for developing type 2 diabetes. Air PSAs to remind viewers how many America



RBFF works to increase public awareness of the need to protect and restore the nation's aquatic natural resources.  That's why this new PSA 

encourages viewers to obtain a fishing license, thereby contributing to their local conservation efforts.  The camp
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The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the 

importance of early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

The PSAs — which are directed towards men between the ages of 21 and 35 —inspire young men to examine their behavior and take 

responsibility for their own decision to get behind the wheel after having a few drinks. PSAs emphasize that if you have to ask y

Child Car Safety:  Make Sure Kids Are In The Right Car Seat:  Motor vehicle crashes are a leading cause of death for children under 13.  

PSA's tell parents how their love for their children extends to car safety.  This means knowing the right seat for the

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 
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Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to family and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drink, including 

40 percent of Al-Anon members who first came to meetings because a friend or relative had a drug problem.

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic 

and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works 

and recovery is possible.
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Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is 

hard, but early detection and care can make a difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United 

States. The information included in these FDA PSAs will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

This new public service announcement from the Department of Homeland Security offers information about the importance of informing the 

authorities of any suspicious activity.  The PSA communicates the key message "If you see something say something."   

PSA helps adults learn the risks of having prediabetes develop into type 2 diabetes. 

It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 

look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help t
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raise awareness among health care providers, patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import
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including greater career options, household income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com
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Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United 

States. The information included in these FDA PSAs will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

Run these PSAs during February for American Heart Month to encourage viewers who have stopped following their HBP management plan to 

partner with their doctor, get back on a plan, and get their numbers to a healthy range

Child Car Safety:  Make Sure Kids Are In The Right Car Seat:  Motor vehicle crashes are a leading cause of death for children under 13.  

PSA's tell parents how their love for their children extends to car safety.  This means knowing the right seat for the

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," 
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This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic 

and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 
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Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is 

hard, but early detection and care can make a difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public 

message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opEducates viewers about their fair housing rights. When people are aware of their rights and how housing discrimination happens, they can 

take action and report it.  

This new public service announcement from the Department of Homeland Security offers information about the importance of informing the 

authorities of any suspicious activity.  The PSA communicates the key message "If you see something say something."   

It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 

look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help t

PSA about organ donation. 

United Way's suite of "Join the Fight" PSAs show people who we are, what we fight for and why it matters.  We shed light on the harsh 

realities of the work we do where viewers live, in an effort to galvanize audiences to join the fight for health, educati

RBFF works to increase public awareness of the need to protect and restore the nation's aquatic natural resources.  That's why this new PSA 

encourages viewers to obtain a fishing license, thereby contributing to their local conservation efforts.  The camp

The PSAs — which are directed towards men between the ages of 21 and 35 —inspire young men to examine their behavior and take 

responsibility for their own decision to get behind the wheel after having a few drinks. PSAs emphasize that if you have to ask y
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PSA helps adults learn the risks of having prediabetes develop into type 2 diabetes. The purpose of the PSA is to help viewers understand just how essential our National Forests are and that replanting is urgently needed to 

ensure they continue to thrive.

This campaign spotlights the need to find permanent families for teens, who have lower overall adoption rates and wait longer to be adopted 

than younger children. The newest PSAs highlight this need by reminding parents that there are plenty of heartwarmiEducates viewers about their fair housing rights. When people are aware of their rights and how housing discrimination happens, they can 

take action and report it.  Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works 

and recovery is possible.



Helps viewers realize that they can make a big difference in their community by donating to Goodwill.  
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Communities In Schools (CIS) works within schools, one-on-one with students in communities across the country to help them with basic 

needs such as food, clothing and housing... as well as more complex problems such as emotional counseling.  CIS brings to

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to 

raise awareness among health care providers, patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

Child Car Safety:  Make Sure Kids Are In The Right Car Seat:  Motor vehicle crashes are a leading cause of death for children under 13.  
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Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show 

people facing mental and substance use disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d
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The PSAs titled "Community Garden" were produced by CDC's Screen for Life: The National Campaign for Action Against Colorectal Cancer. 

They use animation and overlapping storytelling to address misconceptions about colorectal cancer and screening, such as
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people facing mental and substance use disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at 

the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 
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The PSAs — which are directed towards men between the ages of 21 and 35 —inspire young men to examine their behavior and take 

responsibility for their own decision to get behind the wheel after having a few drinks. PSAs emphasize that if you have to ask yMake the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works 

and recovery is possible.
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Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, 

including greater career options, household income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and comThe purpose of the PSA is to help viewers understand just how essential our National Forests are and that replanting is urgently needed to 

ensure they continue to thrive.
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including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first came to meetings because a friend or relative had a drug problem.  

This new public service announcement from the Department of Homeland Security offers information about the importance of informing the 
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and recovery is possible.
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Child Car Safety:  Make Sure Kids Are In The Right Car Seat:  Motor vehicle crashes are a leading cause of death for children under 13.  

PSA's tell parents how their love for their children extends to car safety.  This means knowing the right seat for the

This new public service announcement (PSA) in Spanish from Department of Homeland Security (DHS) offers information aboutof the 
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It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 
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Drunk driving claims a life every 50 minutes. Save lives by preventing drunk driving. The purpose of the PSA is to help viewers understand just how essential our National Forests are and that replanting is urgently needed to 

ensure they continue to thrive.

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service 
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Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United 

States. The information included in these FDA PSAs will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

The PSAs titled "Community Garden" were produced by CDC's Screen for Life: The National Campaign for Action Against Colorectal Cancer. 

They use animation and overlapping storytelling to address misconceptions about colorectal cancer and screening, such as

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show 

people facing mental and substance use disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," 

available in English and Spanish, demonstrate the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show 

people facing mental and substance use disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 

look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help t

Helps viewers realize that they can make a big difference in their community by donating to Goodwill.  

Run these PSAs during February for American Heart Month to encourage viewers who have stopped following their HBP management plan to 

partner with their doctor, get back on a plan, and get their numbers to a healthy rangeMake the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works 

and recovery is possible.

Helps viewers realize that they can make a big difference in their community by donating to Goodwill.  

PSA about organ donation

The PSAs — which are directed towards men between the ages of 21 and 35 —inspire young men to examine their behavior and take 

responsibility for their own decision to get behind the wheel after having a few drinks. PSAs emphasize that if you have to ask y

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, 

including greater career options, household income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

Prediabetes can be reversed with early diagnosis. 1 in 3 American adults has prediabetes. That means you, your boss, or your boss’s boss 

could have prediabetes and be at high risk for developing type 2 diabetes. Air PSAs to remind viewers how many America

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role 

their employees play. They are highly competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

Communities In Schools (CIS) works within schools, one-on-one with students in communities across the country to help them with basic 

needs such as food, clothing and housing... as well as more complex problems such as emotional counseling.  CIS brings to

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the 

strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to family and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, 

including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first came to meetings because a friend or relative had a drug problem.  

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to family and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drink, including 

40 percent of Al-Anon members who first came to meetings because a friend or relative had a drug problem.

This campaign spotlights the need to find permanent families for teens, who have lower overall adoption rates and wait longer to be adopted 

than younger children. The newest PSAs highlight this need by reminding parents that there are plenty of heartwarmi

Child Car Safety:  Make Sure Kids Are In The Right Car Seat:  Motor vehicle crashes are a leading cause of death for children under 13.  

PSA's tell parents how their love for their children extends to car safety.  This means knowing the right seat for theThe purpose of the PSA is to help viewers understand just how essential our National Forests are and that replanting is urgently needed to 

ensure they continue to thrive.

This new public service announcement from the Department of Homeland Security offers information about the importance of informing the 

authorities of any suspicious activity.  The PSA communicates the key message "If you see something say something."   

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the 

strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United 

States. The information included in these FDA PSAs will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

PSA helps adults learn the risks of having prediabetes develop into type 2 diabetes. Educates viewers about their fair housing rights. When people are aware of their rights and how housing discrimination happens, they can 

take action and report it.  



Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to family and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drink, including 

40 percent of Al-Anon members who first came to meetings because a friend or relative had a drug problem.

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, 

including greater career options, household income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 

look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help t
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Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to family and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drink, including 

40 percent of Al-Anon members who first came to meetings because a friend or relative had a drug problem.

PSA helps adults learn the risks of having prediabetes develop into type 2 diabetes. 

Prediabetes can be reversed with early diagnosis. 1 in 3 American adults has prediabetes. That means you, your boss, or your boss’s boss 

could have prediabetes and be at high risk for developing type 2 diabetes. Air PSAs to remind viewers how many AmericaThe purpose of the PSA is to help viewers understand just how essential our National Forests are and that replanting is urgently needed to 

ensure they continue to thrive.

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

Helps viewers realize that they can make a big difference in their community by donating to Goodwill.  

PSA helps adults learn the risks of having prediabetes develop into type 2 diabetes. 

The PSAs — which are directed towards men between the ages of 21 and 35 —inspire young men to examine their behavior and take 

responsibility for their own decision to get behind the wheel after having a few drinks. PSAs emphasize that if you have to ask y

This campaign spotlights the need to find permanent families for teens, who have lower overall adoption rates and wait longer to be adopted 

than younger children. The newest PSAs highlight this need by reminding parents that there are plenty of heartwarmiEducates viewers about their fair housing rights. When people are aware of their rights and how housing discrimination happens, they can 

take action and report it.  

Drunk driving claims a life every 50 minutes. Save lives by preventing drunk driving. 

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

Child Car Safety:  Make Sure Kids Are In The Right Car Seat:  Motor vehicle crashes are a leading cause of death for children under 13.  

PSA's tell parents how their love for their children extends to car safety.  This means knowing the right seat for the

RBFF works to increase public awareness of the need to protect and restore the nation's aquatic natural resources.  That's why this new PSA 

encourages viewers to obtain a fishing license, thereby contributing to their local conservation efforts.  The camp

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to family and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drink, including 

40 percent of Al-Anon members who first came to meetings because a friend or relative had a drug problem.

Child Car Safety:  Make Sure Kids Are In The Right Car Seat:  Motor vehicle crashes are a leading cause of death for children under 13.  

PSA's tell parents how their love for their children extends to car safety.  This means knowing the right seat for the

Run these PSAs during February for American Heart Month to encourage viewers who have stopped following their HBP management plan to 

partner with their doctor, get back on a plan, and get their numbers to a healthy range

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is 

hard, but early detection and care can make a difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to family and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, 

including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first came to meetings because a friend or relative had a drug problem.  

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were 

between the ages of 15 and 18. For National Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider adoThe purpose of the PSA is to help viewers understand just how essential our National Forests are and that replanting is urgently needed to 

ensure they continue to thrive.

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic 

and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United 

States. The information included in these FDA PSAs will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 

look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help t

Prediabetes can be reversed with early diagnosis. 1 in 3 American adults has prediabetes. That means you, your boss, or your boss’s boss 

could have prediabetes and be at high risk for developing type 2 diabetes. Air PSAs to remind viewers how many America

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," 

available in English and Spanish, demonstrate the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

Communities In Schools (CIS) works within schools, one-on-one with students in communities across the country to help them with basic 

needs such as food, clothing and housing... as well as more complex problems such as emotional counseling.  CIS brings to

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the 

importance of early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 

look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help t



We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service 

Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show 

people facing mental and substance use disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

PSA about organ donation

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role 

their employees play. They are highly competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at 

the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 

look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help t

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to 

raise awareness among health care providers, patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the 

strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

The PSAs titled "Community Garden" were produced by CDC's Screen for Life: The National Campaign for Action Against Colorectal Cancer. 

They use animation and overlapping storytelling to address misconceptions about colorectal cancer and screening, such as

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at 

the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico Educates viewers about their fair housing rights. When people are aware of their rights and how housing discrimination happens, they can 
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PSA helps adults learn the risks of having prediabetes develop into type 2 diabetes. 

This new public service announcement from the Department of Homeland Security offers information about the importance of informing the 

authorities of any suspicious activity.  The PSA communicates the key message "If you see something say something."   

United Way's suite of "Join the Fight" PSAs show people who we are, what we fight for and why it matters.  We shed light on the harsh 

realities of the work we do where viewers live, in an effort to galvanize audiences to join the fight for health, educati

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show 

people facing mental and substance use disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to family and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drink, including 

40 percent of Al-Anon members who first came to meetings because a friend or relative had a drug problem.

Helps viewers realize that they can make a big difference in their community by donating to Goodwill.  Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works 

and recovery is possible.

PSA helps adults learn the risks of having prediabetes develop into type 2 diabetes. 

Child Car Safety:  Make Sure Kids Are In The Right Car Seat:  Motor vehicle crashes are a leading cause of death for children under 13.  

PSA's tell parents how their love for their children extends to car safety.  This means knowing the right seat for the

Helps viewers realize that they can make a big difference in their community by donating to Goodwill.  

RBFF works to increase public awareness of the need to protect and restore the nation's aquatic natural resources.  That's why this new PSA 

encourages viewers to obtain a fishing license, thereby contributing to their local conservation efforts.  The camp

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United 

States. The information included in these FDA PSAs will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the maEducates viewers about their fair housing rights. When people are aware of their rights and how housing discrimination happens, they can 

take action and report it.  

The PSAs — which are directed towards men between the ages of 21 and 35 —inspire young men to examine their behavior and take 

responsibility for their own decision to get behind the wheel after having a few drinks. PSAs emphasize that if you have to ask y

This campaign spotlights the need to find permanent families for teens, who have lower overall adoption rates and wait longer to be adopted 

than younger children. The newest PSAs highlight this need by reminding parents that there are plenty of heartwarmi

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to family and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drink, including 

40 percent of Al-Anon members who first came to meetings because a friend or relative had a drug problem.

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, 

including greater career options, household income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is 

hard, but early detection and care can make a difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

Run these PSAs during February for American Heart Month to encourage viewers who have stopped following their HBP management plan to 

partner with their doctor, get back on a plan, and get their numbers to a healthy range

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," 

available in English and Spanish, demonstrate the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to family and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, 

including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first came to meetings because a friend or relative had a drug problem.  



We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public 

message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

Prediabetes can be reversed with early diagnosis. 1 in 3 American adults has prediabetes. That means you, your boss, or your boss’s boss 

could have prediabetes and be at high risk for developing type 2 diabetes. Air PSAs to remind viewers how many America

Drunk driving claims a life every 50 minutes. Save lives by preventing drunk driving. The purpose of the PSA is to help viewers understand just how essential our National Forests are and that replanting is urgently needed to 

ensure they continue to thrive.

Child Car Safety:  Make Sure Kids Are In The Right Car Seat:  Motor vehicle crashes are a leading cause of death for children under 13.  

PSA's tell parents how their love for their children extends to car safety.  This means knowing the right seat for theThe purpose of the PSA is to help viewers understand just how essential our National Forests are and that replanting is urgently needed to 

ensure they continue to thrive.

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the 

importance of early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

PSA about organ donation. 

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were 

between the ages of 15 and 18. For National Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," 

available in English and Spanish, demonstrate the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show 

people facing mental and substance use disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest 

annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

PSA about organ donation

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service 

Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the 

strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, 

including greater career options, household income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 

look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help t

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United 

States. The information included in these FDA PSAs will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 
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AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role 
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Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show 

people facing mental and substance use disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to family and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drink, including 

40 percent of Al-Anon members who first came to meetings because a friend or relative had a drug problem.

Communities In Schools (CIS) works within schools, one-on-one with students in communities across the country to help them with basic 

needs such as food, clothing and housing... as well as more complex problems such as emotional counseling.  CIS brings to

The PSAs titled "Community Garden" were produced by CDC's Screen for Life: The National Campaign for Action Against Colorectal Cancer. 

They use animation and overlapping storytelling to address misconceptions about colorectal cancer and screening, such as

United Way's suite of "Join the Fight" PSAs show people who we are, what we fight for and why it matters.  We shed light on the harsh 

realities of the work we do where viewers live, in an effort to galvanize audiences to join the fight for health, educatiEducates viewers about their fair housing rights. When people are aware of their rights and how housing discrimination happens, they can 

take action and report it.  

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic 

and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works 

and recovery is possible.

RBFF works to increase public awareness of the need to protect and restore the nation's aquatic natural resources.  That's why this new PSA 

encourages viewers to obtain a fishing license, thereby contributing to their local conservation efforts.  The camp

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

The PSAs titled "Community Garden" were produced by CDC's Screen for Life: The National Campaign for Action Against Colorectal Cancer. 

They use animation and overlapping storytelling to address misconceptions about colorectal cancer and screening, such as

This new public service announcement from the Department of Homeland Security offers information about the importance of informing the 

authorities of any suspicious activity.  The PSA communicates the key message "If you see something say something."   



For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the 

strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at 

the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

Helps viewers realize that they can make a big difference in their community by donating to Goodwill.  Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works 

and recovery is possible.Educates viewers about their fair housing rights. When people are aware of their rights and how housing discrimination happens, they can 

take action and report it.  

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is 

hard, but early detection and care can make a difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to 

raise awareness among health care providers, patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, 

including greater career options, household income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

Run these PSAs during February for American Heart Month to encourage viewers who have stopped following their HBP management plan to 

partner with their doctor, get back on a plan, and get their numbers to a healthy range

The PSAs — which are directed towards men between the ages of 21 and 35 —inspire young men to examine their behavior and take 

responsibility for their own decision to get behind the wheel after having a few drinks. PSAs emphasize that if you have to ask y

Drunk driving claims a life every 50 minutes. Save lives by preventing drunk driving. 

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to family and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drink, including 

40 percent of Al-Anon members who first came to meetings because a friend or relative had a drug problem.

It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 

look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help t

This campaign spotlights the need to find permanent families for teens, who have lower overall adoption rates and wait longer to be adopted 

than younger children. The newest PSAs highlight this need by reminding parents that there are plenty of heartwarmi

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to family and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, 

including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first came to meetings because a friend or relative had a drug problem.  

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

Child Car Safety:  Make Sure Kids Are In The Right Car Seat:  Motor vehicle crashes are a leading cause of death for children under 13.  

PSA's tell parents how their love for their children extends to car safety.  This means knowing the right seat for the

Drunk driving claims a life every 50 minutes. Save lives by preventing drunk driving. 

Child Car Safety:  Make Sure Kids Are In The Right Car Seat:  Motor vehicle crashes are a leading cause of death for children under 13.  

PSA's tell parents how their love for their children extends to car safety.  This means knowing the right seat for the

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show 

people facing mental and substance use disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role 

their employees play. They are highly competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show 

people facing mental and substance use disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

Helps viewers realize that they can make a big difference in their community by donating to Goodwill.  

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

Drunk driving claims a life every 50 minutes. Save lives by preventing drunk driving. Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works 

and recovery is possible.Educates viewers about their fair housing rights. When people are aware of their rights and how housing discrimination happens, they can 

take action and report it.  

The PSAs — which are directed towards men between the ages of 21 and 35 —inspire young men to examine their behavior and take 

responsibility for their own decision to get behind the wheel after having a few drinks. PSAs emphasize that if you have to ask y

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma
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Child Car Safety:  Make Sure Kids Are In The Right Car Seat:  Motor vehicle crashes are a leading cause of death for children under 13.  

PSA's tell parents how their love for their children extends to car safety.  This means knowing the right seat for the

It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 

look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help t

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were 

between the ages of 15 and 18. For National Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

This campaign spotlights the need to find permanent families for teens, who have lower overall adoption rates and wait longer to be adopted 

than younger children. The newest PSAs highlight this need by reminding parents that there are plenty of heartwarmi



The purpose of the PSA is to help viewers understand just how essential our National Forests are and that replanting is urgently needed to 

ensure they continue to thrive.
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The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to 

raise awareness among health care providers, patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, 

including greater career options, household income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

PSA helps adults learn the risks of having prediabetes develop into type 2 diabetes. 

It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 

look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help t

Prediabetes can be reversed with early diagnosis. 1 in 3 American adults has prediabetes. That means you, your boss, or your boss’s boss 
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Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show 

people facing mental and substance use disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United 

States. The information included in these FDA PSAs will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

PSA about organ donation

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role 

their employees play. They are highly competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at 
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For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the 

strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 
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The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the 

importance of early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show 

people facing mental and substance use disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d



Prediabetes can be reversed with early diagnosis. 1 in 3 American adults has prediabetes. That means you, your boss, or your boss’s boss 

could have prediabetes and be at high risk for developing type 2 diabetes. Air PSAs to remind viewers how many America

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service 

Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," 

available in English and Spanish, demonstrate the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at 

the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 
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AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role 

their employees play. They are highly competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

Drunk driving claims a life every 50 minutes. Save lives by preventing drunk driving. Educates viewers about their fair housing rights. When people are aware of their rights and how housing discrimination happens, they can 
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For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the 

strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

PSA about organ donation

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to 

raise awareness among health care providers, patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

The PSAs titled "Community Garden" were produced by CDC's Screen for Life: The National Campaign for Action Against Colorectal Cancer. 

They use animation and overlapping storytelling to address misconceptions about colorectal cancer and screening, such as
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PSA's tell parents how their love for their children extends to car safety.  This means knowing the right seat for the

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is 

hard, but early detection and care can make a difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati
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Child Car Safety:  Make Sure Kids Are In The Right Car Seat:  Motor vehicle crashes are a leading cause of death for children under 13.  

PSA's tell parents how their love for their children extends to car safety.  This means knowing the right seat for theMake the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works 

and recovery is possible.

Helps viewers realize that they can make a big difference in their community by donating to Goodwill.  
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Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United 

States. The information included in these FDA PSAs will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role 

their employees play. They are highly competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont
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The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to 

raise awareness among health care providers, patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import
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authorities of any suspicious activity.  The PSA communicates the key message "If you see something say something."   

Helps viewers realize that they can make a big difference in their community by donating to Goodwill.  

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

Communities In Schools (CIS) works within schools, one-on-one with students in communities across the country to help them with basic 

needs such as food, clothing and housing... as well as more complex problems such as emotional counseling.  CIS brings to



Child Car Safety:  Make Sure Kids Are In The Right Car Seat:  Motor vehicle crashes are a leading cause of death for children under 13.  

PSA's tell parents how their love for their children extends to car safety.  This means knowing the right seat for the

Run these PSAs during February for American Heart Month to encourage viewers who have stopped following their HBP management plan to 

partner with their doctor, get back on a plan, and get their numbers to a healthy range

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United 

States. The information included in these FDA PSAs will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

Drunk driving claims a life every 50 minutes. Save lives by preventing drunk driving. 

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were 

between the ages of 15 and 18. For National Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

Prediabetes can be reversed with early diagnosis. 1 in 3 American adults has prediabetes. That means you, your boss, or your boss’s boss 

could have prediabetes and be at high risk for developing type 2 diabetes. Air PSAs to remind viewers how many America

La campaña para apoyar la preservación y el cuidado de los animales silvestres de la AZA, destaca el valor de los zoológicos y acuarios, al 

igual que el papel fundamental que llevan a cabo sus empleados. Ellos son altamente competentes y dedicados a la pr

It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 

look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help t

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is 

hard, but early detection and care can make a difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, 

including greater career options, household income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to 

raise awareness among health care providers, patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic 

and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to The purpose of the PSA is to help viewers understand just how essential our National Forests are and that replanting is urgently needed to 

ensure they continue to thrive.

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show 

people facing mental and substance use disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery dMake the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works 

and recovery is possible.

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service 

Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

The PSAs titled "Community Garden" were produced by CDC's Screen for Life: The National Campaign for Action Against Colorectal Cancer. 

They use animation and overlapping storytelling to address misconceptions about colorectal cancer and screening, such as

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role 

their employees play. They are highly competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the 

strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 

look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help tEducates viewers about their fair housing rights. When people are aware of their rights and how housing discrimination happens, they can 

take action and report it.  

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show 

people facing mental and substance use disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the 

importance of early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

PSA about organ donation

The PSAs — which are directed towards men between the ages of 21 and 35 —inspire young men to examine their behavior and take 

responsibility for their own decision to get behind the wheel after having a few drinks. PSAs emphasize that if you have to ask y

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest 

annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

This campaign spotlights the need to find permanent families for teens, who have lower overall adoption rates and wait longer to be adopted 

than younger children. The newest PSAs highlight this need by reminding parents that there are plenty of heartwarmi

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United 

States. The information included in these FDA PSAs will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thesThe purpose of the PSA is to help viewers understand just how essential our National Forests are and that replanting is urgently needed to 

ensure they continue to thrive.

PSA helps adults learn the risks of having prediabetes develop into type 2 diabetes. 

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

Communities In Schools (CIS) works within schools, one-on-one with students in communities across the country to help them with basic 

needs such as food, clothing and housing... as well as more complex problems such as emotional counseling.  CIS brings to



It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 

look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help t

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

Run these PSAs during February for American Heart Month to encourage viewers who have stopped following their HBP management plan to 

partner with their doctor, get back on a plan, and get their numbers to a healthy rangeEducates viewers about their fair housing rights. When people are aware of their rights and how housing discrimination happens, they can 

take action and report it.  Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works 

and recovery is possible.

Helps viewers realize that they can make a big difference in their community by donating to Goodwill.  

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at 

the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, 

including greater career options, household income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were 

between the ages of 15 and 18. For National Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United 

States. The information included in these FDA PSAs will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is 

hard, but early detection and care can make a difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

The PSAs titled "Community Garden" were produced by CDC's Screen for Life: The National Campaign for Action Against Colorectal Cancer. 

They use animation and overlapping storytelling to address misconceptions about colorectal cancer and screening, such as

Prediabetes can be reversed with early diagnosis. 1 in 3 American adults has prediabetes. That means you, your boss, or your boss’s boss 

could have prediabetes and be at high risk for developing type 2 diabetes. Air PSAs to remind viewers how many America

PSA helps adults learn the risks of having prediabetes develop into type 2 diabetes. 

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public 

message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

Drunk driving claims a life every 50 minutes. Save lives by preventing drunk driving. 

It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 

look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help t

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show 

people facing mental and substance use disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," 

available in English and Spanish, demonstrate the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages wMake the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works 

and recovery is possible.

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service 

Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer isThe purpose of the PSA is to help viewers understand just how essential our National Forests are and that replanting is urgently needed to 

ensure they continue to thrive.

This new public service announcement from the Department of Homeland Security offers information about the importance of informing the 

authorities of any suspicious activity.  The PSA communicates the key message "If you see something say something."   

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the 

strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic 

and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

Child Car Safety:  Make Sure Kids Are In The Right Car Seat:  Motor vehicle crashes are a leading cause of death for children under 13.  

PSA's tell parents how their love for their children extends to car safety.  This means knowing the right seat for the

Helps viewers realize that they can make a big difference in their community by donating to Goodwill.  

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the 

importance of early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," 

available in English and Spanish, demonstrate the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

Child Car Safety:  Make Sure Kids Are In The Right Car Seat:  Motor vehicle crashes are a leading cause of death for children under 13.  

PSA's tell parents how their love for their children extends to car safety.  This means knowing the right seat for the

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role 

their employees play. They are highly competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, 

including greater career options, household income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

This campaign spotlights the need to find permanent families for teens, who have lower overall adoption rates and wait longer to be adopted 

than younger children. The newest PSAs highlight this need by reminding parents that there are plenty of heartwarmi



PSA about organ donation

It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 

look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help t

Communities In Schools (CIS) works within schools, one-on-one with students in communities across the country to help them with basic 

needs such as food, clothing and housing... as well as more complex problems such as emotional counseling.  CIS brings to

The PSAs — which are directed towards men between the ages of 21 and 35 —inspire young men to examine their behavior and take 

responsibility for their own decision to get behind the wheel after having a few drinks. PSAs emphasize that if you have to ask y

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

This new public service announcement (PSA) in Spanish from Department of Homeland Security (DHS) offers information aboutof the 

importance of informing the authorities of any suspicious activity. The PSA Communicate the key message: "If you see something,

Run these PSAs during February for American Heart Month to encourage viewers who have stopped following their HBP management plan to 

partner with their doctor, get back on a plan, and get their numbers to a healthy range

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest 

annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

PSA helps adults learn the risks of having prediabetes develop into type 2 diabetes. 

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show 

people facing mental and substance use disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery dThe purpose of the PSA is to help viewers understand just how essential our National Forests are and that replanting is urgently needed to 

ensure they continue to thrive.

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to 

raise awareness among health care providers, patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United 

States. The information included in these FDA PSAs will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

Helps viewers realize that they can make a big difference in their community by donating to Goodwill.  

It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 

look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help t

Prediabetes can be reversed with early diagnosis. 1 in 3 American adults has prediabetes. That means you, your boss, or your boss’s boss 

could have prediabetes and be at high risk for developing type 2 diabetes. Air PSAs to remind viewers how many America

It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 

look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help t

Drunk driving claims a life every 50 minutes. Save lives by preventing drunk driving. 

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, 

including greater career options, household income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show 

people facing mental and substance use disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at 

the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United 

States. The information included in these FDA PSAs will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thesMake the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works 

and recovery is possible.Educates viewers about their fair housing rights. When people are aware of their rights and how housing discrimination happens, they can 

take action and report it.  

The PSAs titled "Community Garden" were produced by CDC's Screen for Life: The National Campaign for Action Against Colorectal Cancer. 

They use animation and overlapping storytelling to address misconceptions about colorectal cancer and screening, such as

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is 

hard, but early detection and care can make a difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

This new public service announcement from the Department of Homeland Security offers information about the importance of informing the 

authorities of any suspicious activity.  The PSA communicates the key message "If you see something say something."   

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the 

strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the maMake the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works 

and recovery is possible.

PSA helps adults learn the risks of having prediabetes develop into type 2 diabetes. 

The PSAs titled "Community Garden" were produced by CDC's Screen for Life: The National Campaign for Action Against Colorectal Cancer. 

They use animation and overlapping storytelling to address misconceptions about colorectal cancer and screening, such as

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma



Educates viewers about their fair housing rights. When people are aware of their rights and how housing discrimination happens, they can 

take action and report it.  

This campaign spotlights the need to find permanent families for teens, who have lower overall adoption rates and wait longer to be adopted 

than younger children. The newest PSAs highlight this need by reminding parents that there are plenty of heartwarmi

PSA helps adults learn the risks of having prediabetes develop into type 2 diabetes. 

Helps viewers realize that they can make a big difference in their community by donating to Goodwill.  

This new public service announcement from the Department of Homeland Security offers information about the importance of informing the 

authorities of any suspicious activity.  The PSA communicates the key message "If you see something say something."   

The PSAs — which are directed towards men between the ages of 21 and 35 —inspire young men to examine their behavior and take 

responsibility for their own decision to get behind the wheel after having a few drinks. PSAs emphasize that if you have to ask yThe purpose of the PSA is to help viewers understand just how essential our National Forests are and that replanting is urgently needed to 

ensure they continue to thrive.

La campaña para apoyar la preservación y el cuidado de los animales silvestres de la AZA, destaca el valor de los zoológicos y acuarios, al 

igual que el papel fundamental que llevan a cabo sus empleados. Ellos son altamente competentes y dedicados a la pr

Communities In Schools (CIS) works within schools, one-on-one with students in communities across the country to help them with basic 

needs such as food, clothing and housing... as well as more complex problems such as emotional counseling.  CIS brings to

Child Car Safety:  Make Sure Kids Are In The Right Car Seat:  Motor vehicle crashes are a leading cause of death for children under 13.  

PSA's tell parents how their love for their children extends to car safety.  This means knowing the right seat for the

Drunk driving claims a life every 50 minutes. Save lives by preventing drunk driving. 

Run these PSAs during February for American Heart Month to encourage viewers who have stopped following their HBP management plan to 

partner with their doctor, get back on a plan, and get their numbers to a healthy range

It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 

look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help t

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is 

hard, but early detection and care can make a difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

Child Car Safety:  Make Sure Kids Are In The Right Car Seat:  Motor vehicle crashes are a leading cause of death for children under 13.  

PSA's tell parents how their love for their children extends to car safety.  This means knowing the right seat for the

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic 

and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to 

raise awareness among health care providers, patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

Prediabetes can be reversed with early diagnosis. 1 in 3 American adults has prediabetes. That means you, your boss, or your boss’s boss 

could have prediabetes and be at high risk for developing type 2 diabetes. Air PSAs to remind viewers how many America

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United 

States. The information included in these FDA PSAs will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the maMake the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works 

and recovery is possible.

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," 

available in English and Spanish, demonstrate the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the 

importance of early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show 

people facing mental and substance use disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

PSA about organ donation

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show 

people facing mental and substance use disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

The PSAs titled "Community Garden" were produced by CDC's Screen for Life: The National Campaign for Action Against Colorectal Cancer. 

They use animation and overlapping storytelling to address misconceptions about colorectal cancer and screening, such as

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at 

the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico Educates viewers about their fair housing rights. When people are aware of their rights and how housing discrimination happens, they can 

take action and report it.  

It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 

look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help t

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were 

between the ages of 15 and 18. For National Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service 

Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

This campaign spotlights the need to find permanent families for teens, who have lower overall adoption rates and wait longer to be adopted 

than younger children. The newest PSAs highlight this need by reminding parents that there are plenty of heartwarmi



Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest 

annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, 

including greater career options, household income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the 

strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow The purpose of the PSA is to help viewers understand just how essential our National Forests are and that replanting is urgently needed to 

ensure they continue to thrive.

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United 

States. The information included in these FDA PSAs will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

This new public service announcement from the Department of Homeland Security offers information about the importance of informing the 

authorities of any suspicious activity.  The PSA communicates the key message "If you see something say something."   

PSA helps adults learn the risks of having prediabetes develop into type 2 diabetes. 

Communities In Schools (CIS) works within schools, one-on-one with students in communities across the country to help them with basic 

needs such as food, clothing and housing... as well as more complex problems such as emotional counseling.  CIS brings to

It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 

look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help t

Run these PSAs during February for American Heart Month to encourage viewers who have stopped following their HBP management plan to 

partner with their doctor, get back on a plan, and get their numbers to a healthy rangeEducates viewers about their fair housing rights. When people are aware of their rights and how housing discrimination happens, they can 

take action and report it.  

Child Car Safety:  Make Sure Kids Are In The Right Car Seat:  Motor vehicle crashes are a leading cause of death for children under 13.  

PSA's tell parents how their love for their children extends to car safety.  This means knowing the right seat for the

This new public service announcement (PSA) in Spanish from Department of Homeland Security (DHS) offers information aboutof the 

importance of informing the authorities of any suspicious activity. The PSA Communicate the key message: "If you see something,

It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 

look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help t

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," 

available in English and Spanish, demonstrate the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role 

their employees play. They are highly competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

PSA helps adults learn the risks of having prediabetes develop into type 2 diabetes. 

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, 

including greater career options, household income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to 

raise awareness among health care providers, patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United 

States. The information included in these FDA PSAs will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

Prediabetes can be reversed with early diagnosis. 1 in 3 American adults has prediabetes. That means you, your boss, or your boss’s boss 

could have prediabetes and be at high risk for developing type 2 diabetes. Air PSAs to remind viewers how many America

Drunk driving claims a life every 50 minutes. Save lives by preventing drunk driving. 

Drunk driving claims a life every 50 minutes. Save lives by preventing drunk driving. 

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the 

importance of early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prevThe purpose of the PSA is to help viewers understand just how essential our National Forests are and that replanting is urgently needed to 

ensure they continue to thrive.

Helps viewers realize that they can make a big difference in their community by donating to Goodwill.  
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and recovery is possible.

The PSAs — which are directed towards men between the ages of 21 and 35 —inspire young men to examine their behavior and take 

responsibility for their own decision to get behind the wheel after having a few drinks. PSAs emphasize that if you have to ask y

This campaign spotlights the need to find permanent families for teens, who have lower overall adoption rates and wait longer to be adopted 

than younger children. The newest PSAs highlight this need by reminding parents that there are plenty of heartwarmi

Child Car Safety:  Make Sure Kids Are In The Right Car Seat:  Motor vehicle crashes are a leading cause of death for children under 13.  

PSA's tell parents how their love for their children extends to car safety.  This means knowing the right seat for the

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public 

message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," 

available in English and Spanish, demonstrate the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

Prediabetes can be reversed with early diagnosis. 1 in 3 American adults has prediabetes. That means you, your boss, or your boss’s boss 

could have prediabetes and be at high risk for developing type 2 diabetes. Air PSAs to remind viewers how many America

PSA helps adults learn the risks of having prediabetes develop into type 2 diabetes. 

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is 

hard, but early detection and care can make a difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

PSA about organ donation. 

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United 

States. The information included in these FDA PSAs will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes
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Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, 

including greater career options, household income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were 

between the ages of 15 and 18. For National Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 

look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help t

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service 

Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

Communities In Schools (CIS) works within schools, one-on-one with students in communities across the country to help them with basic 

needs such as food, clothing and housing... as well as more complex problems such as emotional counseling.  CIS brings to

The PSAs titled "Community Garden" were produced by CDC's Screen for Life: The National Campaign for Action Against Colorectal Cancer. 

They use animation and overlapping storytelling to address misconceptions about colorectal cancer and screening, such as

Helps viewers realize that they can make a big difference in their community by donating to Goodwill.  

Drunk driving claims a life every 50 minutes. Save lives by preventing drunk driving. The purpose of the PSA is to help viewers understand just how essential our National Forests are and that replanting is urgently needed to 

ensure they continue to thrive.

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million 

veterans in positive, life-changing ways each year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

Run these PSAs during February for American Heart Month to encourage viewers who have stopped following their HBP management plan to 

partner with their doctor, get back on a plan, and get their numbers to a healthy rangeMake the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works 

and recovery is possible.

This new public service announcement from the Department of Homeland Security offers information about the importance of informing the 

authorities of any suspicious activity.  The PSA communicates the key message "If you see something say something."   

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to 

raise awareness among health care providers, patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the 

importance of early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the 

strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 
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AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role 

their employees play. They are highly competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont
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forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the maEducates viewers about their fair housing rights. When people are aware of their rights and how housing discrimination happens, they can 

take action and report it.  

The PSAs — which are directed towards men between the ages of 21 and 35 —inspire young men to examine their behavior and take 

responsibility for their own decision to get behind the wheel after having a few drinks. PSAs emphasize that if you have to ask y

PSA about organ donation

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at 

the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

Prediabetes can be reversed with early diagnosis. 1 in 3 American adults has prediabetes. That means you, your boss, or your boss’s boss 
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Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show 

people facing mental and substance use disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, 

including greater career options, household income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com
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"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," 
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people facing mental and substance use disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery dEducates viewers about their fair housing rights. When people are aware of their rights and how housing discrimination happens, they can 
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look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help t
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An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at 

the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 
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This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic 

and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

Helps viewers realize that they can make a big difference in their community by donating to Goodwill.  

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were 

between the ages of 15 and 18. For National Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is 

hard, but early detection and care can make a difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversatiEducates viewers about their fair housing rights. When people are aware of their rights and how housing discrimination happens, they can 

take action and report it.  Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works 

and recovery is possible.

PSA helps adults learn the risks of having prediabetes develop into type 2 diabetes. 

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United 

States. The information included in these FDA PSAs will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

Communities In Schools (CIS) works within schools, one-on-one with students in communities across the country to help them with basic 

needs such as food, clothing and housing... as well as more complex problems such as emotional counseling.  CIS brings to

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role 

their employees play. They are highly competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show 

people facing mental and substance use disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," 

available in English and Spanish, demonstrate the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the 

strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 

look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help t

This campaign spotlights the need to find permanent families for teens, who have lower overall adoption rates and wait longer to be adopted 

than younger children. The newest PSAs highlight this need by reminding parents that there are plenty of heartwarmiThe purpose of the PSA is to help viewers understand just how essential our National Forests are and that replanting is urgently needed to 

ensure they continue to thrive.

PSA about organ donation. 

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," 

available in English and Spanish, demonstrate the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest 

annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, 

including greater career options, household income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

The PSAs titled "Community Garden" were produced by CDC's Screen for Life: The National Campaign for Action Against Colorectal Cancer. 

They use animation and overlapping storytelling to address misconceptions about colorectal cancer and screening, such asThe purpose of the PSA is to help viewers understand just how essential our National Forests are and that replanting is urgently needed to 

ensure they continue to thrive.

Run these PSAs during February for American Heart Month to encourage viewers who have stopped following their HBP management plan to 

partner with their doctor, get back on a plan, and get their numbers to a healthy range

PSA about organ donationMake the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works 

and recovery is possible.

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service 

Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is
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Prediabetes can be reversed with early diagnosis. 1 in 3 American adults has prediabetes. That means you, your boss, or your boss’s boss 

could have prediabetes and be at high risk for developing type 2 diabetes. Air PSAs to remind viewers how many America

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at 

the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 
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PSA's tell parents how their love for their children extends to car safety.  This means knowing the right seat for theThe purpose of the PSA is to help viewers understand just how essential our National Forests are and that replanting is urgently needed to 

ensure they continue to thrive.

This new public service announcement from the Department of Homeland Security offers information about the importance of informing the 

authorities of any suspicious activity.  The PSA communicates the key message "If you see something say something."   Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works 

and recovery is possible.

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, 

including greater career options, household income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

Prediabetes can be reversed with early diagnosis. 1 in 3 American adults has prediabetes. That means you, your boss, or your boss’s boss 

could have prediabetes and be at high risk for developing type 2 diabetes. Air PSAs to remind viewers how many America

PSA about organ donation. 

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were 

between the ages of 15 and 18. For National Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

This campaign spotlights the need to find permanent families for teens, who have lower overall adoption rates and wait longer to be adopted 

than younger children. The newest PSAs highlight this need by reminding parents that there are plenty of heartwarmi

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to 

raise awareness among health care providers, patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

Communities In Schools (CIS) works within schools, one-on-one with students in communities across the country to help them with basic 

needs such as food, clothing and housing... as well as more complex problems such as emotional counseling.  CIS brings toMake the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works 

and recovery is possible.

It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 

look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help t

This new public service announcement (PSA) in Spanish from Department of Homeland Security (DHS) offers information aboutof the 

importance of informing the authorities of any suspicious activity. The PSA Communicate the key message: "If you see something,

PSA helps adults learn the risks of having prediabetes develop into type 2 diabetes. 

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at 

the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 

look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help t

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, 

including greater career options, household income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

The PSAs — which are directed towards men between the ages of 21 and 35 —inspire young men to examine their behavior and take 

responsibility for their own decision to get behind the wheel after having a few drinks. PSAs emphasize that if you have to ask y

PSA helps adults learn the risks of having prediabetes develop into type 2 diabetes. 

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the 

strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

Child Car Safety:  Make Sure Kids Are In The Right Car Seat:  Motor vehicle crashes are a leading cause of death for children under 13.  

PSA's tell parents how their love for their children extends to car safety.  This means knowing the right seat for the

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million 

veterans in positive, life-changing ways each year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the 

importance of early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," 

available in English and Spanish, demonstrate the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w



Educates viewers about their fair housing rights. When people are aware of their rights and how housing discrimination happens, they can 

take action and report it.  

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role 

their employees play. They are highly competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show 

people facing mental and substance use disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

Helps viewers realize that they can make a big difference in their community by donating to Goodwill.  

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show 

people facing mental and substance use disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

Helps viewers realize that they can make a big difference in their community by donating to Goodwill.  

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest 

annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic 

and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

The PSAs titled "Community Garden" were produced by CDC's Screen for Life: The National Campaign for Action Against Colorectal Cancer. 

They use animation and overlapping storytelling to address misconceptions about colorectal cancer and screening, such as

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United 

States. The information included in these FDA PSAs will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the 

strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service 

Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

PSA about organ donation

This new public service announcement from the Department of Homeland Security offers information about the importance of informing the 

authorities of any suspicious activity.  The PSA communicates the key message "If you see something say something."   

Child Car Safety:  Make Sure Kids Are In The Right Car Seat:  Motor vehicle crashes are a leading cause of death for children under 13.  

PSA's tell parents how their love for their children extends to car safety.  This means knowing the right seat for the

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is 

hard, but early detection and care can make a difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 

look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help tThe purpose of the PSA is to help viewers understand just how essential our National Forests are and that replanting is urgently needed to 

ensure they continue to thrive.

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public 

message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

The PSAs titled "Community Garden" were produced by CDC's Screen for Life: The National Campaign for Action Against Colorectal Cancer. 

They use animation and overlapping storytelling to address misconceptions about colorectal cancer and screening, such as

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United 

States. The information included in these FDA PSAs will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were 

between the ages of 15 and 18. For National Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," 

available in English and Spanish, demonstrate the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

PSA helps adults learn the risks of having prediabetes develop into type 2 diabetes. 

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to 

raise awareness among health care providers, patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

Communities In Schools (CIS) works within schools, one-on-one with students in communities across the country to help them with basic 

needs such as food, clothing and housing... as well as more complex problems such as emotional counseling.  CIS brings toEducates viewers about their fair housing rights. When people are aware of their rights and how housing discrimination happens, they can 

take action and report it.  

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, 

including greater career options, household income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 

look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help t

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

The PSAs — which are directed towards men between the ages of 21 and 35 —inspire young men to examine their behavior and take 

responsibility for their own decision to get behind the wheel after having a few drinks. PSAs emphasize that if you have to ask yMake the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works 

and recovery is possible.

Prediabetes can be reversed with early diagnosis. 1 in 3 American adults has prediabetes. That means you, your boss, or your boss’s boss 

could have prediabetes and be at high risk for developing type 2 diabetes. Air PSAs to remind viewers how many America



DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million 

veterans in positive, life-changing ways each year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members aMake the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works 

and recovery is possible.

Run these PSAs during February for American Heart Month to encourage viewers who have stopped following their HBP management plan to 

partner with their doctor, get back on a plan, and get their numbers to a healthy range

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at 

the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

Run these PSAs during February for American Heart Month to encourage viewers who have stopped following their HBP management plan to 

partner with their doctor, get back on a plan, and get their numbers to a healthy range.

PSA about organ donation

It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 

look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help tEducates viewers about their fair housing rights. When people are aware of their rights and how housing discrimination happens, they can 

take action and report it.  

PSA about organ donation. 

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," 

available in English and Spanish, demonstrate the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

Drunk driving claims a life every 50 minutes. Save lives by preventing drunk driving. 

Child Car Safety:  Make Sure Kids Are In The Right Car Seat:  Motor vehicle crashes are a leading cause of death for children under 13.  

PSA's tell parents how their love for their children extends to car safety.  This means knowing the right seat for the

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic 

and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show 

people facing mental and substance use disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 

look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help t

Prediabetes can be reversed with early diagnosis. 1 in 3 American adults has prediabetes. That means you, your boss, or your boss’s boss 

could have prediabetes and be at high risk for developing type 2 diabetes. Air PSAs to remind viewers how many America

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the 

strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service 

Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

Drunk driving claims a life every 50 minutes. Save lives by preventing drunk driving. 

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, 

including greater career options, household income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the maMake the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works 

and recovery is possible.

The PSAs — which are directed towards men between the ages of 21 and 35 —inspire young men to examine their behavior and take 

responsibility for their own decision to get behind the wheel after having a few drinks. PSAs emphasize that if you have to ask yEducates viewers about their fair housing rights. When people are aware of their rights and how housing discrimination happens, they can 

take action and report it.  

PSA helps adults learn the risks of having prediabetes develop into type 2 diabetes. 

Run these PSAs during February for American Heart Month to encourage viewers who have stopped following their HBP management plan to 

partner with their doctor, get back on a plan, and get their numbers to a healthy rangeThe purpose of the PSA is to help viewers understand just how essential our National Forests are and that replanting is urgently needed to 

ensure they continue to thrive.

Child Car Safety:  Make Sure Kids Are In The Right Car Seat:  Motor vehicle crashes are a leading cause of death for children under 13.  

PSA's tell parents how their love for their children extends to car safety.  This means knowing the right seat for the

Communities In Schools (CIS) works within schools, one-on-one with students in communities across the country to help them with basic 

needs such as food, clothing and housing... as well as more complex problems such as emotional counseling.  CIS brings to

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma



Prediabetes can be reversed with early diagnosis. 1 in 3 American adults has prediabetes. That means you, your boss, or your boss’s boss 

could have prediabetes and be at high risk for developing type 2 diabetes. Air PSAs to remind viewers how many America

Drunk driving claims a life every 50 minutes. Save lives by preventing drunk driving. 

It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 

look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help t

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were 

between the ages of 15 and 18. For National Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is 

hard, but early detection and care can make a difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to 

raise awareness among health care providers, patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic 

and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service 

Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

This new public service announcement from the Department of Homeland Security offers information about the importance of informing the 

authorities of any suspicious activity.  The PSA communicates the key message "If you see something say something."   

It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 

look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help t

This campaign spotlights the need to find permanent families for teens, who have lower overall adoption rates and wait longer to be adopted 

than younger children. The newest PSAs highlight this need by reminding parents that there are plenty of heartwarmi

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," 

available in English and Spanish, demonstrate the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

Helps viewers realize that they can make a big difference in their community by donating to Goodwill.  

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show 

people facing mental and substance use disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United 

States. The information included in these FDA PSAs will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show 

people facing mental and substance use disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 

look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help t

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role 

their employees play. They are highly competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

PSA about organ donation

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the 

importance of early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

The PSAs — which are directed towards men between the ages of 21 and 35 —inspire young men to examine their behavior and take 

responsibility for their own decision to get behind the wheel after having a few drinks. PSAs emphasize that if you have to ask y

Drunk driving claims a life every 50 minutes. Save lives by preventing drunk driving. 

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the 

strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million 

veterans in positive, life-changing ways each year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

Child Car Safety:  Make Sure Kids Are In The Right Car Seat:  Motor vehicle crashes are a leading cause of death for children under 13.  

PSA's tell parents how their love for their children extends to car safety.  This means knowing the right seat for theThe purpose of the PSA is to help viewers understand just how essential our National Forests are and that replanting is urgently needed to 

ensure they continue to thrive.

The PSAs titled "Community Garden" were produced by CDC's Screen for Life: The National Campaign for Action Against Colorectal Cancer. 

They use animation and overlapping storytelling to address misconceptions about colorectal cancer and screening, such as

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, 

including greater career options, household income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest 

annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

Run these PSAs during February for American Heart Month to encourage viewers who have stopped following their HBP management plan to 

partner with their doctor, get back on a plan, and get their numbers to a healthy range

This new public service announcement (PSA) in Spanish from Department of Homeland Security (DHS) offers information aboutof the 

importance of informing the authorities of any suspicious activity. The PSA Communicate the key message: "If you see something,



New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the maMake the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works 

and recovery is possible.Educates viewers about their fair housing rights. When people are aware of their rights and how housing discrimination happens, they can 

take action and report it.  

Drunk driving claims a life every 50 minutes. Save lives by preventing drunk driving. 

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were 

between the ages of 15 and 18. For National Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at 

the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works 

and recovery is possible.

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to 

raise awareness among health care providers, patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is 

hard, but early detection and care can make a difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

This new public service announcement from the Department of Homeland Security offers information about the importance of informing the 

authorities of any suspicious activity.  The PSA communicates the key message "If you see something say something."   

PSA helps adults learn the risks of having prediabetes develop into type 2 diabetes. 

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," 

available in English and Spanish, demonstrate the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 

look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help t

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service 

Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, 

including greater career options, household income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

Helps viewers realize that they can make a big difference in their community by donating to Goodwill.  The purpose of the PSA is to help viewers understand just how essential our National Forests are and that replanting is urgently needed to 

ensure they continue to thrive.

Communities In Schools (CIS) works within schools, one-on-one with students in communities across the country to help them with basic 

needs such as food, clothing and housing... as well as more complex problems such as emotional counseling.  CIS brings to

Prediabetes can be reversed with early diagnosis. 1 in 3 American adults has prediabetes. That means you, your boss, or your boss’s boss 

could have prediabetes and be at high risk for developing type 2 diabetes. Air PSAs to remind viewers how many America

Child Car Safety:  Make Sure Kids Are In The Right Car Seat:  Motor vehicle crashes are a leading cause of death for children under 13.  

PSA's tell parents how their love for their children extends to car safety.  This means knowing the right seat for the

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United 

States. The information included in these FDA PSAs will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

This campaign spotlights the need to find permanent families for teens, who have lower overall adoption rates and wait longer to be adopted 

than younger children. The newest PSAs highlight this need by reminding parents that there are plenty of heartwarmi

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show 

people facing mental and substance use disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," 

available in English and Spanish, demonstrate the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages wEducates viewers about their fair housing rights. When people are aware of their rights and how housing discrimination happens, they can 

take action and report it.  

Helps viewers realize that they can make a big difference in their community by donating to Goodwill.  

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service 

Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role 

their employees play. They are highly competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

PSA about organ donation

PSA helps adults learn the risks of having prediabetes develop into type 2 diabetes. 

It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 

look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help t

PSA about organ donation. 

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the 

strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 



This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic 

and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

Run these PSAs during February for American Heart Month to encourage viewers who have stopped following their HBP management plan to 

partner with their doctor, get back on a plan, and get their numbers to a healthy range

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the 

importance of early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

The PSAs titled "Community Garden" were produced by CDC's Screen for Life: The National Campaign for Action Against Colorectal Cancer. 

They use animation and overlapping storytelling to address misconceptions about colorectal cancer and screening, such as

Child Car Safety:  Make Sure Kids Are In The Right Car Seat:  Motor vehicle crashes are a leading cause of death for children under 13.  

PSA's tell parents how their love for their children extends to car safety.  This means knowing the right seat for the

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show 

people facing mental and substance use disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 

look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help t

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to 

raise awareness among health care providers, patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United 
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ensure they continue to thrive.

This new public service announcement from the Department of Homeland Security offers information about the importance of informing the 

authorities of any suspicious activity.  The PSA communicates the key message "If you see something say something."   

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is 

hard, but early detection and care can make a difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the 

importance of early identification of blood poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev
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It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 

look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help t

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic 

and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

This campaign spotlights the need to find permanent families for teens, who have lower overall adoption rates and wait longer to be adopted 

than younger children. The newest PSAs highlight this need by reminding parents that there are plenty of heartwarmi

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 
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We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service 

Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is



Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, 

including greater career options, household income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

Run these PSAs during February for American Heart Month to encourage viewers who have stopped following their HBP management plan to 

partner with their doctor, get back on a plan, and get their numbers to a healthy range

Child Car Safety:  Make Sure Kids Are In The Right Car Seat:  Motor vehicle crashes are a leading cause of death for children under 13.  
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Prediabetes can be reversed with early diagnosis. 1 in 3 American adults has prediabetes. That means you, your boss, or your boss’s boss 

could have prediabetes and be at high risk for developing type 2 diabetes. Air PSAs to remind viewers how many America

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at 

the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

PSA about organ donation

It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 

look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help t

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show 

people facing mental and substance use disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role 

their employees play. They are highly competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the 

forests and parks near them. Help families this fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million 

veterans in positive, life-changing ways each year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

Drunk driving claims a life every 50 minutes. Save lives by preventing drunk driving. 

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the 

strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," 

available in English and Spanish, demonstrate the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w
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ensure they continue to thrive.

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United 

States. The information included in these FDA PSAs will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is 

hard, but early detection and care can make a difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, 

including greater career options, household income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

The PSAs titled "Community Garden" were produced by CDC's Screen for Life: The National Campaign for Action Against Colorectal Cancer. 

They use animation and overlapping storytelling to address misconceptions about colorectal cancer and screening, such as

This new public service announcement (PSA) in Spanish from Department of Homeland Security (DHS) offers information aboutof the 

importance of informing the authorities of any suspicious activity. The PSA Communicate the key message: "If you see something,

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest 
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It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 

look for when a disaster strikes can help you be prepared. PSAs direct viewers to Ready.gov as a resource to help t

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were 

between the ages of 15 and 18. For National Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," 
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The PSAs — which are directed towards men between the ages of 21 and 35 —inspire young men to examine their behavior and take 

responsibility for their own decision to get behind the wheel after having a few drinks. PSAs emphasize that if you have to ask y
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message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

The PSAs — which are directed towards men between the ages of 21 and 35 —inspire young men to examine their behavior and take 
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Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United 
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Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is 

hard, but early detection and care can make a difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversatiEducates viewers about their fair housing rights. When people are aware of their rights and how housing discrimination happens, they can 
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An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at 
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"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," 
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Run these PSAs during February for American Heart Month to encourage viewers who have stopped following their HBP management plan to 
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Child Car Safety:  Make Sure Kids Are In The Right Car Seat:  Motor vehicle crashes are a leading cause of death for children under 13.  
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It’s estimated that nearly every area in the U.S. will deal with an emergency in the next decade. Planning ahead and knowing what alerts to 
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DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million 
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Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is
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